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Integration On TV
NEW YORK—A, documentary
film about racial Integration, Is
to be televised nationally on Sat.
day, Feb. 21. "A City Decides,"
portrays racial integration in
the public school system of St.
Louis, Mo. A thirty minute film,
it will be televised nationally by
the National Broadcasting ('om•
peny, at S (EST)
Decent Clinton• Whites




CLINTON, Tenn. — This town's
eighth dynamite blast since court.
ordered school integration com-
menced last fall has resulted in
a Clinton Relief Fund and Police
Chief Frances Moore labeling the
explosion "attempted murder."
The special fund is being raised
to repair damages done last
Thursday night when a suitcase
of dynamite, deposited by whites,
exploded near the home of Alfred
Williams, Negro student who was
suspended after a clash with white
students.
Extent of damages had not been
determined at week end. Howev-
er, Horace V. Wells, jr., publish-
er of t h e Clinton Courier-News,
said a survey by his paper indi-
cated some 30 homes and other
buildings in a one-fourth mile
area were damaged.
A three-man team of two white
carpenters, H. L. NicWane and
James C. Lane, and a Negro em-
ploye of the post office, George
Iker, were requested to make a
survey to determine the damages
by the Clinton Red Cross Disas-
ter committee.
It was explained this is not a
sormal function of the committee
but that it was undertaking the
effort as there was no other group
organized to carry out the sur-
vey.
W. ff. Burris chairman of the
disaster committee. Dr. C. L.
Greene, Clinton dentist, is chair-
man of the Red Cross chapter.
Mr. Wells said the ,newspa-
per's survey disclosed that
buildings damaged included the
Negro elementary a c h • • 1,
Green-McAdoo and a small Ne.
gra housing project by the same
Me.
The blast, placed within 50 feet
of a dozen children and four
adults, wrecked the home of Mrs
Ethel Gallaher and her four chil-
dren and severely damaged the
Chicken Shack restaurant of Earl
Simmons. Two parked cars were
damaged also.
Injured in the blast were Emma
Mae Caradine, struck by bits of
falling ceiling; Emma Simm 1,
hurled against a well by the con-
cussion, and Jacqueline Gallaher,
11 months, cut by falling glass.
Williams, a senior who w a s
among the 12 Negroes first ad-
mitted to the high school, was
suspended after he struck D a n
Ward, 15, and reported pull-
ed a knife when other white stu-
dents crowded around him. Teach-
ers broke it up.
Negro students, now down to six.
claimed the white students were
harassing them and Ward had
been pointed out to Williams as
one of those molesting him with
such things as placing tacks in
his seats.
Mrs. Juanita Moser, acting pri-
cipal, suspended Williams indefi-
nitely. Principal D. J. Brittaine
jr., said Williams, 21,had a poor
scholastic record and was not able
to do the caliber of work requir-
ed for graduatien.
Baptists In Split Over Dr. I. H. Jackson
New Leaders Of Teachers' Group
TEACHERS ELECT 0 F F I-
CERS—For the first time in
more than a decade, Mem•
phis Negro school teachers
took steps to form a profes•
sional organization designed
to improve local school stand-
ards and to centralize their
interests in their jobs. In a
general meeting last Saturday
at Booker T. Washington
High school, with Supt. Er-
nest Ball presiding Prof. Blair
T. Hunt was named president
by two-vote margin over Miss
Willa McWilliams, of Manes.
sas High. Miss McWilliams
Cora J. White Local Teachers Revive
Returns Feb. 14 Defunct Association
Mrs. Cora Jordan White, out
standing social, civic, fraternal
and religious worker, of Colum-
bus, Ohio, will make her fourth
consecutive visit to Memphis to
deliver the principal address for
Women's Day at Metropolitan
Beptist church, Sunday, Feb. 24.
The following series of pro-
grams constitute closing activities
of the women for the month of
February on Sunday, 24th Sun-
day school, 9 a.m.; Address by
Rev. S. A. Owen, pastor; 11:00;
dinner served, 1 p.m.; program
and Miss White's address, 3:15
p. m.; training union, 5:45 p. m,
music and address, Mrs. White,
7:30 p. m.
Special music will be furnished
for the big occesion by a large
woman's chorus
Mrs. Flora Cochrane, general
chairman; Mrs Sadie Hibbler,
publicity chairman; Mrs. Laura
Roberson, chairman of finance
committee and Miss Edwina Hud-
son, secretary.
King Saud Arrives In
Morocco For Visit
RABAT, Morocco — (INS) —
King Saud of Saudi Arabia flew
to Rabat from Spain yesterday
for a week-long visit in Morocco.
The monarch was greeted at
the airport by Sultan Sisi Mo-
hammed Ben Youssef, Prince
Moulay Hassan, eldest son of the ficers to complete the structure of
Sultan, Foreign Minister Barek se the teachers' association will be
named at subsequent Meetings.
SPIRITED ELECTION
The vote for president was spir-
ited and close following one teach-
er's observation that it would
seem a more representative or-
ganization of teachers if a teacher
were selected to head the group.
But on th basis of the observa-
tion by another teacher that prov-
en ability, achievement, experi-
ence and good judgment were per-
sonified in the person of Prof.
Hunt, the veteran Washington
Among the roses are: The courage and consist- principal was elected to lead the
ency of the white high school principal, the forebear- revived association.
Miss McWilliams lost in her bid
for the presidency by only t w o
votes, scoring a moral victory.
Mr. Ball emphasized the need
for raising professional standards
and for organized steps to do a
better job as a group, particular-
ly in the face of the demands for
increases in teachers' salaries and
other pressures.
PRESENT AWARD
Another feature of the Saturday
an award of "appreciation for 25
years of dedicated service" to Mr.
Ball. The award was presented
by Prof. Harry Cash, principal of
Hamilton High and chairman of
the Memphis Negro Principals' or-
ganization. Visibly impressed, Mr.
Ball made a gracious acceptance
which moved the teachers to ap-
$111111111111111111111111111111MNIMNIMOMM11111111111111M111111111111111111118M11111111111101111111111111111111111111111ne P1ause-
For the first time in almost 20 years steps hose been
taken to organize the Negro public school teachers of
Memphis ass a group.
Last Saturday, at the regular teachers' meeting called
by Supt. E.C. Ball at Booker T. Washington High School,
etaoin shrdlu cmfwyp vbgkqj xz 
Bakkai and other officials of the
Moroccan government.
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Clinton's Roses Amid Thorns
Out of the thorny situation existing at Clinton,
Tennessee, a town too much beset by prejudice-bloat-
ed meddlers, spring forth some roses of consolation
and hope for the town's future peace and growth in
racial tolerance,
ance and courage of the Negro pupils and their par-
ents, the bravery of a Baptist minister and now the
fairmindedness and courage of that segment of white
Clinton citizens who propose to rebuild and repair the
Negro homes destroyed and damaged in the recent
dynamiting of a Negro neighborhood by parties "un-
known," hut easily suspected.
The position taken by those white citizens who
propose to help the abused and put upon Negroes is
a shining example of the spirit which makes America
great, and lends hope for the country's future RS a
Christian democracy.
The Christian-hearted citizens of Clinton rate 11 vote
of praise from every American whose faith is an-
thored in the conviction that every American knee
has not bowed the Baal of race hatred and bigotry,
backed by sulking violence.
It's reassuring to know that there are still real
Americans in Clinton.
approximately 1.000 Negro city
teachers voted for the re-activa-
tion of the defunct Bluff City
Teachers association by selecting
a president, vice president, secre-
tary, and treasurer to serve as
officers of the revived organiza-
tion.
Mr. Ball gave the idea for re-
viving the organization his bless-
ing by mentioning the desirability
of raising professicnal standards
among the teachers through such
means. He recalled that a Ne-
gro woman teacher, Mrs. Hazel
Overton Lewis, had broached
the subject to him some time pre-
viously and he had been favor-
able to the idea.
With Mr. Ball presiding, the
teachers then elected the follow-
ing officers to launch the organ-
ization: Prof. Blair T. Hunt, prin-
cipal of Washington High, presi-
dent; Miss Willa McWilliams, a
Manassas elementary teache r,
vice president; Miss Maggie Mc-
Dowell, Melrose, secretary, and
Mrs. Hazel 0. Lewis, Melrose.
treasurer.
It was announced that other of.
The Washington Senior Glee
club, directed by E. C. Fender,
and the Washington Senior Band,
directed by veteran bandmaster
W. T. McDaniels, presented a mu-
sical program for the general





Figures and sentiments were
lavishly spread before the City
Commission in two lengthy ses-
sions last week at which the need
and proposed location of a 319-
unit public housing project was
questioned.
Sign-packing Negroes from t h e
area under consideration furnish-
ed most of the sentiment before
the hearing. Most of those attend-
ing the hearings were against the
housing project being brought in
the area under consideration.
The battle of the figures was
waged by the Home Builders As
sociation and Real Estate Board,
represented by Atty. John A. Heis-
kelt, on the one hand, and Mem
phis Housing Authority, represent-
ed by Hugh Carey, on the other.
FIGURES VARY
Main purpose of the figures was
to show the condition of the area
bounded by Crump blvd., Lath-
am, Tipton, Mason, McEwen and
Willoughby.
Mr. Heiskell and his side con-
tend the area has been "rehabili-
tated" to an extent since 1950 that
no public housing is needed
there.
Walter Simmons, MHA direc-
tor, his assistants and their at-
torney, contend the area is
enough substandard to be a suit-
able site for the proposed project.
The sentimental voices were
added "weights" brought on by
both sides, apparently to impress
the commissioners.
Those against the project, most-
ly home owners, said in effect:
We've repaired as the city or-
dered, now you want to buy us
out. The "market value" for our
present homes won't buy new
ones. About your available loan
(200 down and 40 years to pay)
we don't want or can't meet the
obligation We're happy as we
are.
See OWNERS Page 2
was elected vice president.
Miss Maggie McDowell, of
Melrose was voted secretary




If organizations cooperate, this
thing of everybody's big program
falling on the same night or the
same week end may soon be end-
ed.
The Negro Chamber of Com-
merce, headed by William (Bill)
Nebors, manager of Le5loyne
Gardens Housing project, has an-
nounced its willingness to serve
as a clearing house for event
dates.
C. J. Gaston, executive secre-
tary of t h e Chamber of Co m-
merce urges all local organiza-
tions to file their calendar of ac-
tivities especially those to which
large audiences are expected, with
is office.
YOU'RE LOSING SUPPORT
Mr. Gaston said "In the past
there has been quite a bit of con-
fusion relative to conflicts in dat-
ing of programs and other ac-
tivities and many times two or
more organizations select t h e
same dates, resulting in loss of
support each would have received
had the dates been better stag-
gered.
Organizations are urged to sub-
mit their calendars in writing to
the Negro Chamber of Commerce,
234 Hernando St.
If all organizations participate
in the Chamber's project, organ-
izations will be able to date their
important events at a time when
they will not be in competition
with similar programs — or at
least be aware from the outset
what events will be rivaling theirs
for the audience and patron sup-
port necessary for success.
;Foes Oppose SUBDIVISION RESIDENTS
5th Term
As Leader
Baptist leaders and laymen
throughout the country are brew-
ing a "Tempest in the NBC Tea-
pot," with the table to he set at
the annual convenion of the body
in September, in Louisville,
Bone of contention is wheth-
er Dr. J. H. Jackson of
Chicago shall be re-elected for a
fifth term, or whether the "Tenure
Amendment" shall be invoked,
thus making it 'illegal' for Dr.
Jackson to again he a candidate
for the highest office among 4,-
000,000 Baptists of America.
The pro-and anti-Jackson forces
are forming their 'battle lines' in
almost every state in the Union.
Various vocal groups are being or-
ganized to enable them to put up
a solid front when the gavel sounds
in Louisville.
STATE LEADERS
Best organized group opposing
the Jackson candidacy are the
presidents of 28 Baptist State con-
ventions who demand that t h e
Tenure Amendment be strictly
followed.
The amendment states specific-
ally that no president of NBC,
Inc., can serve more than four
consecutive terms, and Dr. Jack-
son has already served his alloted
four terms.
The State presidents' opposition
group is headed by Dr. W. H.
Borders, Atlanta, Ga.; Dr. J. Carl
Mitchell, Huntington, W. Va., and
Dr. T. M. Chamber's, Los Angeles,
chairman, secretary and treasur-
er, respectively of the organiza-
tion.
Committee members Include J.
L. Horace, Illinois; L. A. Pinkston,
Georgia; E. C. Smith, Washing-
ton, D. C.; J. Raymond Hender-
son, Los Angeles; Roland Smith,
Ark., and W. F. Alford, Alabama,
SUPPORTER
A strong supporter of the Jack-
son candidacy is Dr. Thomas S.
Herten, pastor of Holy Trinity
Baptist church, Brooklyn, N. Y.,
and senior vice president of the
convention. Addressing a capacity
meeting of the Baptist Conference
of Greater New York, Dr. Harten
stated:
"There is an unmistakable indi-
cation that the National Baptist
Convention, U. S. A., Inc., largest
Negro organization in America,
will stand predominantly behind
the retention of Dr. J. H. Jackson
as president. This and the fact of
his outstanding administration,
favor his retention
"We need Dr. Jackson more
than he needs us. We were sitting
on a powder keg when he came
forth as a man of wisdom and
vision to guide the convention. In
See BAPTISTS Page 2
Angry Over Mixed Love
Nest In Neighborhood
WANT MN OUT — The res-
idents of a neighborhood in the
Walker Homes want t h •
WHITE driver or a 1954 ('bee-
rolet pick-up truck to know
that he Is UNWFL, COME In
the area as a party in an 'af-
fair" with a Negro woman
they report, resides in the
house at left shown. The
cense number on the truck
.11
(pictured at right in driveway)
Is A 100 fate (See bottom pho-
to inset). The Little Rock Mo-
tor Vehicle Bureau told the
TrI-State Defender the license
Is registered in the name of
Clyde Dtallim, of Route I.
Box 108, Tyrone', Ark. Whe-
ther the driver and the regis-
tered owner in the same per-
son was not established at edi-
tion time.
Residents of Walker Homes are indignant over a bold
"Intimate affair" between a young white man and a Ne-
gro woman in their midst.
Neighbors report that the woman, whose name has
not been obtained, moved from Arkansas recently into the
beige colored, brown top house
at 3541 Daggett rd. They state
that the white man established
residence for her in their neigh-
borhood after his wife discovered
the clandestine relationship a is a
made it difficult for the affair to
continue in Arkansas.
Full identification of the white
man had not been established as
of Monday, Feb. 18. Neighbors do
know that he drives a green 1956
Chevrolet pick-up truck, whose
Arkansas license number is A 100
826. The license is registered in
tile name of Clyde Graham, of
Route 1, Box 109, Tyronza, Ark.
This vehicle has been seen park-
ed at the Daggett rd. address al-
most every day in the week, it
was reported. A newsman saw it
there Sunday. Feb. 17 between the
hours of 10:30 and 1 p.m.
KEEPS TO SELF
When a call was made at the
house to solicit delivery of a news-
paper Sunday, Feb. 17, the per-
son who came to the door stated:
"The folks here are still in bed."
Women of the neighborhood said
that the Arkansas woman hes not
made any attempt to win 2riends See LOVE NEST Page 2
among them, that she keep, to
herself, and has two other quite
frequent female visitors, who are
strangers to the neighborhood.
One housewife observed: "Poli-
ticians, pro-segregationists a n d
agitators are setting up a hue and
cry all over the South to preserve
segregation in every walk of life.
Yet, we here find that a white
man is living brazenly with a Ne-
gro woman in our neighbor-
hood, which we want to keep re-
spectable for ourselves and out
children. If this was the reverse..
in a white neighborhood, city and
county police weuld have swarm-
ed all over the place long ago."
SAYS 'WOMAN IS FREE'
One neighbor reported that she
mentioned the case to a white in-
surance agent for a funena home,
which is serving Negroes here in
Memphis. His comment was, she
said: "The woman is fret to do
whatever she wants. As you know,
there are only two free per-
sons in the South. . .The Negro
Launch Smear Campaign
Hint Ike Has Color
It's nothing new for President's to be smeared and
the current whispering campaign of not-so-subtle hints
about President Eisenhower's color ancestry likewise is
not a new twist.
Back in the 1920 campaigning there were rumors that
Warren G. Harding was colored
and even after his election rumors
about his racial identity continued.
Then during President Franklin
D. Roosevelt's four terms there
were circulated leaflets, implying
that he was colored, next that he
Lizzie Stover College Fund". Un-
der this heading, in smaller type
are the words: "A National Ap-
peal".
Over in the upper left hand cor-
was a Jew. 
ner are listed what are referred
Now comes an appeal to racial 
to as the "honorary trustees."
prejudice intended to defame Pres- 
They are Chief Justice Earl War-
ident Eisenhower and embarrass 
ren, Hon. Adam Clayton Powell,
Chief Justice Earl Warren, Rep. 
and Eleanor Roosevelt.
Adam Clayton Powell and Mrs
Eleanor Roosevelt,
A LEAFLET
It is a widely distributed leaflet
in which it is implied that Presi-
dent Eisenhower is colored.
The leaflet is printed en plain Va., stands an old shanty, and
white paper. It is headed "The thereby bangs a tale. Years ago
Further down, towards t h e
right, it gays: "For release to all
services Jan. 10, 1957."
The body of the leaflet states:
CHILD JEERED
"On a side road near Staunton,
Lineage
an aged resident of Staunton,
John T. Wine, told the story of
a little girl who went to school
with him in that shanty. She was
the daughter of a white abolition-
ist, Simon Stover, who married a
Negro (sic) girl, Elizabeth Judea
who had been adopted by the Link
family.
"Simon Stover resolved that his
daughter should go to school with
the white children. But when lit-
tle Lizzie Stover came up to that
schoolhouse, she was met w it h'
jeers and derision from the white
pupils, the same ordeal that the
colored children of Clinton are en-
during today.
"After her parents disappeared,
Lizzie Stover went to the Mid.
west and married a white man.
In his stirring book, 'Eisenhower,
Man and Soldier', Francis Trevel-
yan Miller describes her fierce re-
solve, on Page SI:
"Ida had two ambitions now —
the first to be a good wife and
mother, the second to advance
world brotherhood. She was eager
to wipe out racial prejudices, to
raise the Negro to the status of
equal citizenship.
"Of all her children, Ida Lizzie
Eisenhower found her son David
the most receptive to her ideas.
David never forgot his mother's
humiliation. When he led t h
American armies to victory over
the white supremacists of G e r
many, and when he forced the
white supremacists of the South-
ern States to their knees, the
champion of the colored world
must have thought, 'I am event,
ing the insult to -my mother.'
"The purpose of the Lizzie Stov-
er College Fund is to establish a
college for all races, colors, and
creeds on thesite of that o 1 d
schoolhouse near Staunton, Va,
See ISE Page t
hi 
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news IN A
NUTSHELL
Chases Love Rival With Gun Blasts
A barrage of gunfire in the 2001 said he was chasing a love rival
block of Morgan st. Thursday (unidentified) around the block,
tight attracted police. They arrest- firing shot after shot from a .32
ad Curtis Washington, 32. Officers Colt. He faced three charges.
Kick Bias Out By August 15
NORFOLK, Va. — A Federal ed Newport News, across Hemp-
judge last week ordered schools ton rds., to desegregate its schools
of Virginia's largest city, Norfolk, by the same date. Norfolk has a
desegregated by Aug. 15. A day school population of 31,544 white,
earlier the same judge, District 13,338 Negroes.
Judge Walter E. Hoffman, order-1
Her Life Hangs In Danger
IIER LIFE 14 pt GRADY FE.18 1
Although every second of the day
blood gushes over a .72 caliber bul-
let lodged in the right ventricle
of her heart, and death hovers
near, surgeons at John Gaston hos-
pital said last Friday that
Miss Bernice Harris, 22, of Foote,
Miss., was in "very good" condi-
tion, everything considered. A sur-
geon said, that barring complica-
tions, an operation to remove the
bullet will be done in about a
week. She was shot a week pre-
viously, allegedly by Willie Billups,
her half-brother, who was arrest-
ed in connection with the case.
Wanted Meat, Got Death
Ear! W. Walker, jr., 30, of 234 Third. The officers said they call.
Auction was shot to death about ed for him to halt, but shot him
12:25 on a morning last week, down when he attemted to run
slien two Memphis patrolmen, out of the store. Top officials said
staging a "still watch," caught their action was "completely in
hint in the act of burglarizing the the line of duty."
Tri-State Meat Co., at 852 N.
Notorious Agitator Indicted
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — A a a
"Ace" Carter, notorious segrega-
tionist agitator and White Council
leader, was indicted by the Jef-
ferson County Grand Jury last
week, along with three other seg-
regationists on charges of assault
with intent to murder two Ku Klux
Klansmen during an internal Klan
brawl last month. Carter, a for-
mer radio announcer, was releas-
ed on a bond reduced from $20,000
to $5,000.
High Court Saves His Life
JACKSON, Tenn. — The sched-1 action of U. S. Supreme Court
sled execution of Robert L e e i Chief Justice Earl Warren and
Goldsby, slated to die for the min,' Gov. J. P. Coleman of Mississip-
der of a Carroll County white wom- pi. However, the Governor ex-
an, and for the slaying of another pressed regret when informed of
Negro, was halted at Parchman Chief Justic Warren's action in
Prison farm in Mississippi, thru regard to Goldsby.
Bob Weeden, Gridman, To UCLA
LOS ANGELES — Bob Weeden, es welcomed last week by Coach
215-pound center who played high Red Sanders of UCLA. Weeden fol.
school football at Melrose High lows in footsteps of Esker Her-
school in Memphis, was one of ris, star UCLA linesman, who also
seven transfers from junior collet formerly attended Melrose.
Senator Gore Stands Pat
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Threat- nine Tennessee youths he named
ened with "political retaliation" to compete for appointment to the
by the Site/by County States Rights academy. The two youths are Jar-
party over the naming of two reit Boone, 17, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Memphis Negro youths as candi- Stephen Boone, of 551 Boyd and
dates for appointment to the Air Willie Garrett, 17, son of Mr. and
Force Academy, Sen. Albert Gore Mrs. Levi Garrett of 508 E. Geor-
told the State Righters he made no gia. Both are seniors at St. Au-
attempt to investigate the race or gustine High of Memphis.
religious affiliation of any of the
White Students Fight African Bias
CAPETOWN, South Africa — on the issue. The letter was ac
White students of South Africa's eombanted by a petition with 1,600
two non - segregated universities , signatures. The minister refused to
have taken the lead in a late stand see the deputation or to receive
against the government's universi- the petition saying the government
ty apartheid (segregation) plan. could deal with universities only
Students from Capetown and Wit- through their councils. The tom-
watersrami universities asked Min- cils oppose apartheid, but do not
biter of Education Jan Viljoen to plan to comment on laws support-
meet a deputation which would put




NASHVILLE — Phi Beta Sigma
fraternity's National Board of Di-




KNOXVILLE, Tenn.— (INS) —
A Leith Armstrong concert, be-
fore eisegregated Knoxville crov,.41
of 1,800 was rocked last night by
a dynamite blast that shook the
town for a radius of five miles.
The explosion occured approxi-
mately 200 feet from the municipal
building in Chilhowee park, where
the jazz king and his four piece
combo were playing. No one was
reported injured and the concert
continued after the interruption.
"Satchmo," who was leading a
rendition of "BaCkotown Blues,"
stopped the concert momentarily
to reassure his audience, saying:
"That's all right folks, it's only
the phone."
Police said the blast was caused
by a stick of dynamite thrown
"from a- speeding car." They said
It was probably done only to fright-
en the people, and simply tore a 3-
foot hole in the mud where the
dynamite landed.
The jazz concert WAS a one nit.'
stand for the leathery throated
veteran musician and his combo.
State University Feb. 23. Leaders
of the organization from all sec-
tions of the country are expected
to attend.
The announcement came from
Dr. George Flemming of Houston,
Texas, National President of Phi
Beta Sigma. Nashville's Eta Beta
Sigma chapter will host the one-
day session. A full program of ac-
tivities has been set which will
include a day of business sessions,
with a short tension-breaker dur-
ing mid-day, and a formal Sigina




'as D. Denty. a prominent
British psychologist, will present
e speeIal lecture Thursday, on the
general subject. "Psychology and
Religion." in Lo-iota II iiy's
law auditorium, 41 E. Pearson at.
citizens vrould visit the sheriff's of-
,I fice this week to file protest over
the mixed relationship of the cou-
The Memphis Baha'l Community
were hosts at an informal dinner,
Feb. 12 at 8:45 in the assembly
room of the YWCA, of 541 Vance
ave., which preceded the program
arranged by the Baha'is in observ-
ance of Negro History Week.
The occasion was of special sig-
nificance as it marked the effort
of a group professing their creed
not only in words, but in action,
in the belief, as stated by Dr.
Paul N. Carnes, one of the four
principal speakers of the evening,
that "One picture is worth a thou-
sand words."
Following the banquet, Miss
Mary Louise Rapault, local white
artist who studied in Italy under
a Guggenheim Fellowship, was the
soloist, accompanied by Mrs. Flor-
ence McCleave.
Master of ceremonies was Mr.
Cohen, of the Baha'i community
who stated they welcomed the op-
portunity to assist in focusing pub-
lic attention to its theme,"The
Oneness of Mankind."
REV. HOOKS SPEAKS
Rev. B. L. Hooks, well known
minister, lawyer and civic lead-
er, was the first of four speak-
ers. He gave a brilliant summa-
tion on the Negro's history. His re-
view of the history was divided
1619-1863; his struggle — The Ci-
. War — 1917-18; and
tion into the social and civic life
of America on the basis of equal-
ity as a citizen.
Rev. Hooks traced the course of
the Negro in Ainerica, correlating
the Reconstruction Period to the
present — an another attempt to
remake the Negro and fit him
into the American picture.
MISS MCWILLIAMS
Miss Willa McWilliams, vice
president of PTA, Secretary of
North Memphis Civic Club, assist-
ant secretary of the Bluff City Ci-
vic clubs, elementary teacher at
Manassas school and chairman of
the Manassas Public Relations
committee, was eloquent in her
address, "The Hope for the Fu-
ture". She stated the hope for the
future to be for peace, justice and
brotherhood: and that she was a
believer of hope and in the inev-
itability of gradualism — but not
gradualism of the status quo ideal,
'but rather progress made through
evolution instead of revolution and
—but with steady determination to
Love Nest
THREE OF 300 — These were
three of the 300 persons who
received diplomas here in
Memphis last week after help-
ing establish educational his-
tory by being among the first
adults in the world to learn
to read and write through les-
sons conducted over televis-
ion. They are graduates of the
Streamlined Reading Course
No. 1 initiated last October
by Educational TV Station
WKNO, Channel 10. They are,
from left: Mrs. Willie Ester,
of 498 LaClede; Frank Gallo-
way, of 2288 Eldridge, and Ida
Sawyer, of 962-11 Porter.' An
advanced course for the grad-
uates began this week and an-
other baste course will begin
on March 4. (Withers Photo)
Memphis Bohai Takes'
Part In History Week
(Continued From rage I)
woman and the white man."
A nightwatchman who noticed
the couple walking arm in arm
together at night, reported that he
challenged the man one evening
while the couple was looking at
one of the new homes in the area.
"I asked," he said, "What are
you doing walking around with a
adored woman?"
He stated that the white man
replied: "She is free isn't she? She
can do whatever she wants."
ALL-NIGHT PARTIES
Deeply resented by the neigh-
bors also are the rousing all-night
parties held at the woman's house. quoted the late Gertrude Stein,
They reported two were held there who declared, "Look how far the
within the past week, the last on Negro has advanced, and those
Sundaywho have attempted to hold him
back have stood still."
Dr. Carnes further stated that,
"very little will be given to the
Negro. Tie will gel what he de-
mands and uses." He noted that
end the South may develop a
sense of human relationship that
will far surpass the North."
He said he Was pleased to go
along with Miss McWilliams, the
previous speaker, that the Negro
must accept certain standards —
that he must accept them even
more than the other members of
our society. Speaking tif the view
of some, that there has been a much voluntary and city order-
breakdown of inter-group commu- ed improvements have been made
nications in the South, he quoted since that time. He said the De-
the late Dr. Charles S. Johnson, partment of Housing Improv -
who when posed a question con- ment reported that between Dec.
cerning this, declared. . ."Have 12, 1955 and July 26, 1956, there
you considered that the breakdown were 355 units inspected in the
of inter-group communications has area with 99 being substandard.
occurred because there is very lit- Then three were recommnded
tie left on the agenda to talk demolished, 213 need...3 minor re-
about?" pairs, 45 were okay.
In closing, Dr. Carnes said that He said 20 of these made the
the overworked word "i ntegr a- repairs by the end of 1956.
tion" has been abused as a per- Improvements in the area for
fectly good word, that he would
prefer from here on to reduce the
definition of the word to plain jus-
tice for American citizens. He said
there must be justice in this land
for everybody; ahd that Memphis
stands at the crossroads and can
learn and become a community
that looks to the future for a mag-
nificent city and that we can
"Keep Memphis in Dixie. . .or
down in Dixie".
MRS. SOMBEEK
The last speaker was Mrs. La-
mills Van Sombeek, whose birth-
place is Vienna, Austria, who has
lived in the U. S. for many years,
and is engaged in humanitarian,
social, Interracial' and rellgious
work with the Babel Faith in
North Carolina. Her subject, "The
Oneness of Mankind", was beau-
tifully delivered, permeated with
the radiance of her warm per-
sonality and the vast scope of ex-
perience gained in her work all
over the world.
Her topic explained Baha'i's
illumination — the law of God,
who is rejtfvenation for mankind.
THREE THINGS
She continued that the group had
three things — their intentions. .
their realization for a need for a
plan for universal peace. . .and
their efforts to put the plan into
action, where everyone played a
part. After reading a letter from
the Sahel community in Africa,
she explained what is a Babel, its
relation to Christians, Hebrews
end that America must make and followers of Buddha. . .stat
progress and must make it with ing that it "was a clear path for
all of its citizens. She continued the sincere spirit that he may
end with the assurance that thethat with the privileges of equal
accord to all citizens, Negroes word of God is one word, although
must accept the moral, social and the speakers are many.
chic responsibilities that are a Arrangements di denbtay mfors.thjeamproes gram
Owners
. .
When asked why the case had
not been reported to the proper
law enforcement officials, the con-
census of the neighbors was that
the affair if reported would be g v.
en the white-wash treatment, there is not enough Negro cooper-
However, on Monday it had been ation, and that there is a lack of
decided to attempt to get action leadership, particularly among
in the ease. A spokesman said I the ministers. He pointed out that
that a committee of Walker Homes I a new minister group is emerging.
capped with courage, with whom
a sense of cooperation will devel-
op. He cited 'The Rev. Martin TA-
pie and to obtain a warrant for ther King's rise in the for
the arrest of the white man. oqi It/ 'piss pus uvumq
part of the privileges they seek. were 
REV. PAUL CARNES Mrs. Thomas H. Watkins and Miss
Rev. Paul D. Carnes, the third Johanna Zimmerman.
speaker, a graduate of the Uni-
versity of Indiana, a member of
Phi Beta Kappa, a graduate of
the Harvard Divinity school and
the pastor of the Unitarian church
in Memphis, spoke on the "Need
For Cooperation".
Declaring that he spoke f o r
three minorities, being a Yankee,
a Unitarian and considered a rad-
ical because of his views and work
in the field of race relations he
continued that brotherhood in
Memphis keeps people on their
toes.
He commended the Memphis
Baba'is, a small. and virtually un-
known group, who have demon-
strated the existence of Brother-
hood, with undertaking a program
such as this, a fine example of
the Chinese adage, "One picture
Is worth a thousand words." He
Baptists
(Continued From Page 1)
Those for the project, commu-
nity leaders for the most part,
said in effect: Much of the area
is substandard, resulting in ill ef-
fects which affect the general wel-
fare and development of not only
this area, but of the city. Most
of the people rent.
45 WERE OKAY'
Atty. Heskell said the figures
MHA used in selecting the site
were from the 1950 census, that
city-required work was estimat-
ed at $173,000. Taxes on the area
was now reported $12,000 annual-
ly while MHA would pay $8,600
In lieu of taxes.
Atty. Heiskell also said some
persons living in projects were
paying as much as $176.69 a
month in notes on cars and other
things. 
MHA in its answer, reported
that most of the homes are of the
shot-gun type, some still with no
baths. Some of the streets are
just alleys, some of the houses
face on no named street or al-
ley, lots in many cases are as
narrow as 17 feet and in most
cases the average widtih is less
than the present new-construction
requirement of 60 feet.
REQUIREMENTS VARY
It was also brought out that
ithere is a difference in the re-
quirements of MHA and the De-
partment of Housing Improvemen
on the matter of "rehabilitated'
housing.
A house can meet the city re-
habilitated standards without even
having a bath or shower. These
are called substandard by MLA.
MHA said it found that includ
ed in the high "rehabilitated" fig
urea cited ty Atty. Heiskell wa
a $2,200 repair claim which they
have an affidavit saying the cos
was but $175.
MHA gave figures on its occu-
pants to show that of 4,491 fami-
lies now in public housing 1,024 Call CA. 5-5656 for Mardi Gras
live entirely on welfare payments, tickets
and 41 percent of the families are
headed by widows. Rent for some
of them starts at $10 per month.
(Continued From Page 1)
less than four years he has led
the convention to a tremendous I
success, and he has not yet given
the fullest capacity of his leader-1
ship to the denomination and to
America."
Rev. H. C. Nabrit, pastor of first
Baptist Church, Lauderdale, Mem-
phis, said:
"The convention in Louisville
will support tenure. Dr. Jackson
has served his statutory limita-




KNOXVILLE, Tenn. — A res-
olution callinz for "complete
and orderly integration of pub-
lic school; as promptly AP pos-
sible," Was sent to Gov. Frank
Clement last week. The request
was submitted by the Union
Presbytery, Pr esbyte r-
ise churih, USA.
Problems Involving Elderly People
Can Be Solved Thru Family Service
By REV. S. A. OWENS
Member Advisory & Case Corn- 1
mittee.
When the Advisory and Case
committee of Family Service met f
Wednesday, Feb. 6, among the,
things we discussed were ways to I
give better service to our old-
er people,
As a minister and member of
for more than 20 years, I have
come to know the valuable serv-
ice this agency gives to families
— husbands and wives, adolescent
boys and girls, children a n d
those getting along in years.
"OUT OF THINGS"
Maybe you are one of the more
than 12,000,000 Americans n o w
past 65. Perhaps you have retir-
ed and are wondering why you
feel "out of things" and wpy life
seems to be hurrying by you. You
may even feel downright unhap-
py.
If so, perhaps some suggestions
on how older people can attain
greater happiness may help. The
professionally trained caseworkers
on the staff of Family Service of
Memphis believe that the well-be-
ing and peace of mind of mem-
bers of the older generation are
vital to good family for all. Let
me tell you about Family Serv-
ice's help to two of the older peo-
ple in our city.
FELT UNWANTED
One day last fall, in the sunny
window in his big rocking chair,
old Mr. Ross dozed to the com-
forting ticking of the clock. "Zoom
I'm a space rocket:" shattered the
peac e. The youthful "rocket"
and two other small boys shot
through the room and jarred
Grandpa angrily awake. Mother,
with floury hands, rushed from
the kitchen. "Oh, how those boys
need a good hard spanking" mut-
tered the old man. The mother,
not saying a word, shooed the
children out of doors.
Well, Mr. Ross thought, he
should be used to being disre-
garded in his son's home. Noth-
ing but loneliness since he came.
No one to talk politics with. And
those arguments! How could he
help hearing his daughter-in-law
complain, "That sagging chair!"
or, "The kids just can't keep quiet
all the time." And his son's voice
rising, "He's my father and his
place is here, in my home!" At
those times the old clock's rhy-
thm said over and over, "useless
. . . .not wanted. . ."
Not long afterward Mr. Ross,
junior, went to Family Service
about the discord at home. The
caseworker there thought through
with him many things — his wife's
extra burden — the children's
need to romp and play — the old
man's lack of companionship. To-
gether he and the caseworkers tot-
aled the family's resources. By
adding to his father's small pen-
sion the family could afford a
boarding place for b,Ltn. The eider
Mr. Ross — independent, eyes
still keen — thought he'd like
the boarding home. He moved
there, and now he and some el-
derly friends enjoy talks about the
state of the nation and the good
old days. Sunday is family dinner
day, and the little boys shout a
I happy welcome, "Grandpa's here"
, when he arrives.
For another older person there
was a different answer.Mrs. How-
ell frail, whitehaired, had rear-
ed her granddaughter, Ann. Now
Ann was married to Clint Wallace
and Mrs. Howell, depressed, felt in
the way. Ann worked out d the
, home and was no company
her. The old lady brooded. . . self-
r in an institution? That-first
ong session with the caseworker
began to clear her thoughts. She
ame to see the old lady's cross-
ness as really a cry for help. Ann
elt relieved and hopeful. At home
he put her arms around her
grandmother and they held each
other tight.
Mrs. Howell responded to in-
terest shown by the Family Serv-
ice caseworker, and one of the
volunteers paid friendly visits and
took her on short outings. The
old lady began going to church
and joined a sewing circle. The
young couple listened m ac •
thoughtfully to her ideas. No doe-
tor could have prescribed better
medicine. Step by step Mrs. How-
ell has been led back into the
reasurring feeling of being want-
ed and needed.
These are two of the older citi-
zens helped by Family Service to
make their later years more hap-
py and fruitful . .to come to
know the scriptural truth, "He
hath made everything beautiful in
his time
BTW Stages Mammoth
Band Concert Feb. 22
"Youth Looks To Melody" will
be the theme of the mammoth
Washington Birthday band c o n-
cert slated for Friday night, Feb.
22, in the Blair T. Hunt Gymnas-
pity expanded. To get away from
her complaining voice, Clint fled
the house, staying out later and
later. Ann Wallace was desperate.
Should she place her grandmot-
J. F. DICKINSON. CO. Inc.
LOANS — INSURANCE
72 Unica, A 
SOr‘ing Memphis SO Yews
IA 6-0241
Words of the Wise
A man ought to read lust as
Inclination leads him; for what




(Continued From Page 1)
Thus a bastion of democracy will
rise on the scene of a little girl's
tragedy, a little girl who must
have lam awake at night, her pil-
low wet with tears, never dream-
ing that she would become the
mother of a president who would
avenge the wrongs done to her
people.
"We need your help in this pro-
ject. Send all donations to the Hon.
Adam Clayton Powell, House Of-
fice Bldg., Washington, D. C."
The leaflet, of course, is a com-
plete fabrication.
President Eisenhoer was born
the son of David Jacob Eisenhow-
er and Ida Elizabeth Stover Eis-
enhower. His paternal grandfather
descended from German Menno-
nites who left the Rhineland for
Pennsylvania in the 1730's and
moved to Kansas in 1878.
His father met his mother at
Lane university, a United Breth-
ren college at Lecompton, Kan.
When Dwight was one year old,
his parents moved to Abilene.
Kan., where his father worked
as a mechanic in a creamery.
But people are gullible. Powell
is receiving communications from
all over this country and from
places as far away as Germany
about the Lizzie Stover College
Fund. Some are enclosing money,
others are planning to raise mon-
ey.
Powell is returning all of the
money sent him for the 'fund', and
to all inquiries he is replying.
"I know nothing whatsoever
about the Lizzie Stover college nor
fund appeal. I have never autho-
rized the use of my name in this
connection, nor have I ever been
requested to do so.
"The entire affair Is a hoax and
a fraud perpetrated by persons
unknown to me and designed to
embarrass Chief Justice Warren,
Mrs. Roosevelt and myself —lead-
ers in the integration fight.
"The matter has been reported




ni Poplar. at Lautitrdele
Phone IA 5-4342
DAILY SUNDAYS-8 A.M.-12 P.M.
Tells Past, Present a n d future. Advises
on all the affairs of life. There is no prob-
lem so great that she can't solve. Tells you
how to hold your job, when you have failed
and how to succeed. Calls your friends and
enemies by name without asking you a sin-
gle word. Will tell you your troubles and
what to do about them. Reunites the separ-
ated. Upon reaching womanhood a n d
realizing she had the God-given power to
help humanity, Madame has devoted a life-
time to this work.
From the four corners of the world they come to her White
and Colored, men and women of all races and walks of life.
Guaranteed to remove evil influences and bad luck. There is
no pity for those knowing they are in hard luck, and need help
and do not come for it. One visit will convince you Madam As-
ta is superior to any other Reader you have seen. Gives lucky
days and lucky hands. Lifts you out of sorrow and darkness and
starts you on the way to success a n d happiness. Madam is
here for the first time in this vielnity—Consult her today!
3092 HIGHWAY 51 NORTH
IN FRAYSER, TENNESSEE
PHONE EL. 7-9115
Take Millington Bus or Frayser Bus every 15 minutes. Get
off at Millington Road. Bus stops right at Madam Day's Door.
U you can't find call in and You will be directed to bet office.
She will pay free taxi fare for any group of three readings.
She also cures ulcers and asthma. Where doctors fall sho has
succeeded. Make ae appoiniment immediately.
ium at Washington High school.
All the school's musical aggre-
gations, speared by the popular
Washington High School band, di-
rected by Prof. W. T. McDaniels,
will be combined in the program
of music planned. The band will
be assisted on the program by the
Senior Glee club, directed by E.
C. Fender, and by the St. Cecelia
Glee club, directed by Mrs. Cath-
erine Johnson. A special girls'
dance group will add variety to
the program.
ADMISSION FEE
The concert will begin at 8:15
Admission is 50 cents, with the
proceeds being assigned to pay
for much needed uniforms for the
band.
A concert Committee of Waah-
ington facility members is spon-
soring the project, with Prof. Mc-
Daniel as chairman, and incli.id•
ing E. C. Pender, Charles Tarp.
by, Nat D. Williams, F. M. Jolt.
dan, E. T. Hunt, Wm. Parker,
Miss Dora Todd, Mrs. H. A. Rob-
erts, Mrs. Catherine Simmons,
Catherine Johnson, Mrs. Bernice
Barber, Miss Annie L. Ingram,
an Miss Cynthia Green. Prof. B.




WASHINGTON — (INS) —
President Eisenhower yesterday
nominated Clement F. Rayne-
worth, jr., a Greenville, S. C.,
lawyer, to be U. S. Circuit Court
judge for the fourth circuit.
The circuit embraces the states
of Maryland, North and South
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Hate And Cowardice
Last hursday night. Feb. 14, a
ear with several occupants rolled
to a stop on a battered street in
a Negro neighborhood. One person
lugged a suitcase from the car
and dropped it "within 50 feet of
a dozen children and four adults."
The man ran back to the car, got
In and the auto sped away.
A few minutes later there was a
terrific explosion. Three persons,
Including one child, were injured;
two buildings and two automobiles
were severely damaged. The suit-
case had been laden with dyna-
mite. It was the eighth such ex-
plosion, the latter the worst, in the
community since integration of the
local white school.
The setting, of course, was the
Negro neighborhood of Clinton,
Tenn.
This was the latest move on the
part of pro-segregationists to drive
the few Negro students from the
Clinton high school.
One well-known writer, Junius,
said years ago: ". . It is the
coward who is insolent whenever_
he dares be so."
A n d an old proverb states:
"Towards are cruel."
Both adages fit the dynamite
attack in Cnnten. Only the cruel
and ignorant would so endanger
the lives of innocent children and
adults.
The persons who took the dyna-
mite to the neighborhoods are not
wholly to blame. They are tools
of a widespread conspiracy which
reaches into high places. T h e
plot is to (1) discredit the Su-
preme Court edicts on equality
and justice, (2) enact local laws
that will entangle and delay ef-
forts to integrate and to (3) em-
ploy violent hit and run tactics
to engender fear in Negroes.
It was thought by quite a num-
ber of un-informed whites that
Gov. Clement's anti-integration
bills would reverse the integration
at Clinton High. Thus, there was
disappointment when the governor
made clear that state laws in that
ease would not supersede the rul-
ing of the federal court. 0 n e
might ask, what is the expected
reaction from fear-ridden, hate-
embittered whites? Simply: "Let's
put the fear Of Q o d in them
N. .
Montgomery, Ala. citizens ap-
parently are putting a stop to ex-
plosions which mushroomed in
that city, because the sensible peo-
ple in the community realize (1)
such vicieusness is wholly un-
necessary, and (21 they know that
the same evil can boomerang
against whites over an unpopular
issue. The FBI moved into t h e
picture there. The local police de-
. pertinent was ordered to get re-
sults, and favorable results have
been obtained.
It is most difficult to reason on
an ethical level with a human tool
who has sunk so low that he or
she will murder a Negro rather
than comply with the law of the
land.
Such a person or persons can
only understand and respect the
application of the full weight of
the law.. That's why we need and
must have the civil rights program
recommended by President Eisen-
hower. In mans' instances in the
South the local juries, courts, and
police are going to conform to the
"feelings" of the communities, re-
gardless of the great injustices per-
petrated, rather than true justice
under the law when it comes to
the Negro.
Our salvation lies in non-violence
and continual struggle within the
framework of the federal law. In
the latter we have a powerful, un-
biased ally. Violence from whites
is not going to deter the NEW
NEGRO in this campaign for full
emancipation.
AS to the hate front his enemies,
the Negro understands as Gals. 
worthysaid:
"You can't hate something that
means nothing."
Since the Negro means a great
deal to this democracy of ours,
we shall see whether the good
people of Clinton stand up and
meet the challenge hurled in that
community by an evil, cowardly
few.
'Sea Life' Films, Talk
At LeMoyne Saturday
"Sea Life" is the topic of this
nionth's childrens' program to be
held at LeMoyne college.
Housewives
To Install
The Hyde Park Housewives
league met at the residence of
Mrs. Annie Miller, of 1511 Britton.
The meeting was chaired by Mrs.
Naomi Gray, director.
Household hints questions were
brought in by Mrs. Crivens' pro-
gram committee
Installation of officers was
scheduled for Thursday nigh t,
Feb. 21 at 7:30 p.m. at the home
of Mrs. 0. C. Crivens, of 2132
Stovall. All members urged to be
present. Nuerenberg was•once the toy
Mrs. Juanita Daniels, reporter. headquarters of the world.
The monthly programs a r e
sponsored by the Memphis Muse-
um of the Memphis Park Com-
mission and are designed to fos-
ter an appreciation. of nature and
the wonders of the world about us.
The programs are the fourth
Saturday morning at 10:30 a.m, in
the auditorium of LeMoyne col-
lege for boys and girls eight thru
14 years of age.
Speaker for the Saturday pro-
.gram will be Dr. \V. W. Gibson,
chairman of the Natural Science
Department at LeMoyne.
Movies to be shown Saturday
are "Marine Life" and "S s a-
shcre Life".
The program will continue
monthly through May. The first
one on January drew more than
550 toungsters.
MAKIN(. BIG IIIT in the
Memphis market is the new
cigarette "lilt Parade". King
size with filter tip it is mild,
saintki and soothing. Your
lose" • ' Sat
first smoke of a MI Parade
cigarette will convince you it
has what you like in a good




Mme. Marjorie Stewart Joyner,
National Supervisor of United
Beauty School Owners and Teach-
ers Association and Alpha Chi Pt
Omega Sorority a n d Fraternity
announces the 12th annual conven-
tion of the original Greek letter
organization of beauticians, t h e
Alpha Chi Pi Omega sorority and
fraternity, April 28 through May
4, 1957.
Headquarters for the Conven-
tion will be the Belleview hotel in
San Francisco and the Alexan-
dria hotel in Los Angeles.
A three-day seminar of teachers
of the various vocational high
schools and private schools of
beauty culture will be one of tha
convention highlights, as plans for
Integration in these various
schools will be completed.
The nation's outstanding teach-
ers, hair stylists and make-up
artists, along with Hollywood art-
ists and professors from UCLA,
will appear on the various pro
grams.
' GIFT IN MEMORY
President Richard V. Moore of
Bethune-Cookman College will oe
the guest speaker and receiveekile
organization's annual gift in mem-
ory and honor of the late Dr. Mary
McLeon Bethune. Each year for
the past 11 years more than $5,000
has been given Bethune-Cookman
College and the Mary McLeod
Bethune Foundation as a tribute
to the outstanding work of Dr.
Bethune and her assistance to the
beauticians of the nation.
The national presidents, Laura
Buchanan. Lillian Robinson, Ed-
die Burks and the complete offi-
cial group invite the beauticians
of the nation to attend.
HARRY A. STUHLDREHER, a
member of Smite Rockne's fa-
mous "Four Horsemen" and an
All-American quarterback on the
undefeated Notre Dame squad of
1924, will be a midwinter convo-
cation speaker at Jackson State
college Thursday, Feb. 21. An As-
sistant to the vice-president of U.
S. Steel Corporation, Mr. Stub!.






lems were discussed at the execu-
tive meeting of Porter PTA, Wed-
nesday, Feb. 13. The president,
Mrs. Dante Strong, presided.
Members discussed the adop-
tion of the budget of the Board of
Education of the Memphis City
Schools. Letters had previously
been sent to the Mayor, Commis-
sioners and Comptroller urging
its adoption.
TEENAGE DRINKING
Also discussed was the problem
of teenage drinking, in which
letters have been sent relative to
the launching Of a recent earn
paign to curb the selling of al-
coholic beverages to minors or
persons purchasing for them.
Some tentative plans were made
for the improvement of pupil at-
tendance which has become a
major problem.
R. B. Thompson, principal, call-
ed attention to the number of
petty crimes being committed by
teenagers and the general atti-
tudes toward confinement in Ju-
venile Court.
Plans are under way for the
annual Tea to be held Sunday,
April 28, Funds are secured
through a souvenir program of
patrons at $1 each and also ads.
FOUNDER'S DAY
Founder's Day program plans
were given by L. V. Johnson,
chairman. •
Rev H. C. Nabrit, pastor of
First Baptist-church, Lauderdale,
Wife servers
Memphis Sin fonietta' Schedules
Two Stops For Concerts At BTW
Because of the tremendous de- eerts inaugurated by the orches-
mend for tickets, the Memphis tra for school children this year
Sinfonietta under the direction that two concerts have been nec-
of Vincent de Frank will appear essary to meet the public demand,
twice in the Booker T. Washing- On Feb. 23 at 230 p.m. Booker
ton auditorium. This is the first T. Washington will play host to
time in the series of Youth Con- students from Porter. Leath. Ion-
BTW Students Mark
Negro History Week
By ELIZABETH A. LACEY
The students of Booker T. Wash-
ington High school observed the
83rd annual Negro History Week
—since its founding in 1924 by His-
torian Carter G. Woodson—with
an inspiring program sponsored
by the Student Council.
MI Club To
Present Choir
The Mississippi Industrial col-
lege club has completed plans to
present the MI college choral club
here Friday night, March 29 at
Warner 'Temple AME Zion church,
Mississippi blvd. at Williams ave.
Tickets are now on sale by all
membees of the club.
All former students and friends
are urged to support the program.
Mrs. Sarah D. Brown is presi-
dent of the club: Mrs Louis Em-
ery, secretary and Miss Mary;
Moore, reporter.
Speaker for the observance was
Rev. P. E. Brooks, who addressed
both the program for the juniors
and seniors and the later one for
the freshmen and sophomores.
Rev. Brooks spoke front the
subject, "Negroes In Our Midst."
Mistress of ceremonies for the
junior-senior program was Miss
Jacqueline Washburn, who was
presented by the student council
president, Edgar Young.
Rev. Brooks was presented by
John Taylor.
Mistress of ceremonies for the
freshman-sophomore program was
Miss Sandra Pegues, also pre-
sented by Mr. Young.
Prof. Blair T. Hunt, principal,
made remarks on both programs.
Music for the programs was pro-
vided by the St. Cecelia Glee
club under the direction of Mrs.
C. R. Johnson, the senior glee
club and the band.
Student speakers on the pro-
grams included Jo Terrell La-
alondue, "Why We Are Here:"
Juanita Ogilvie, "The Meaning
of Negro Spirituals."
to Locke, Kertrecht and St. Au-
gustine. On Feb. 27 the orches-
tra will perform in the auditorium
of Booker T. Washington at 2:30
p.m. for students from Booker T.
Washington, La Rose, Kansas and
Wisconsin,
"Even with the two concerts,"
said Mrs. Georgia Bulneus, Pres.
Went of the Bluff City PTA Coun-
cil which is cooperating with tic-
ket sales, "We are afraid we will
not be able to accommodate all
the children who will want to at-
tend the concert. The tickets will
be on a first-come-first-serve 'bas-
is, and we urge all interested par-
ents to see that their childrensap-
ply for tickets through- their own
schools as soon as possible as we
expect all tickets to be gone by
the end of next week."
FINER ACOUSTICS
Seating capacity of the Booker
T. Washington auditorium is 1,100,
which is the fact& which ?Mills
the numeber of tickets available.
Mr. de Frank pregera that the or-
chestra perform in an auditorium
rather than in, a gymnasium,
which would allow larger attend-
ance, because of the finer acous-
tics and more comfortable seat-
ing an auditorium makes possible.
Those who hear the concert will
enjoy the orchestra at its best.
Working with Mrs. Bumus in
handling tickets are teachers in
the schools and the following PTA
representatives; Mrs. Dante
Strong, Porter, Mrs. Emma Mc-
Gowan, Alonzo Locke, Mrs. Grace
Malone, Kortrecht ; Mrs. M. S.
Draper, Booker T. Washington;
Mrs. Julia Clay, Kansas and Mrs.
Pearl Martin, Wisconsin.
Campership Loans A vailabk For
Girl Scouts Going To Tapawingo
Dear Girl Scout Leaders:
The Camp Tapawingo committee
has made great plans for your
girls at our established camp in
Como, Miss.and are hoping that
you will get your girls to attend
this summer
Last year we had horseback
riding, boating and swimming,
along with the other campaire,
activities. We plan to have these
visits to the Historic Sardis Dam.
It is going to be a wonderiul
experience for the girls w h o
come to camp. We have trained
life guards and excellent staff
members who know the scout-
ing program and work with all
.during the year. Think of what
this will mean.to the parents of
the girls!
As you know, we are also of-
fering camperstip loans to girls
who wish to attend but do not
have all of their camp fee. Talk
this over with those parents who
are interested.
Radio station WDIA has allo-
cated some money for this and
we do want to show them our
appreciation for this by having
the girls use this mcney.
Also we have the camp stamp
plan. You remember the W a r
stamps? Well, our plan operates
just like this except that you
leaders get the stamps and book-
lets and issue these to the girls
as they pay for them. Stamps
come in 10 cent and -25 cent de-
nominations. So if you get your
girls started now, they can save
their $25 by June 11.
will be guest speaker. Music will
be provided by the band and
faculty male quartet. The public
at large is invited to attend the
program, Thursday, Feb. 21. at
7:30 pm, in the School Cafeteria.
The next meeting of the execu-
tive committee will be Wednes-
day, March 13, 3:30 p.m. at the
School,
Mrs. Richard Brazen has gotten
10 girls in her neighborhood start-
ed on this plan. She is chairman
of the Southwest Suburban Scout..
(Walker homes—Geeter— Weav-
er Area)
Mrs. Levi Anderson of t h e
Klondike Scouts is talking these
plans to all of her Scouts and
parents and she feels that Klett.
dike will be represented at Co-
mo this summer.




Funeral rites for Dr. J. T. Jack-
son, of 598 Alston, who was this
city's only licensed Negro chirop-
odist, were held recently at St.
Andrew AME church with the pas-
tor, Rev. H. Ralph Jackson, offic-
iating.
Dr. Jackson was ill in bed two
days before his death. He was 67.
Burial was in Mt. Carmel ceme-
tery, Qualls Funeral Home in
charge.
Born in New Bern, N. C., Dr.
Jackson did his early school work
there and in Petersburg, Va. He
earned his DSC degree at the II-
lintais College of Chiropody.
For 29 years he had his offices
on Beale at. at Third.
Two years ago he moved his of-
fice to his home on Alston.
He was a member of St. An-
drew AME.
He is survived by a widow, Mrs.
Estelle Washburn Jackson and four
children, John T., jr.. of Memphir
Benjamin W., a student at How-
ard university; Ernest W., of
Memphis, and Miss Anita L. Jack-
son, a student at Knoxville col-
lege.
NOW 5000 WATTS NOW 5000 WATTS
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with .your parents and girls. We
have a good camp. We have
a good staff for that camp. Lets
work together to see that our girls




P. S. We are also expecting five
girls from Jacksqn, Tenn, and a
troop from Clarkgdale, Miss. This
adds much to the experience of
the girls who attend.
J. C. Wallace








J. C. Wallace was recently nam-
ed a representative for Chaser,
Chemical Co. of 286 S. Second
at., Memphis.
He has lived in Memphis two
years and is a member of St
John Baptist church. Before
coming to Memphis Mr. Wallace
was with the Afro - American
newspaper in Baltimore, Md. Ile
worked as a clerk in the Inter-
nal Security Division during 'World
War II. His motto is "Courtesy".
Chase° Chemical co. manufac-
tures a n d distributes chemical
sanitary and industrial supplies
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sot., Feb. 23, 1957
f
COLUMBUS, Ga. — Luico P1
era. 55-year-old white, storekee
who last year shot and killed
Thomas H. Brewer, 61-year
Physician and NAACP leader,
found fatally injured in the
trance-way to a theatre for
groes across the street from
stOre last week.
He had been shot in the tem
apparently with a .45 calibre
tol. Ile died a few hours later,
According to police, Flowers'
calibre pistol was found on
sidewalk a few feet from
body. The front of buildings ne
by indicated several shots
been fired, in addition to the
which struck the dead man.
It was in February. 1956.
Flowers' office, that the shoot
of Dr. Brewer occurred. lie clal
ed he shot in self defense w
the physician threatened him.
Muscogee county grand lull'
fused to indict the storekeeper
I with more than 100 name bran
It carries a complete line
cleaning equipment and solutio
I Check the Chase() Chem
Company's ad in this 138U41
ineke a list of supplies you I.
and call Mr. Wallace at JA.
1 0321 for free delivery service.
will be happy to serve Aut.
CHASCO CHEMICAL CO.
286 S. 2ND ST. MEMPHIS, TENN,
HANDY GUIDE
HOTELS, MOTELS AND OFFICE
BUILDINGS
Pine Oil Disinfectant, Synthetic detergent all purpose cleaner,
Floor wax, Dust mop treatment, Rug shampoo, Liquid toilet
hand soap, Air deodorants, Insecticides, Window (leaner, Bowl




Dishwashing powders or liquid: Germicides: Rinses: Deep fat
fryer cleaner. Floor wax.
SERVICE STATIONS
Waterless hand cleaner, Concrete cleaner; Car wash-powdered
or liquid; Whitewall tire cleaner; Windshield glass *liner,
Grease Absorbent; Auto polish; Liquid bowl cleaner; Deo-
dorants.
• CHURCHES
"Window Cleaner; Furniture polish; Air deodorants, Dust mop
treatment. SUPPLIES; Mops; Brooms; Wringer Buckets; Push
Brooms: Dust Mops: Toilet Tissue; Paper hand towels, etc.
11110.m.
George Norford does publicity for NBC's top televi-
sion dramas. He also writes plays of him own—and one
of his short stories made the "best-of-the-year" list.
When it comes to smoking, he's a Lucky man.




'Frills 'and fancy stuff don't moan a
thing to me," he says. "With Luckiaski
you get, the only thing that counts in •
cigarette: better taste."
George needs a ladder to reach some
of his huge book collection—but 11,1e.
Luckies are as near as his coat pocks'
Tbe*key to Lockies' better taste is thole .
fine tobacco--mild, good-tasting tobacco
that's TOASTED to taste even bettes..
This model stage set wat_dam
signed forGeorge'aplay,"1%*
of the Family." He's tried all
kinds of writing—and all kiads
of cigarettes. "Luckiest," he
says, "are the best-tasting






TASTE BETTER E s 
Cleaner, Fresher, Smoother! Z.X/AGe77.1Ti-tin your children to pot away their
toy, sfter, play tin, Thig V -011( for
moll,. and prevenig aceidents (torn





thwrARMY SERGIANT I. ass
Thhvid L. Robertson, son of Mr.
teahind Mrs. John Robertson. 111
huih,eath at., Memphis. recently ssas
the tamed Non.('ommissioned Officer
contd. the Month for the Thule Air
repotase in Greenland. Sgt. Robertson,
corgi supply specialist with the Trans.
Arctic Group, was select•
rend(' in competition on a basis of
stopieatness, knowledge of military
to rsubjects and efficient performance'
assigned duties. In the Army
the or more than II years, he arrived
Pcn Greenland last November after •
by en assignment at Fort Eustis. Va. raining Sessions
S. Army photo) For Scout Leaders
Bojd Arthur, Germantown.
I Tenn,. member of the local Girl
Scout board. 'will conduet a se-,
ries of training sessionsfor 1 Iir
Scout 'Board members at Teniiii.•
Israel, -1255 Poplar.
The sessions will lie held from
9 a.m. until 2 p in. on 1,, b. 2027.-
The instruction is for the bone
fit of new board members r.nd to
serve as a refresher course for
the Girl Scout Board.
Mrs. Arthur is a past president
of the Girl Scout Council and has
served on the Established C:onp-
ing Committee, is presently V.
i'nicer Board Tranwr and Chair-




























Sot., Feb. 23, 1957
GOOD CONDUCT CLASPA
went to three regular A I r
Force members of the AFRO.
TC staff at Tennessee State
university last week. Berets,
"Ace


































hater BOY SCOUT OFFICERS IN.
meet STALLED — The South Divi-
beim dos held its installation pro-
gram at Bloomfield Baptist
SChurch Monday night, Febru•e17 11, 1957. The nevi officers
for 1957 (left to right) are:
T.I. Toney, chaiiinan; Her.i
S. Davis (left t university pres-
West looks on, are S • Sgt.
Thomas H. Hayes, of Mem-
phis; S-Sgt. William Purvis.
of Orangeburg, S. C. a n d
T•Sgt. Eugene E. Jiggitts, of
Lawrenceville, Vs. C a p t.
Otis Russell did the honors as
( ol. Ceeree s. Robert., for
flier commander of the 55th
Fighter Squadron and I Ii e
232nd Fighter tiroup and fea-




Can you spare four hours a week
to help fight cancer? Can y o u
type, file, drive a car, or run a
movie projector.
Women for these jobs are -des-
perately needed" to continue the
mushrooming public service and
information activities of the Amer-
ican Cancer Society's Memphis
and Shelby County Unit, says Mrs.
Howell Eason, executive secretary.
"We are asking the women of
Memphis to give four hours of
their time a week to help cancer
patients and to help inform other
women about cancer facts. This is
a vital service which can only be
done by unselfish volunteers who
want to give their time to one of
the worthiest causes I know —
striking back at cancer," Mrs. Ea-
son said.
Mrs. Poston Cox. volunteer sery•
ice chairman, is recruiting wom-
en for typing and other clerical
duties 10 a it. - 2 p m. at the
Cancer Society•s offices at 13 N.
M oass a s. Mrs. Walter Vaughn,
transportation chairman, needs
women with cars to drive cancer
patients to and from bus stop,
and the West Tennessee Cancel
Clinic, 787 .lefferson, during t he
same hours — 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
Mrs. L. Si. Graves, public educa-
tion and information chairman, is
looking for projectionists to show
the American Cancer Society's
film, "Self-Examination of t h e
Breast", to women's groups and
to club meetings during various
mornings, afternoons and nights.
. The 25-minute sound movie,
screen, and projector are lent free
by the Cancer Society to womed
who hold home showings for
their friends. Mrs. Graves said to-
day that classes to train Pro-
jectionists will begin soon.
To register as a volunteer for
any of these services, call Mrs. Ea-
son, JA. 5-0405, between 10 a.m.




man Coleman, vice chairman;
Sylvanus George, division coin-
!Mash:met and Fred 0. Harris,
division ('Xell ti • the in r.
man appointed Prof. E. L. I
Washburn, chairman of the Ii' '
nance committee and Jesse





The night classes of Hender-
son Business college observed Ne-
gro History week Friday. Feb. 15.
The following persons appear-
ed on he program:
. Mrs. Betty (*. Lewis led the Ne-
gro Anthem; Purpose — Miss La-
Verne Drumwright; How the Ne-
:Jo Migrated to America. Marvin
Byrd; How the Negro was used
in Industry, Alfred Harrison:
how one man Broke Slavery
Down to Bring Peace Betcteen the
North and South, Robert Collier:
• 
After Freedom came the Strug-
gle for a Lost Race. M•illiain
King: The Negro in the Business
World, Miss Queen Avers Intro-
duction of 92 years of Achice.e.
merits. Miss Maxine Brown: The
Negro in Sports, George huff.
lion: The Postscript to American
— James Robinson.
These students work during the





Br i 'HOLLYWOOD,— (INS) _ sing.▪ , Dorothy Dandridge and actor
Lillenn Ford are the first two
Wein Coast personalities ever to
V
slheeeive the National Urban
gue's annual American Team-
▪ eork award
a I/ They were honored. for "enhanc-
11"...its the cause of better human re-
and iinierstaarting" at the
annual winter ball 
tml BeArty committee.
Words of the Wise
A man ought to read just as
Inclination leads him: for what
he reads as a task will do him
little good.
— ( Samuel Johnson
by HATTIE HOUSE
Besides providing a perfect day
for church-going, nature seemed
to have added an extra special
dash of morning sunshine as in-
ducement for those would be Sun-
day-school-goers "if only we could
awaken on time.- No one. .
simply no one. . .not even Sleep-
ing Beauty could snore with Sun-
day's rays of sunshine streaming
through every opening in the
blinds, ceilings and covers. The
logical assumption! Everyone
found his or her way, Sunday,
to that familiar seat of years past
in that ever faithful Sunday school
teachers class.
Sunday school was not the hour ;
of concentration, Sunday. For i
Sundays in February are better 1
known as Installation Days.
UNION VALLEY BAPTIST
Installation of the Mother Board
spotlighted the 3 p.m. hour at Un-
ion Valley Baptist church. Sunday.
Entering their offices with an op-
timistic outlook for the year were
Mrs. Emma Buckner, president:
Mrs. Pearlie Moore, secretary:
Mrs. Virgie Lee McKissic. treas-
urer and Mrs. Fannie Higgins. I
chaplain. A program was given
especially for the new officers.
Under the skilled leadership of
Mrs. Mitchell, the superintendent.
and Bennie Lewis, the assistant ;
superintendent, the curreut Sun-
day school drive was brought to
a successful head at 9:30 a.m. ,
Anticipating even greater suc-
r.ess are the sponsors of the Pledge
Drive which will culminate next
Sunday. All drives are aimed at
boosting the church's building
fond.
Other services at the house of
reverence will be regular. Sunday.
' ST. STEPHEN BAPTIST
It was the Male Chorus' Annu-
al Day at St. Stephen Baptist
1 church, Sunday. Speaking for the
! occasion was Rey. P. G. Hentrel,
the pastor of Trinity CM /-1 church.
Rey. lientrel spoke on "r h e
Glorification of Self Denial". Chor-
uses from the following churches
were guest: Trinity ('ME. Shiloh
Baptist and New Salem Baptist.
; Sunday's worship will he under
the auspices of young people.
Rev. 0. C (riven is the pastor.
NEW HOPE BAPTIST
Adding a bit of variety to "Slew
Hope's schedule, Sunday, was
the installation oftheUsher
Board. The pastor, Rev. Charles
Burgs, administered the charge
1 to the prowl officers. They are
Frank Sparnes. chief; A. D. Thom-
as. asst. chief: Mrs. Teressa Mc-
Millan. chief: Mrs. Estella Drape,
asst. chief; Cleive Holiday, pres-
ident; Mrs. Emma Wilkins. vice
I president; Sirs. Ernestine Holli-
way. secretary: Mrs. Retie M.
Jones. asst. secretary; Mrs. Eve-
lyn Spann, corresponding secre-
tary; Mrs. Carnelius Meadows,
treasurer: Sirs. Viola Robinan,
chaplain and Maxie Thorto, fi-
nance chairman. On hand to con-
gratulate the incumbents were the
usher boards .of Summerfield mid
TOPNOTCH TALENT PRESENTS GALA SHOW ON BIG STAR FOOD STORES' PROGRAM
EXCELLENT .ENTERTAIN-
MENT was the order of the
day as this fine group w a s
presented to the Mid - South-
wide audience of 50,000 watts
WDIA on the Big Star Food
Stores talent show which is
broadcast every Saturday,
morning at 11:311 a.m. There's
Big Star's Ja
Yes Madame,
What fun we had at our Valen-
tine Party! Why not celebrate
Washington's Birthday at home
with Dad and the small fry.
Top off their favorite Supper
Menu with hot Jack Sprat Corn
meal muffins and Cherry Tarts
in those wonderful shells.
Anyone can make Tart Shells
and Patties that are flaky, ten-
der and crisp if they use Jack
Sprat enriched flour. Jack Sprat
is the finest flour, and yet Jack
Sprat flour cost considerably
less than other leading brands.
It is real easy to make tart'
shells on the back at muffin I
pans. They are so pretty a n d !
tempting looking. They taste so
tender and are so crisp.
Delight Dad and the sinall fry





gART SHELLS1-4 cups Jack Sprat flour
f
1 teaspoon salt
, Progressive Baptist churches.
• Attention at New Hope Baptist
church, is presently focused on
March 3. Homecoming Day has
been set for this day. Rev. W. T.
Scott of the 'Tree of Life Baptist
church will be the principal speak-
er.
Sunday will be a regular day
at the house of worship.
UNION GROVE BAPTIST
A program based on the sixty-
six books of the bible was the
highlight of Union Grove's serv-
ices, Sunday. Participants in the
moving entertainment were Mrs.
Marietta Skinner, Mrs. Beatrice
Watson, Mrs. Johnny Parson, Mrs.
Daisy Mae Harper, Mrs. Elease
Banks, Knox Nelson and the home
department of Progressive Baptist
church. Mrs. Fannie Mae Harris
was mistress of ceremonies. It was
under the supervision of Mrs. A.
M. Williams.
COLUMBUS BAPTIST
Embarking on her 15th year as
president of the Columbus Booster
club. Mrs. Mettle Crawford's fore
sight was no less keen, her boy-
ilty no less unfaltering as she
stood solemnly and repeated the
charge Sunday afternoon. Rev. W.
E. Ragsdale of Emmanuel Bap-
tist church installed officers of
the club.
The Missionary Society will in-
stall its officers Sunday. Rev, C.
M. Lee of Pilgrim Rest Baptist
church will preside.
NEW SALEM BAPTIST
Rev. H. 11, Harper installed of-
ficers of Choir .No. 1 at the New
Salem Baptist church, Sunday. Of-
ficers are Robert Hope, president;
George Price, vice president; Mrs.
Katie Williams. secretary; Mrs.
Inez Rosemound, asst. secretary;
Sirs. C. 0. Morris. chaplain:
Mrs. Mozell Hannah, asst. chap-
lain; Dallis Henry. business man-
ager; Willie Weatherspoon, tree,-
toter: Mrs. Inez Wilson. corres-
I ponding secretary Mrs. Lillie Ann
Marshall, directress and Authur
! G. Hudson, assistant director.
Next Sunday. Choir No. 11 will
install its officers. Rev. C. T. Net
son of Magnolia Baptist church)
will be the main speaker.
SUMMERFIELD BAPTIST
A triple installation was held a'
the Summerfield Baptist church
' Sunday. Officers of the young pc°
ple's choir were installed at
p.m. The Sunshine Band and Bap
list Training Union officers wet.,
installed at 7:30.
PENTECOSTAL TEMPLE
Pentecostal Temple will Miser.,
-Choir Day" Sunday, Feb. 24. a,
3 p.m. This will be the choir . -
15th year of serving the Church
The choir was organized ho
Mrs. J. 0. Patterson, 15 years
ago at Woodlawn Church of God
In Christ. She is also directress
and president.
Other outstanding choirs will be
-Bishop J. 0. Patterson. pastor
present. you are cordially invit
ed tn core and spend the day a;
PRINTING IS MY BUSINESS!
- Mcmplu, ssrstc.. of an •soefsene.,,
.nd w•II-tratrud Print•r, One she la ouallfled 50 print big jobs. little Jobs.
even nlediuns,Irs loss In other word• no Job la toe large or mon
for DUBLIN .1, ABLE PISINTINO COMPANY
Yo• can set ou•lity work and fast senior. Si reasonable Price; Me
as (1050 to sign as Your telsphone. so why don't yens go to your 4,4-phenr now •nd dt•I JAckson SWIM, and blare Mir order, with u. you
A re In our ',trinity •1 sny time. sure by our office located at 1541 Booth
courts Street.
DUBLIN & ABLE PRINTING COMPANY
3-4 cup shortening
14 to 5 tablespoons cold water
Sift Jack Sprat flour with
salt. Cut in shortening until
pieces are grainy. Add water
; gradually and mix lightly with
fork into dough. Roll dough 1-8
Pentecostal Temple, 229 S. Wel-
lington.
Sunday School — 9:30: Morning
Worship — 11:15; observance of
Choir Day — 3; PTA — 8:30
Evangelist hour — 8; Broadcast
— 9:15,
always a huge audience tun-
ed to the listenable show for
everyone is interested to hear
these young stars in the mak-
ing. Big Star Food Stores
are happy to bring Memphis
and the Mid•South boys and
girls this opportunity to ex-
press their various talents.
na Porter
inch thick. Prick with fork. Cut
into 5 inch rounds and fit over
outside of muffin tins. Pinch in
so Clear that from this
parade of south will come
the big stars of the entertain-
eat world of tomorrow. If you
would like an audition t r y.
out for the Big Slat) Talent
Show which is emceed by the
friendly and popular A. C.
Williams, just contact WDIA
to pleats. Bake in hot oven
(425 degrees F) 10 to 15 minutes.
Make 1 dozen.
For an easy filling use Cherry
Pie filling. Top with load of
whipped cream and a red cherry
and arrange for your atidl.
tion try-out. Included on a re.
cent program pictured above
—first row left right: Doris
Jeffries, Charles Williams,
Doris Henderson. Second row
left to right; Barbara Smith,
Jo Evelyn Grayson, Alma
Driver, and Juanita Houston.
Tart shells can be stored for
use latter maybe with lemon







TO SAVE IN OUR
FEBRUARY
FURNITURE SALE
Here's deep seating comfort cam-
bined with the advantage of a
chair that lets you swivel 'round
and 'round for TV viewing or con-











• • Meaty 
Lb. 35cLean &
OLEO Yellowi• • • • • • • • • 1-4 lb. sticks lb 11
BISCUITS • • • • • Can 1 Oc
Puffin
COFFEE • • • • FolgersNo. 1 Can 98c
LIGHT BULBS 15.-25-4.015060 or 75 wattEach 12c
FRESH MILK • • • •




• • 3 Cans For
ROUND STEAKS..





























































































































Youths Need Job Motivations'
Industry, Labor, Schools, Parents Must Help
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Coop-
erative efforts by all elements
Of the community — and partic-
ularly by industry, labor and the
schools — are necessary to stim-
ulate more Negro young peo-
ple to acquire skills for better em-
ployment, speakers told a Youth
Training • incentives Conference
here.
The one-day conference, spon-
sored by the President's Commit-
tee on Government Contracts with
the cooperation of the American
Personnel and Guidance Associa-
tion, was attended by more than
200 leaders of business, labor and
education from 16 metropolitan
centers.
The President's Committee call-
ed the conference because it is
convinced that the motivation of
More youth to seek better train-
ing "is an indispensable part of
the' total effort to free the poten-
tial of millions of Americans for
useful and, indeed, vital contribu-
tions to the growth and progress
of the nation," according to Sec-
retary of Labor James P. Mitch-
ell, vice chairman of the commit-
tee.
NEED INSPIRATION ;
' Lester B. Granger, executive
secretary of the National Urban
League, described the meeting as
"the Most important national con-
ference on job training of youth
In recent years." He pointed out
that the rate at which new job op-
portunities have developed for Ne-
gro youth has been more ranid
than the rate of preparation for
them. "We are now frequently is
the .paradoxical position of having
effected a break-through on cer-
tain job fronts, without having
Cheese is so popular that a cook
can be pretty sure of a welcome
for a dish that features cheese.
More than la billion pounds of
cheese are made in the United
States every year and about three-
fourths of this is the type named
cheddar. People in this country
often call this type American
Cheddar because it is so widely
used and liked. In flavor it ranges
from milk to sharpe or tangy and
in color from almost white to
yellow orange.
Cheddar Cheese, made from
sweet whole milk, contains in
concentrated form the many dif-
ferent nutrients that whole milk
provides. So when you feature
cheese in a dish, the family eats
some of the: milk that is so valu-
able in the diet. To single out
3 nutrients: milk is our leading
source of calcium, one of the chief
minerals needed for good bones
and teeth. An ounce and a half
of cheddar cheese has as much ,
calcium as a cup of milk. Ched-
dar cheese contains almost all
of the protein in milk—which is
high quality protein like the' in
meat, fish, poultry and eggs, and
it contains worthwhile amounts of
the B Vitamin riboflavin, which
is sometimes short in the foods
families choose.
Here is a quickie main dish that
can easily be a favorite with your
family.
Cheeseburgers
1 pound ground beef
2 tablespoons chopped onion
3•4 teaspoons salt
6 one-ounce slices of cheese
6 hamburger buns'
Mix beef, onions and salt. Shape
into patties. Place on a greased
baking pan. Flatten with a spatu-
la. Bake at 400 degrees Fahren-
heit (hot ovev) for 15 minutes.
Place Patties on heated "-ins
and top , with a slice of ,I,CO
Return to oven for 5 min, to heat.
Six servings.
Here is a sauce that will add
zest to your vegetable dishes.
Cheese Sauce
1-4 cup butter
1-4 cup sifted all purpose flour
1-2 teaspoon salt
2 cups hot milk
1 1-2 cups shredded cheese




James Mitcheli, left, vice
chairman of the President's
Committee on Government
Contracts, talks with Furman
enough 'troops' to hold and ex-
pand the field won," he said.
Gains in new job fields will be
made only when there are quali-
fied Negroes available, he added.
The work experience of most
Negro parents "has been unre-
warding" and consequently few of
and salt. Stir in the milk. Cook
until thickened. Oirring
ly. Add the cheese & stir until
melted. •
Serve over cooked vegetables 1
SC egg Plant.
The members of St. Stephens
Baptist church honored Mrs. I T.
Felton, in respect of her long
years of service as teacher of the
day School, president of the child
welfare organization and a mem-
ber of the National Baptist Kon-
vention.
Those participating included
Mrs. Amanda Roland, directress;
Mrs Cleo Dvoley, Mrs. B. T. Lew-
Ii and Mrs. Willye Branch, who
made the presentation of the beau- ,
tiful gifts.
About 15 percent of an the wi-
eldy v iclims in the U. S. are
sales,
Templeton, executive director
of the Baltimore Urban League.
and Chester Gray. right, Cleve-
land, state supervisor, minor-
ity groups service, Ohio bu-
the Negro youth receive 'any real
inspiration or stimulation" from
the adults in their own families,
hi said
Leadeishp groups within t h e
Negro community are 5-cauently
-so isolated from ¶11 'in a i n
stream' of community contacts"
that they ve unable to give the
youth and thei r parents effectee
help in leaning about new oppor-
tunities that are developing, he
said. "Here, then, is a real chal-
lenge to the Negro community,"
he pointed out. He urged leaders
of educational institutions, busi-
ness and labar to undertake pro-
grams which would provide the
youth with the knowledge of job
opportuniti2s which will give them
reason to s..!eir higher training.
They should be presented with
tangible, visible evidence that
such training is worthwhile and
will yield rewards in terms of
profitable employment a n d ca-
reers, he said.
MUST AIM HIGHER
.Secretary of Labor James P.
reau of unemployment com-
pensation, at the National
Youth Training-Incentives C'on-
ference sponsored by the Presi-
dent's Committee.
Mitchell told the conferees that
less than four percent of all em-
ployed Negroes are in profes-
sional, technical and kindred work
as compared to five times as many
white workers. Ile said the nation
must discard the barriers which
deprive the country of the poten-
tial skills and productivity of mil.
lions of citizens
"If we are to make use of the
enormous potential of the Negro,
and help him to lift himself from
the unskilled to the skilled cate-
gory, we must first see that he
is motivated to take full advan-
age of his educational opportun-
ities," he said. At piesent, about
65,000 Negroes graduate from 1,igh
school each kear. It has heen es-
timated that the number could
be increased to 158.000.
We must find ways to make
achievements than were possible
for them 10 yes ago — or even
yesterday. Youth n o w entering
school must strive for goals which,
while they may not be widely
recognized today, nil; he well
within reach by the time they are
ready for employment," he added.
SCOUTS COLLEGES
Brig. Gen, David Sarnoff, chair-
man of Radio Corporation of
1
America. called upon industrial
leaders to help in the training of
minority groups so that they will
be able to take their places on
the skilled labor job front, He said
that his firm places qualified Ne•
groes in positions of high respon-
sibility, in all divisions of the
company.
lie sad industry must work
closely with organizations active
in the intergroup relations field
a n d participate in conferences
sponsored by Negro churches and
other community organizations
with a view toward stimulating the
interest of high school students
in technological careers. His own
company sends scouts to many
Negro colleges to search f o r
promising young .men and wom-
en.
BARRIERS HURT
Boris Shishkin, director of the
Civil Rights Department- of the
AFL-CIO, said the unity and in-
tegrity of the nation itself is
threatened by barriers that block
the flow of students into suitable
training for skilled work. He urg-
ed that the U. S. Employment
Service discontinue all racial;
:•lassifications.
Speakers from Chicago, Cincin-
nati add Detroit described steps '
already being taken in those cities
to motivate more youth to seek
higher raining.
OTHE SPEAKERS
Other speakers included Dr. Clif-
ford P. Froehlich, Berkeley, Cal-
ifornia, president of the American
Personnel and Guidance Associa-
tion; Thomas. II, Coulter, Chief
Executive Officer, Chicago Asso-
ciation of Commerce and Indus- '
try; Dr. Kenneth Lund. Assistant ;
Superintendent of the Chicago
Public Schools, Dr. Claude V,
Coorter, superintendent of t h e
Cincinnati Public Schools; Russell
Leach, president. Local 111 of the
UAW, Detroit; William E. Stirton
of the Automotive Tool and DIE
Manufacturers Association De-
troit; and Dr. Samuel M. Brown-
ell, superintendent of the Detroit
Public Schools and former U. S.
commissioner of education.
Cities represented included At.
tante. Baltimore, Chicago, Cin-
cinnati, Cleveland, Detroit, Indi-
anapolis, Kansas City, Mo., Los
; Angeles, Louisville, New Orleans,
New York city. Philadelphia, St.
Louis, Pittsburgh and Washing-
ton, D C.
ORANGE MOUND JUNIOR
CIVIC CLUB held Its installa-
tion of officers in. January at
the Beulah Baptist church.
Rev. Alexander Gladney
preached the installation ser-
mon and William Reed, presi-
dent of the Whitehaven Civic
club, installed the officers. Spe-
cial guests for the night were
members of the North Mem-
phis Civic clubs. Musk- was
• furnished by the Mt. Pisgah
('ME church junior choir. Club
officers and some of the visit-
ors Are seen. Front row, left
to right. are: Rev. Gledney.
Matthew Jones, second vice
president; Miss Lillie B. Perk-
ins, rent.
vice president; Miss 'Valerie
Shields, secretary; Ira Davis,
sit-at-arms; Prof. Cecil D.
Goodlow and William Reed.
Second row, same order: Mrs.
Josephine Winbush. club advis-
or; Miss Lovetta Glover, Miss
a ors Installed As
TRI- STATE DEFENDER
Sot.,. Feb. 23, 1957
Dorothy Sawyer, chant
Evander Ford, president Nor
Memphis Junior Civic du
Miss Gwendolyn Clark, rag









life of the community, Dr.
em' further stated that the Cu
I of the Chamber rests in the h
New C Of C President of the young men of today
W. F. (Bill) Naive., 01,111,1gcl
or LeMoyne Gardens !lousing
Project. was installed Feb. 12,
as president of the Memphis Negro
Chamber of Commerce.
The installation meeting was
held in the assembly hall of Uni-
versal Life Insurance Company.
Along with Mr. Nabors the follow.
ing (dicers were installed by Dr.
J. E. Walker, chairman of the 1
hoard Id l'iliser,,i1 Life
S. L. Jones. 1st vice prt•sident;
Napoleon Williams, 2nd vice pres-
ident; Dr. E. A. Witherspoon, 3rd
vice president; J. A. Olive, treas-
urer, and C. J. Gaston. executive
secretary. Dr. Walker said the
Negro Chamber of Commerce
was founded over 30 years ago.
and it has certainly played some
part in the business and civic
The principal speech was
by George Bates, president
hlemphis Sales Eexecutive
Mr. Bates, stressed the vs
rendering service to our fe
man as a means of self &dye
ment.
The Chamber meets the a
Tuesday in each month at
p.m in the YMCA building.
business men and women are
ed to attend these meetings
THE NEW 1957 MERCURY
Low - Long - Big
SAVE MONEY WITH US
Low Down Payments
Up To 36 Months To Pay
Don't Miss This Big "M"
AT
GILMORE MOTORS INC.
540 SO. THIRD AT CALHOUN
PHONE IA 5-0717





'Healthy baby" Edward Cooper of Atlanta
YOU CAN TRUST CARNATION. It's the
safest, most nourishing and digestible
form of milk for your baby's formula.
More mothers fed Carnation to their
babies than any other brand. And more
Carnation is used in hospital formula
a
rooms throughout the world than ed
other brands combined! Prepared forms.
las that claim to be complete are exnen.
sive compared to Carnation. Be sure to
ask your doctor about Carnation, it's
the Mak every doctor knows.
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By YVETTE CHANTE medium complexion, black hair
ar Mme. Chante: Please I and brown eyes, weight 151 lbs.
d like to correspond with and neat dresser. I am a decora-
in America. I am 40 years tor and painter. Please send your
weigh 155 lbs., dark skin, photo in first letter—I'll do like
looks and intelligent, I will wise. My age is 57 but, look to
-er all letters. Miss Luna he in my 40's. Will answer all
s, 10 Charles St., .Kingston. mail. Joe E. Ralston, co Way-
. , Jamaica. erly hotel, Church ave., Waverly.
• • • Tenn.
or Mine. Chante: I am a 
• * •
.ing man 42 years of age. S Dear Mme. Chante: 1 would
.n, weigh 200 pounds. I would like very much to meet a nice
to correspond with a quiet lady between the age of 20 and
ed woman, who is interested 35 who is slender or medium,
.arriage. I promise to answer brown coniplexion. honest and
etters and exchange photos. means one man well. I would
H. Davis, 79 S. Lane ave.. do everything to make a happy
igstown, Ohio. life together. I am a man 40
• • • years old, 5 ft. 10 in. with dark
•ar Mine. Chante: I am a brown complexion. Would prefer
w 38 years of age, and would a Christian. Send photo with first
to correspond with men be- writing. Will send photo and an-
n the ages of 40 and 50. One swer all letters. D. Williams, 476
is interested in marriage W. 141 at., Apt. 31, New York,
likes to work for the best N. Y.
;a life has to offer. I am of • • •
build, height 5 ft-6 in. tall, Dear Mme. Chante: I am very
brown complexion with black lonely and would like to corre-
thy hair. My hobbies are spond with pen pals. I am a Dress
les and dancing. I am willing Maker, 5 ft. 6 in., 125 lbs. and
occhange photos. Gwendolyn 26 years of age, black eyes and
arlan, 153 Orange at., Kings- hair. I will answer all letters and
Jamaica. exchange photos. Linda Jones, 3
• . • St. Joseph's road. Whitfield Town
'at Mme. Chante: I am a P. 0., Kingston, Jamaica, B.W.I.
aican now residing in England • • •
would like very much to cor- Dear Mint. Chante: I am writing
ond with a pen pal. I under- this letter hoping thatit will help
d that you could be of help to me find a life mate. I am inter-
I am light skin, black hair, ested in marriage, if I can find
brown eyes, 1 ft. 3 inches the right man. He must be in
and weigh 165 lbs. Vera Rutty, good health, not an alcoholic. A
seism rd., London, W. 19., man of good character that's look-
• • • ing for a good wife. He must be
!ar Mme. Chante: I am a between the ages of 50 and 56.
some young woman and would about 5 ft-b" or 6 ft in height.
to correspond with some weigh about 175 or 190 lbs of
us minded gentleman. I am medium brown complexion. Meny 
ears of age. 5 ft. 3 in. tall, if you are narrow minded, jealous- 
.h 156 lbs and dark skin. 1 
and given to angry fits, please be
nise to answer all letters and honest to yourself and me, and do
iange photos. Poilet not write to me. I am not inter-
(ohne Lane, Kingston, P. ested in that type of person. IO.
aka, B. W. I. • promise to answer all letters and
• • • exchange photos. Will gladly
tar Mme. Chante: I am a give full information about myself.,
II years old and would like \ 'Rena Jackson. 1354a Montclair,
orrespond with nice boys he. St. Louis 11, Mo.
m 18 and 19 years of age. - 
• • •
5 ft. 6 in. tall, weigh 120 Dear Mme. sChante: I ant a
eyes dark brown with brown air' of 18 years of age and would
plexion, considered good look, like to correspond with boys be'
My hobbies are dancing. rock tween 18 and 19, nice loking and
all records and movies. I will about 150 or 160 .lbs and will ex-
lenge photos and answer all change pictures. I am considered
Jaunita Wallace. 3835 good looking. I weigh 119 pounds
nd ave.. Louisville. Ky. and have a nice complexion. My
• • • hobbies are dancing, basketball.
tar Mme. Chante: I am a swimming and movies. I will an
woman in hospital swer all letters. Chastun Chand-
love to receive letters from ler. 2205 W. Madison, Louisville.
pals. Ky.
am 46 years of age. base black • • •
ilder length hair, dark brown Dear Mine. Chante; 1 would
1, 5 It tall, weigh 122 lbs. and like to get a pen pal I am, a
It eyes. I do needle work. Jamaican. Age 22. 133 lbs. height,
rch work and house work. Will 5 ft-6 in. mediuni brown eyes.
•er all letters and exchange dark brown complexion. Myra Fa-
us Would like to hear from rey, 44 t'arleton rd.. Holloway.
rent ones from age 30 and up. London, N. 7
eva himbrough, P. 0. Box 123 • • •
ander. Ark. Dear Mme. Chante: I am very
• • • mterested in corresponding with
ear AI nic Chanle. I am ,, ,ersons who are handicapped or
aican man, age 46. height 5 11- ,cry lonely I am 33 years of
. tall complexion dark, weight .ige. 5 ft 6 in. 140 lbs. complex-
lbs. I sin interested in cor- on, have been married and have
ponding with an American children. I am somewhat han-
. Would prefer an older lad) licapped by poor vision, and
who means to be a good Chris could like to hear from persons
. 1 am a Church of Gosh mem- yetween 35 and 43 years of age.
Mascey Jacquett, 1...a Lowe, I do not drink or smoke, and
k st., Franklin Town, Kings- would like to hear from those
.p. 0 Jamaica, B W. I. who are truly interested in the
• • • better things of life — including
)ear Mme Chante 1 would church. I will answer all letters
to hear from pen pal ladies. promptly. Mrs. Vivian Hunt.
• want to enjoy the better 134 South Wellington, South Bend,
gs in life and make a home Ind.
cal home for two lons'11 people. 
• • •
must be between 20 and 40 Dear Mme Chante: Would like
rs of age and of light or b.mwn to correspond with male and fe•
axiom. I am 5 ft-s in, tall, male American pen pals. I MK
Prisons Create
Sex Problems
(Tim Third 01 Five Articles)
By ALFRED DUCKETT
Most people realize that boys'
schools, prisons, army camps, col-
lege campuses — and other in-
stitutions where men are segregat-
ed with their own sex for vary-
ing periods of time — are spots
where homosexuality is bred and
increased.
What many fail to realize, how-
ever, is that there are thousands
and thousands of homosexuals who
are not made "that way" because
of their surroundings (as in such
institutions) but because they were
"that way" when they entered
those surroundings.
There is no chlubt however, that
the conscious homosexual who at-
tends a boys' training or reform
school, becomes a jail inmate,
member of the -armed forces or
college or university, will influ-
ence others who have subconscious
leanings in the direction of ab-
normal sex or whose will power
or moral qualities are susceptible
to temptation aggravated by the
absence of normal opportunities to
satisfy the urge for female com-
panionship.
Mr. Kinsey tells us that Army
and Navy psychiatrists who dealt
with the subject found that 10 per-
cent of the men in the armed forc-
es engaged — to varying degrees
— in homosexual activity. Kinsey
admits, however, that it is virtu-
ally impossible to set down authen-
tic figures.
Although armed forces phychia-
trists worked under orders to
screen out of induction centers
persons with abnormal sex incli-
nations, many homosexuals w Ii o
did not want to get into uniform
were equally fearful of being sus-
pected in their communities as a
result of being turned down by Se-
lective Service. Others welcomed
the opportunity to enter into a sit-
uation where they might find wid-
er and more convenient range for
their sexual quests.
Stop me if you've heard the
story about the drill sergeant —
counting off — one — two —three
— four —who whirled on a so-
prano-voiced recruit with the
menacing question: -Are y o u
one?"
"Yes, Sergeant," lisped the
trembling soldier "Are you?"
Most likely that one is a lie
somebody told. No lie, however, is
the story related to this writer by
United States Assistant Attorney
James Parsons of Chicago, who
has attained an impressive record
of detecting draft dodgers.
It seems that there were two
young men of uncertain sex living
together in cozy domesticity. 'The
"husband" of the house was no-
tified of induction into the Army.
There was much sorrow at the
thought of breaking up the happy
home for two or three years —
until the "couple" hit on an in
genious scheme which , almost
worked.
Instead of the "husband" re-
sponding to the draft call, the
"wife ' would submit to induction,
posing as his, her or its mate.
Since the "wife" was afflicted
with a physical defect, she would
soon be honorably discharged and
then both could resume their life
serenity. Amazing but true —
they almost got away with it.
The "wife" masquerading as the
"husband" reported for d u t y,
went through induction procedure
and was assigned to training
camp. The "wife" began reporting
to the post dispensary, complain-
ing about the ailment which was
serious enough to earn a medical
discharge. The only thing that
brought the plot to light was an
examination of letters written from
"wife" to "husband" telling him
27, occupation—dressmaking. My
eyes and hair are dark brown,
weight 110 lbs height 5 ft. 31/2.
My complexion is dark. Paula
Fergason, 17 Hagley Park rd.,
Half-way-Tree, P. 0., St. Andrew,
Jamaica, B. W. I.
we • •
Dear Mme. ('hante: I am a
very lonely woman. II would like
to correspond with a nice, intelli-
gent gentleman, one who likes
the better things in life. I'm of
light brown complexion, with a
pleasing personality. If not serious
please do not write. I would like
a pen pal between the ages of
38 and 50. I promise to answer
all lettere and exchange all pho-
tos. R. L. Rowan, 91 Austin
BOBlea, rsasixville 11, Teak
to be patient for soon they would
be reunited.
In spite of its official disap-
proval of homosexual practices—
and armed forces biggies will ve-
hemently deny this — there is a
great deal of tolerance on the part
of recruiting and induction offi-
cers inallowing homosexuals to
exist. If a frank expose of the
number and prominence of homo-
sexual officers in the higher ranks
of the services were ever writ-
ten, it would electrify the nation.
Lack of sexual outlet under
standably forces weaker - mind-
ed men in prisons into sexual ac-
tivities with other men although
Kinsey claims that this is less
prevalent in jails where inmates
are serving short terms.
Perhaps one of the most reveal-
ing examples of abnormal sex in
prison is supplied by the story of
Haywood Patterson, one of the
nine Scottsboro Boys legally rail-
roaded into a Southern prison hell-
hole on charges of rape of two
white women. In his amazing
book, "Scottsboro Boy," Patter-
son throws a frank spotlight on
how unnatural sex can thrive un-
checked within the gray walls of
penal institutions.
At Atmore, where Patterson was
confined, "gal-boys" and "wolves"
participated in "love affairs" and
-marriages" which were fantas-
tic take-offs on the real thing. Pat-
terson recalls his scorn at learn-
ing about what was going on and
NEW YORK — The Union News
Co. was found guilty by a jury
of violating the New York State
Civil Rights law and ordered to
pay two New York Central Negro
employees MO each in damages
because they were refused serv-
ice in the company's restaurant
in the Syracuse rail terminal.
In a trial before Municipal
Judge Joseph A. Boccie, the two
dining car waiters, Willie Frinkle.
31, 'and Walter Perry, 33, alleged
they were denied service on Jan.
3, 1956 at the Union News Co.
restaurant in Syracuse, in viola-
tion of the state's civil rigots law.
The two waiters charged that
white customers and other New
York Central employes were be-
ing served at the time they were
refused service.
Founders Observance
WACO, Texas — Paul Quinn
college will observe its 85th anni-
versary on Feb. 26-27, with Bish-
op Thomas Primm, of the AME
church as the convocation speak.-
er on Tuesday, Feb. 26.
The manufacture of jet engines
has greatly increased the demand
for cobalt, an essential material.
NEGRO HISTORY WEEK at
Texas Southern University was
highlighted by an assembly at
Tezas Southern when Dr
Frederick D. Hall of Southern
University, Baton Rouge, La.,
Shis determination not to be a part
of it. But, the way he tells it, he
was forced to assert himself as
either a "gal-boy" or a wolf."
After being approached many
times by inmates who wanted to
make him the object of their af-
fections, Patterson finally found a
way to repel their unwanted at-
tentions.
"Leave off," he would tell the
"wolves". Ins looking for a gal-
boy myself."
His claim was merely a sublet,
fuge to keep the "wolves" away,
Patterson says, but eventually, he
found the atmosphere about bins
and the physician cravings inside
of him pushing him into the same
perverted way of life which he had
once mocked.
Prison authorities welcomed ho-
mosexuality as an aid in controll-
Ford Dealers Set
New Sales Record
SEA ISLAND, Ga. — Ford deal-
ers broke all sales records for the
October-to-January period by sell-
ing more than a half-million 1957
Fords in the first third of the
model year, C. R. Beacham, Ford
Division general sales manager,
said this week.
According to Beacham, the Oc-
tober-to-January sales record
breaks a previous record of 485,
943 units sold during the same
period of 1955-56. This record
stood for 32 years, ever since
1923-24 when 484,981 sales were
made.
.A .
delivered the main message on
the theme "Negro History in
the Development of Racial Un•
derstanding." In the photo left
0, right: Dr Itir Mr Perry of
the Department of Education,
ing the men. Some of the guards,
Patterson reported, even matched
up couples.
Most of the gal-boys were tees-
agars. Many of them fought to
keep from being forced into homo-
sexuality. But the "wolves" had
techniques which usually worked.
They gave the youngsters money
and bought them cigarettes, can-
dy and other treats from the com-
missary.
They protected the young fellows
from the tougher inmates, often
fighting to do so. Then came the
proposition. Sometimes the young-
ster gave in. Other times, he
would complain to authorities.
The authorities would side with
the "wolves" often beating the
youngster who was holding out.
There were murders brought about
by two wolves fighting over own-
ership of a gal-boy.
"After they were broken and
became known as gal-boys," Pat-
terson writes, "some carried on
like real prostitutes. They, sold
themselves around on the week
ends just like women of t h e
rd. HERMAN
THE NEED OF' LOVE
Love has its own reasons: that
which knows no logic, that which
always does the unexpected, that
which can in no way be antici-
pated. Man cannot be happy, in-
deed he cannot live without lov-
ing someone outside of himself.
Nothing destroys man so corn'
pletely as the incapacity to love.
Man has great needs, great be-
cause he is anything but self,
sufficient. He fills his own empti-
ness by loving another. Besides
man's need to love someone else,
he needs to be loved. Th, person
that is not loved is a hollow
shell, remember this when you
think of those outside of your
family circle—or group.
Texas Southern: Dr, J. Reuben
Sheeler. chairman, disision of
History. TSU: Di Hall and
Dr, N. I.. Germ,. , hail man.
division of Fine Ails, 1St.
M. L. Dear Prof. Herman: Dear
Friend, I received your wonderful
letter some days ago, but have
been in the process of moving
hence the delay in reply. Hope
you didn't think I had forgotten
you . . would you please advise
me regarding the law suit I have
pending.
ANS. I feel that you may be
successful in this particular
case, and the settlement will be
In your favor. It In always nice
to hear from you, Millie.
• • •
W. U. Will we make the trip
as planned?
ANS. It seems that your club
has planned to take a trip to
Bermuda and you are wondering
if they will follow thru. It de-
pends upon how sincere each
member is, they have gone thru
with the arrangements and are
now waiting for the date . . If
you can reach a suitable time.
I feel that all will try IA make
this wonderful trip.
WORRIED. Will nay children
have to move?
ANS. A careful analysis of
your question reveals the fact
that your son and daughter-in•
law have been asked to vacate
the home in which they are liv•
ing. It is too bad particularly at
this time, but since the owner
really wishes to live there him'
self, there is no alternative. You
might ask for a little more time.
however. This may hells your
son to realise the importance of
a lease or, in the near future
trying to buy something of their
OWL
• • •
Y. R. Why does he fuss all of
the time7
ANS. It is too had that he
doesn't have patience with sou
, knowing that you have had
no experience in cooking and
the like. Rut. you should either
go to some night class that
teaches culinary training, or
some elder friend that cai help
you with your cookinft, I am
sure that you realise how badly
you need help in this matter. So
don't delay, get started right
away.
streets. Some guys gave them
inure money than they would &
real woman, maybe live or tea
doll ars. •
"It a guy had a gal-boy bid
didn't get along with him amp
more, he could put him up fof
sale. He could sell him for twenty
or twenty-five dollars, Once a gal-
boy was sold, the husband
couldn't touch him *My more.
"There was always an uproot
over gal-boys in prison, They sure
were something. . .they carried
on like real women and pitted the
men against each other. . If a
boy didn't soon decide and select
a husband, there would soon be
a killing. Even when the boy made
a choice the others would still be
after him. His man was supposed
to defend him, take his knife and
fight for him."
Patterson writes that he oneo
heard Deputy Warden Lige Lam-
bert tell some state patrolmen
that 50 percent of the Negro pris-
oners and 75 percent of the white
—were gal-boys.
Patterson tells the story of the
way another inmate attemped to
take his (Patterson's) "wife"
a w a y. Patterson's fellow-wolf
kept after Patterson's gal-boy,
promising to do more than Pat-
terson did for him.
Patterson and the other wolf-.
John Peasley quarrelled about the
• gal-boy, Peasley threatening to
take Patterson's companion away
from him and Patterson warning
that he would retaliate violently.
Feeling ran so high between the
two that they made an appoint.
ment to fight out the matter.
"He (Peasley) went back into
camp that night," Patterson
writes. "and got himself a paw
of shears somewhere. He put the
shears into his pocket and went
to his cell. I had a switch-blade
knife. I went looking for him. I
found him up there in my kid's
cell. He was sitting on the bunk
talking to the kid. 1 eased in on
him with my knife cocked and up
over my head. When John Peas.
Icy looked up the saw me.
"I said 'Well. John, the devil's
got you now. Don't try to resiet.
Just take it cagy and take what
I'm going to give you. I'm go-
ing to put a lot of hell on you.'
"I didn't have to use my knife.
I gave him a serious whupping.
I heat on him like he was a
snake. I kicked him with my
heavy shoes.
-Thereafter I didn't have a n y
more trouble from him. He didn't
try to take my gal-boy from me
after that. Nobody did.
"I had taken a gal-boy, whop-
ped a wolf and set myself up as
a devil."
Gal-boys at the same prison
were frequently killed for "two -
timing" their men, Patterson re-
ports. Such murders usually went
unpunished.
We can't tell the incredible stor-
ies about gal-boys in prison as
frankly as Patterson did. But the
above will give you a pretty fair
idea.
Nest week, we'll discuss lesbi-
ans — the female homosexuals,
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Our Opinions
Time To Stop This Foolishness
The hue and cry being raised by the
Levi Civic Club concerning the proposed
Negro housing and country club develop-
ment in far South Memphis is another
strain in oft-repeated chorus which has
become tiresome to the point of foolish-
ness.
Almost every time a suggestion is
made that some needed extension in bet-
ter housing for Negroes is being con-
sidered or planned, some white group
proceeds to beseige the housing author-
ities, planning commission, and other
agencies to voice objections. And these
Brotherhood Week
Brotherhood Week which is sponsored
annually by the National Conference of
Christians and Jews and whose observance
is confined almost ,rithout exception to an
inter-racial exchange of pulpits among the
el ministry, is without a question an ap-
"riate reminder of the oneness of hu-
manity and of our obligation to practice
charity, understanding and mutual respect.
If brotherhood be the key to human
survival as the National Conference of
Christians and Jews has pontifically put it,
then it is not a matter of individual option,
but an inescapable obligation of all of us
who wish to save ourselves from the dross
of the polluted stream of negative thinking.
The church more than any other agency
should take the lead in pointing out the
way to the solution of a social problem that
can best be resolved through its ministry.
The church, first of all, is better equipped
intellectually, spiritually and socially to give
appropriate guidance to a form of social be-
havior and therapy that should hasten the
termination of a dying aristocracy.
Integration is proceeding well in chang-
ing neighborhoods in New York, with in-
creasing numbers of churches making sus-
(*Jr Segregated Schools
Recent findings by special commissions
In several northern metropolitan centers
point up the fact that integration is a na-
tion-wide problem, not just one that belongs
south of the Mason-Dixon Line. Many rn-
sponsible and responsive public school of-
ficials have re-examined their position in
the light of the High Court ruling on school
segregation.
The civic conscience is at work every-
where except in Chicago. New York, Phila-
delphia, Los Angeles and some smaller com-
munities such as South Bend, Ind., and New
Rochelle, N. Y. are considering ways and
means of reducing the number of segregat-
ed classes. Though discrimination in most
Northern cities is unlawful and against
public interest, nevertheless there is a de
faito segregation in the public schools.
1r This de facto form of segregation is
caused by the residential pattern that
makes children go to their neighborhood
schools. Civic, parent and labor groups have
adopted anti-segregation resolutions and
have placed them before their respective
school board.
One of the steps being urged is teacher
assignment. Teachers should be assigned
to schools without regard to the racial com-
position of the community or location of
the schools.
Here in Chicago there should be created
a central zoning unit with power to re-
objections are hoary with time-worn ar-
guments which have been proven time
and again as false, ill-founded, and mis-
leading.
If any extensive housing for Negroes
is suggested for the heart of the city
there is a 'cry. If the plan calls for going
out on the edge of town, or outside of
town there is a cry. The logical question
arises, "Where is the Negro to look for
better homes, better surroundings for
his family, better conditions for health,
and the like?" It's time to stop the fool-
ishneess.
tamed efforts to serve a bi-racial commu-
nity. In some instances churches are pro-
viding facilities for persons of another race
who are some distance away but have no
church.
Churches termed segregated were white
without Negro participation and Negro
without white participation. It was noted
that the main reason for segregation was
geographical. However, the majority of
churches classified as "segregated" would
welcome others and that almost an equal
number would accept persons of other races
into church membership.
We must admit rather shamefully that
the church has been guilty of keeping up
the bugaboo of racial differences by giving
way to community patterns of residential
living which conflict violently with every-
thing Christian religion stands for.
Certainly in Chicago, the program of
the National Conference of Christian and
Jews would reap a greater social harvest
at quickened pace were it to concentrate
its efforts on religious organizations and
institutions of higher learning which have
been riding out the storm broken loose on
the issue of segregation.
_MARK
y NAT D. WILLIAMS  
PUMPKIN HEADS AND PUNKS
The great, internationally-circu-
lated publication, Time magazine,
carried an item last week entitled
"Negro Crime."
The item noted that 35 per cent
of the crime committed in b i g
American cities is perpetrated by
Negroes . . . although Negroes
average on 11 per cent of the pop-
ulation of most big American cities
. . .on the average.
A few days prior to the Time
article, the Memphis Commercial
Appeal printed some figures re-
putedly issued by the Memphis Po-
lice Department dealing with the
subject of crime in Memphis dur-
ing 1956. Big point of the figures
was that some 69 per cent of the
crimes committed in the "Big M"
last year could be laid at the door
of Negroes.
Now, like the old folk used to
say, "Where there's so much
smoke, there's bound to be some
fires." There's more truth than
propaganda in those quoted fig-
ures from both publications. And
before there's a general scramble
to hunt up "reasonable excuses,"
"plausible excuses," "good ex-
cuses," and "lying excuses,"
brothers and sisters of the colored
persuasion would do well to face
the facts of the matter. . . and
start from scratch to do something
about it.
And there's no point in begging
the issue by pointing out that
there is no similar break down and
publication of such information
about Jews, Indians, Mexicans,
Chinese, a n d other minority
groups in America. There are a
flock of reasons why the Negro
figures were published. There are
fair and unfair reasons. But what-
ever the reasons, the cat is out of
the bag. . .and it all adds up to
the painful conclusion that Sam's
a pretty "Bad Boy" in spots.
Now, maybe he's bad because
he's "democracy's neglected, step-
child." or because, like a child
brought in a home where there's
been no love, the Negro's record
is spotted with too much bad be-
cause he needs a little more sym-
pathetic understanding.
But, the point here is one that's
addressed to the Negro himself.
It begins with the picture of the
little boy who felt so mistreated
around his home until he went out
draw school district lines. New zones would
in some cases permit children who attend
predominantly Negro schools to go to near-
by white schools. The Board of Education
would exercise its own discretion in teacher
assignment.
There is no doubt that segregated hous-
ing is the real problem. But even in the
existing residential pattern, steps should
be taken now to keep de facto segregation
down to a minimum. One of the ways of
accomplishing this goal is to integrate as
many schools as possible on the fringe
areas by rezoning. Build new schools at
such sites that both Negro and white chil-
dren will attend without violating the
neighborhood pattern of living.
High school students should be permit-
ted to attend regardless of neighborhood.
While these changes would not solve the
troublesome problem of school segregation.
they would represent a substantial advance
toward the ultimate establishment of in-
tegrated living on a plane commensurate
with the profession of democracy.
However, as long as there are discrimi-
natory residential patterns, there will be
corresponding segregation in the schools.
This is one of the reasons why we should
watch with meticulous care the proposed
Hyde Park Housing redevelopment project.
It has in it the seed of an evil design to
postpone integration indefinitely.
ALBERT BARNETT
Reader Asks: "What Was Saudi Arabia's
4come Before U. S. Royalties In Oil?"
AN INTERESTING letter comes
to this column from F. G. (for
Granville) Beauchamps of Seattle,
Washington, w h o wants to know
what was the economic status
and annual income of the desert
kingdom, Saudi Arabia before
the Americans struck oil there, as
a result of which King Ibn Saud
has won the dubious distinction of
tieing the most profligate, money-
spending monarch in the world.
Writer Beauchamps also wants
to know what are the moral sten-
dards of the lower caste Arabi-
ans, as compared with those of
their king, who, in addition to his
four 'legal' wives is reported to
have 54 concubines and other
'ladies of the court,' who at vari-
ous times in his adult life, have
bottle him 36 sons.
The Seattle reader's letter is in
response to a previous one print-
ed in this Column and sent several
,-ts ago, by Mr. Jackson Drew
sten, of Greensboro, N. C., in
which Mr. Johnston deplored the
pending visit of King Saud to
America and termed it a dese-
cration" that Saud should be wel-
comed into the house where Abra-
ham Lincoln signed the Emanci-
pation Proclamation.
In answer to Mr. Reatichamp's
first query, the annual income of
Saudi Arabia, before they struck
the ocean of Black Gold beneath
its barren wastes, was estimated
at 100,000 English pounds-435
000 in U. S. money.
Harold Hutchinson, of the Lon-
don Daily Herald, recently re-
turned from Saudi Arabia,
describes it as "A kingdom where
a poverty-stricken, illiterate and
diseased population ekes out the
hardest and most hopeless exist-
ence in the modern worlg."
Today, when America's giant
oil installations are bringing in
millions of barrels of the precious
fluid, U. S. petroleum experts
estimate that o n e-sixth of t h e
world's oil supply lies beneath
the desert kingdom of Saudi Ara
bia. All this. means that King
Saud's annual income from royal-
ties paid by America's oil men is
world's nil supply lies beneath
the fabulous sum of one million
English pounds, a cool 310 million
&Mars in U. S. money. That, for
Mr. Beauchamps' information is
Saudi Arabia, before and after—
oil,
As to the morals of the lower
caste Arabians, they are under
constant scrutiny by the vengeful
minions of the law and woe betide
the married man who takes unto
himself a mistress. Adultery by
the lower orders is punishable by
public beheading and the errant
love thief has his right hand
chopped off and the wound cau-
terized in boiling pitch. Such is
the 'love code' inflicted on the
masses as compared with disso-
lute, licentious practices of the
monarch and the 322 Arabian
'princes of the royal blood.'
"No Jew may be employed by
the oil company or at the Air
Force base. No liquor m a y be
imported or drunk. No American
may smoke in public places. No
book may be imparted. No Ameri-
can wife may drive a car. No
Christian worship is allowed.
King Saud rules his country
with an iron hand. He takes the
royalties and despite his near-
sighted vision, makes no mis-
take when it comes to counting
the 'loot.'
and sat on the back steps, and
threatened out loud to go out in
the garden and eat worms. Then,
everybody'd be sorry, and would
have to do something about him,
after he became the center of at-
tention with illness.
The Negro wants to avoid that
position in the lists of American
problems. As a group the Negro
needs a reputation for sobriety,
temperance, and for being law-
abiding. Now, of all times, the
Negro needs such a reputation, or
otherwise the chorus is going to
get louder on the refrain, I here
you knockin' but you can't come
in
This matter of character has im-
portant bearings when a guy is
on the "make." And, for better or
for worse, the Negro is on t h e
"make" in America and the world.
He's faced with the growing chal-
lenge to prove his right to recog-
nition, his right to be treated with
respect, and to be accorded a
place of dignity and confidence in
thc community. Right or wrong,
that's the price America is de-
manding that the Negro pay for
longed-for "first-class citizenship."
Facing up to that fact, then, it
become clear as sunlight what the
Negro himself will have to do to
help advance his own cause. He'll
have to do more of ,,s own "police-
ing." Ye p, "your folks" need a
program designed to "police" the
rare.
Now, this kind of "police-ing"
doesn't necessarily include ,the
usual brand of such work. .such
as pistols, blackjacks, nightsticks,
and the other symbols of tradition-
al police work. There're already
enough of those items to go around
three-fold.
The type of "police-ing" advanc-
ed here is the kind that starts in
the head and heart. There's too
much "punkin'-head" thinking
among Negroes which leads them
to glorify and protect the bad boys
of color . . protecting them with
social acceptance, awed respect in
their presence, and cover-ups of
their rackets when possible. The
punks ,mong us have stolen into
most Negro minds as heroes, be-
cause they've been brash enough
to tangle with the law. .
time to set our thinking straight




The price that must be paid by
men failing to use information to
which they have been exposed is
very great.
The reason the price is so high,
you must pay twice, pay to get
the information plus pay for not
using it after you get it. It is im-
portant to be informed, but it is
much more important to use the
information acquired.
Failure to do the things y o u
know to do causes material, men-
tal, moral and social lost. These
losses are the natural fears of
men. The fear of the lost of money
and other possessions. The fear at
the thought of becoming effected
mentally, the fear of being morally
weak and the fear of becoming
socially inacceptable are the most
depressing to men. They rank
along with the fear of death. Many
men will choose death rather than
face them.
Failure to use information can
cause other losses, such as loss of
time, privileges, health and life.
Loss of time and loss of life are
irrepairable.
The present is an age in which
men are being exposed to more
information than they have been
exposed to since the early days
of Adam, the perfect man. And,
like Adam, they are not using this
information.
The best proof of the price this









to use the information to which
they are exposed can be seen in
the following:
1. The number and size of the
crowded penal institutions, also
the institutions and agencies for
the correction of the wayward.
2. The number and size of the
overcrowded mental institutions.
3. The number and size of the
overcrowded hospitals and health
centers.
4. The many groups a n d
agencies dedicated to the services
and aid of the unfortunate.
5. Our high accident rate, also
our high criminal rate.
All are the best evidences of
American's failure to use infor-
mation also the great price we are
paying for this failure.
The worse part of this whole
evil lies in the fact that many
innocent persons must suffer for
the failure of a few.
All of the failures to use infor-
mation begins with the individual,
therefore, the price an individual
must pay for failure to use infor-
mation is greater than it is for a
group of individuals, because the
individual must foot the bill
alone.
It is much cheaper to obey the
"Thou shells" and the "T h o u
shall nots" than i o tsitap lp f2
shall nots" than it is to pay the
bill which disobeying them pile up
against you.
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"THE CARD SAYS ... YOU'RE BIG ... STRONG ... BRAVE
AN' poi-LP-AR WITH WOMEN! IT'S GOT YOUR
WEIGHT WRONG TOO."
Liberty And Justice For All?
*Pus
a
Simple And The Hungarians:
Be Broadminded, Please!
"I hate to say It," said Simple, refugee can expect a better job
"but any Hungarian refugee can in America than the average Na-
come over here with transporta- aro."
tion free, and get a good job in "In other words, white is right,
a bank or someplace where I can't Hungarian or not," said Simple.
even look behind the counter, a "I am used to American whites
few weeks after he gets here. And getting the best go. But I just
I say it ain't, is no, and never hate to see some old foreign white.
will be right for such to happen. come here and have the same
I'm an American," break."
"But," I said, "you cannot blame ."I regret you have not only a
the Hungarian refugees for the white bias, but an anti-foreign
American racial pattern, so try to bias, as well."
be broadminded. It happens that "You should not talk about them
Hungarians are white—so natural- as foreigners," I said. "Simply
ly they have a head start on you, look upon them as bigoted human
colored." beings whatever their back-
"But I am a citizen," said Sim- ground. Both native Americans
pie, and foreign immigrants have, in
"In some ways," I said, "but some instances, very bad social
not fully. If you were a full citizen, qualities. But, on the other hand,
there would be no need of the many foreign born Americans have
NAACP running to the Supreme been great triads of the Negro,
Court all the time to try to con- just as have many native born
solidate your citizenship. You are Americans. All I am trying to say
a cor.ohED citizen." is, don't be anti-foreign, just be
"Which means Hungarian refu- cause some refugees are anti-Ne-
gees is more citizens than I am," gro. If it happens they get better
Yelled Simple. "I declare that is jobs than you since they are white,
not right. My father were here be- don't blame the foreigners, Blame
fore me, also my grandfather be- our own Jim Crow system and
fore him, and I do not know how try to help correct it, but not by
much farther back than that VILS knocking foreigners. If you were
my people. But I do know colored white and offered a good job, you
folks have been in this here U.S.A. would take it, wouldn't you —
a long time. Still and yet, you Hungarian or not?"
mean to tell me a Hungarian what "If I was a Hungarian," said
has been here a half-hour is worth Simple, "I would make revolts In
more than met" Hungary just to get free passage
"I am colored just like you," I to America and find a job — he-
said, "so why are you hollering cause from all I can read, Hung-
at me? Did I create this condi- ary ain't from hunger, it it? Over
tion?" here in America, we got fresh
"You take it too calm," said meat, smoked meat, frozen meat.
Simple. "You must be an Uncle and black meat — meaning me
Tom." They can lord it over my dark
"Do not call me out of my oarcass. Sure, if I was a Hungar-
name," I said. "I see no use to tan, I would rush to America, set-
get excited about obvious facts, tie here, and refuse to send my
Everybody knows that any white children too school with Negroes.
"Just to show bow much I tate
as white, I would demand my
Hungarian right. I would be so
American nobody could tell me
from a Ku Kluxer or a Citizens
eounciller. I would be so white
would be wrong to be right! Oh.
were I a refugee, I would go to
live in Levittown or Trumbull
Park, or some other place where
neither Negroes or Jews could light
— which would prove I was more
than 120 per cent American M
any committee wanted to investi-
gate me. It must be hard not to
prove you are red, coming trots
a red country like Hungary. But
I would prove it by not living with
colored folks or Jews.
"I would also prove it by learn.
ing to say NIGGER as fast as I
could. This I would learn to say
even before I learned to sing the
STAR SPANGLED BANNER at
read the Constitution, Anyhow. a
Hungarian does not have to read
no Constitution or go through aS
them voting tests they put Negroes
through down South. No, all a
Hungarian needs is just to be
white to get ahead — and even
vote before he can speak good
English. So, naturally, if I was a
Hungarian. I would learn quick all
them things and take advantage
of them. I would not be backwards
if I was Hungarian and white, But
since I am neither one, being just
plain black me, with you I die-
agree.
"I am not broadminded! Untn
I gets all the rights a Hungarian
refugee has in the U.S.A., I in-
tend to be anti-any-rights-for-any-
white whose whiteness put- them
ahead of me — me, American
since Old Glory blowed, but yet
Jim Crowed! How broadminded
must a mind get to put up with
that?"
 110744.477ateettitt, 
At his press conference last
week President Eisenhower gave
an explanation of why he old not
feel he could comply with the pe-
tition of Dr. Martin Luther King
and many other leaders calling
upon him to speak out against the
bombings of Negroes and also
visit the strife-torn areas of racial
violence in the South.
He was questioned on this point
by Robert G. Spivack who writes
for the New York Post and the
Chicago Defender. For fear that
you may have missed it, I here-
with reprint the answer of the
President:
"Well, I think I have a pretty
good and sizable agenda on my
desk every day, and as you know,
I insist on going for a bit of recre-
ation every once in a while, and I
do that because I think it is es-
scntial to this
"Now, I have just got as much
as I can do for the moment, and
I will say this, however, t have
expressed myself on this subject
so often in the South, in the North,
wherever I have been, that I don't
know what another speech would
do about the thing right now."
The ;hooting and bombings in
the cities of Alabama and the
South, the cross burnings, violent
threats and the open intimidation
of Negroes have become so wide-
spread that many leaders feel tnat
a state of emergency may exist in
the South soon unless some posi-
tive governmental action to curb
the violence is begun We could
witness massacres in this country
similar to the massacre of Jews in
Germany under Hitler.
On the basis of the facts, the Ne-
gro leadership in the South and in
the North believes that President
Eisenhower has a serious obliga-
tion to use his good offices to stem
the tidal wave of horror which has
already become a national scandal
The Rev. Martin Luther King
and his associates have asked the
President to act, the National
Newspaper Publishers Assuciation
has petitioned the President to act,
and a host of national organiza-
tions including whites as well as
Negroes want the President to act.
The explanation given by the
President, of course, is ridiculous.
How can he be too busy tor this
when he has plenty of time for
Hungarians, Arabians, Indians, and
all the Georgians who can make
their way to the golf course in
Augusta. As to his former expres-
sions on the subject, I do not re-
member any that adequately cov-
er the situation that exists today
in the South. As a matter of fact. I
cannot remember any expressions
that are completely satisfactory to
anyone who believes that segrega-
tion must be eliminated as quick-
ly as possible in the South and who
believes that racism is an abhor-
rent evil which cannot and must
not be countenanced in our demo-
cratic society.
The attitude of the President as
indicated in his reply to the ques-
tion of Mr. Splvack is utterly dis-
appointing to all of es. His silence
Is giving aid and comfort to the
terrorists who are determined to
nullify the decisions of the United
States Supreme court in this mat-
ter of integrated educat,on.
Some strategists are claiming
that the administration is deliber-
ately following a no-talkini, policy
line in the matter of Southern vio-
lence because it feels it can get
more accomplished that way. This
is the view of the Republicans who
feel that Ike can do no wrong.
Why do we consider it so import-
ant for him to speak out?
There are many reasons, of
course, but the one that strikes me
as supremely importantis that the
President needs to give encourage-
ment and strength to the white
liberal forces in the South which
are getting weaker every day. The
white liberal in the South today is
far more frightened than the Ne-
gro himself.
In some respects the Negroes
have been oppressed so long that
they do not have too much to lose
in standing firm behind their milt.
tant leaders. Many white liberals,
however, have achieved positions
of power and security which now
are seriously threatened. Without
the active help of those liberals
working with the Negro leadership
the whole cause of integration in
the South is going to be pretty
hopeless. There has got to be some
common ground on which the two
races can meet and work togeth-
er.
Today the extremists are spread-
ing terror like the Nazis and the
liberal whites hide or run. If these
extremists are permitted to con-
solidate their gains, the South will
be a bloody battleground for years
to come. The President and his
advisers ought to give this matter
a second-Thought, and soon.
Ni
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CLEBURNE
Services were poor Sunday at
all the churches on account of the
weather.
Mr. Billie Joe Earl has returned
back to Texas college at Tyler,
Texas.
After serving two years in U.S.
Army, Mr. Clarence Gamble was
hurt last week in a car wreck. Mr.
Joe Skinner was also hurt in the
wreck. .
Mrs. Golda Mae King is back
from the hospital.
All readers who are behind with
the agent of the paper please pay
up, for the agent has a large re-
sponsibility to keep things going
on the paper.
Mr. Eugene Neal visited his
mete in Conroe recently.
Mrs. Rosa French spent the
week-end in Hillsboro last week.
Rev. Overton, assistant pastor
at Saint Paul CME church is doing
fine and the church is proud of
him.
Rev. Morse Jackson is doing fine
is pastor of Grand Bury CME
church.
Cleburne should be proud of two
young preachers called to the mi-
nistry,
Mrs. Johnnie Mae Rawler is
back home from the hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Bradley attended
the funeral of his sister in Dallas
last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Demons Cafe was
burglarized last week.
Mrs. Goldee Mae King is in
Memorial hospital.
Mrs. Maggie Rice of Temple,
Texas is visiting Mrs. C. C. Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. George Gates have
moved in their home on Olive st.
Mr. Lonnie Kindell of does, New
Mexico have been visiting his
brother Mr. Vollie Kindle and
wife.
Mr. Ed Jackson is on the sick
list.
Services were good at all the
churches Sunday.
The Missionary assembly 
was
held at the Church of 
God in
Christ Sunday evening at 
3:30
p.m.
Rev. Lord, pastor of 
Greater
Mount Zion Baptist church 
preach-
ed a wonderful sermon.
Money raised at the 
assembly
was $34.55.
Rev. Frank Overton 
preached at
Saint Paul CME church 
Sunday
morning at 11 o'clock and 
again







installed officers at a tea given 
at
;riff Kings Courts. Mrs. 
Belzora
Myrick introduced Bra. 
Matti* G.
Robinson. Rev. Mott Mosley, pas-
tor of the Cannon Baptist 
church
and an outstanding 
principal of
our city, delivered an 
address,
highligting the past, present and
future beauticians.
Officers installed included: Mrs.
Mildred Monoref, president; Mrs.
Belzora L. Myricks, first vice
president; Mrs. Bertha Chappell,
second vice president; Mrs. Essie
Jones, third vice president; Mrs.
Nancy Patterson, fourth vice pres-
ident; Mrs. Louise Greer, record-
ing secretary; Mrs. Mary Cred-
up, financial secretary; Mrs. Don-
nie Wiggins, corresponding secre-





Last Sunday's service was qiite
enjoyable at Hopewell church. All
churches had a large turnout for
Sunday School services. Rev. Ger- 
hew. Vernon Gardner.
.
aid postponed night services due i 
Mrs Virginia Murphy, Wash-
t bad weather. 
ngton, D. C., is visiting her
o 
Mrs. Cora Thornon has returned 
daughter. Mrs. Geneva Woolwine 
home after a few days stay 
in and family.
I
Dallas, Texas. Mr.. and Mrs. Ro- 
Mrs. Elizabetth Robinson from
bert Cottrell Jr. of Midland, Texas
visited his parents Mr. and 'Mrs.
Jack Cottrell. Mr. James McCa-
!ester of Houston, visited friends i
in Dawson. Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie 
ral Hospital.
Blevins of Sonotion visited their
Sgt. Daniel Aikins, Jr.. return-
ed to Fort Knox, Ky, after spend-
parents Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Ble-
vins Sr. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bax, 
mg a week with his parents, Mr.
Mr Brisko Jackson of Oakwood, 
and Mrs. Daniel Aikins, sr, and
. 
Texas. are visiting his sisters.
Mrs. Pettie, Rev. and Mrs. M. L. 
Rev. S
Fountain visited Mrs. Fountains'
parents.
Mrs. Robert Jiclanu Sr. is vi-
siting her son T. H. Huckaby and
her new grandson in Waco, Texas.
The sick list: M. T. Wade, Mrs.
Nancy Blivens, Mrs. Eddie Jack-
son, Mrs. Louie Porter, Mr. Zack
Williams, Mrs. Sarah. Mrs. Pearl
Campbell; Mrs. Carry Mae Barron.
Mrs. Blivens one of our sick has
her daughter, Mae visiting with
22 Groups Urge Passage Of Civil Rights •
Right To Vote
Biggest Issue
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Federal
legislation to safeguard the two
"most basic" citizenship rights
—the right to vote and the right
to security of the person—should
be passed as quickly as possible
by the House of Representatives
in order to allow sufficient time
before Congress adjourns to break
a probable Senate filibuster
against such legislation.
This point of view was express-
ed on Feb 6 by 22 organizations
through their spokesman, NAACP
Executive Secretary Roy Wilkins,
Mr. Wilkins testified before the
sub-committee of the House Ju-
diciary Committee, on behalf of
the 22 organizations.
A bill containing the provisions
recommended by Mr Wilkins was
passed in the House last year by
a two-to-one bi-partisan majority.
To illustrate the urgent need fur
federal legislation protecting vot-
ing rights and security of the per-
son, Mr. Wilkins cited situations
in Alabama, Louisiana and Missis-
sippi.
Negro Alabamans who attempt
to register to vote are asked ques-
tions such as "How many persons
are on the United States payroll?"
and "What was the nineteenth
state admitted to the Union?" he
said.
The "latest effort" to prevent
Negroes of Macon county, Alaba-
ma was described by the NAACP
official as the refusal by state offi-
cials to appoint a full board of
registrars.
The civil rights leader empha-
sized that although the organiza-
tions he represented urged imme-
diate passage of H. R. 627 or a
similar bill, they considered the
measure a 'compromise bill"
which does not take into account
discrimination in employment and
interstate transportation, the poll
tax, or "violence directed against
members of the armed services."
H R. 627, which was passed
last year by the House, includes
provisions to:
1—Strengthen the U. S Justice




By CORTLAND S. RHEA
Vernon Gardner, 38, died in
Washington, D. C. The final rites
were held from St. Paul A. M. E.
Zion church, with Rev. W. W.
Bowden officiating. He is surviv-
ed by a mother, Mrs. Dora Lat-
ture of this city; a half brother,
Walter James, Washington, D. C.;
a sister, Mrs. Ostene Boyd of the
city. Interment was inWest
Lawn cemetery.
Richard Moore. veteran of
World War I, died at the V. A.
Hospital. Final rites were held
from the chapel in Mountain
Home, Tenn., with Chaplain H.
T Wright officiating.
Mrs. Selma Brooks has return-
14 to Washington, D. C. after at-
tending the funeral of her nep-
Ivanhoe, Va., is visiting her cou-
sin, Mrs. Martha M. Rhea.
Mrs. Essie Scott and Ira Jones
have been patients in the Memo-
L Hall and choir of the
Illinois
TRUPORT
By LLOYD BRUMFIELD, JR.
Rev. Claiborne Salters and Sin-
gleton Shipp are home after being
II indocal hospitals.
Price Brooks is a patient in St.
'rancis hospital.
Cuendette Bruce, Toni Manning
and Joni Moore are patients in
the Childrens' Court. Albert Tur-
ner was also a patient.
Last rites for Mrs. Mary Under-
wood was held.
Mrs. Mildred Carter and Mrs.
.toe Moore left for Water Valley,
Miss., to attend the funeral of
their father and grandfather.
Congratulations to these p a r-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Frederick
Bruce, who had a baby boy and
Mr. and Mrs. Eric Cain. a girl.
Mrs. Willie King of Chicago was
the guest of her mother, sister
and Mrs. Percy Shivers.
Alabama
TRUSS VILLE
By L. R. MEVERN
Mrs. Lessie B. Deshago spent
the week-end with relatives in
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Mrs. Minnie L. Hunter has been
dismissed from the hospital and
is reported as being much better.
Despite the weather, services
of the New Bethel Baptist church,
Rev. M. L. Robinson, pastor, were
attended and enjoyed.
Choir members from the New
Bethel and the Mt. Canaan church-
es motored to Center Point 5"--
day afternoon. They appe7res"los4
program of the 22nd anniverse,
of the llagood Chapel choir of
which Al rs. Eva Posey is presi-
dent and Rev. S. L. Green, min-
ister
Charlie Cross was visited by his i
mother, Mrs Mollie Shephard and
sister. Mrs Isalie Wallace of Bes-
semer Sunday afternoon
Mrs. Catherine was called to
Columbus, Ga.. by the serious ill.
ness of her daughter, Mrs. Hattie
Lee Oshorn.
Mrs. Tressie Williams. who is
employed here, is sick and is
at her home in Margaret.
tect American citizens whose
right to vote or whose personal
security has been threatened or
removed because of race, national
origin or religious affiliation;
2—Provide a special civil rights
division in the U. S. Department
of Justice;
3—rEstabli5h a bi-partisan com-
mission to investigate civil rights
violations.
The House committee members
were told that although the
NAACP and other organizations
he represented were willing to
accept a "minimum" civil rights
bill. it must be a "meaningful"
bill.
"We favor a civil rights divis-
ion in the Department of Justice,
and we favor a commission on
civil rights, as they were incor-
porated in H. R. 627 last year,"
Mr. Wilkins asserted. "But we
regard the creation of such agen-
cies as supplements to, not sub-
stitutes for, meaningful civil
rights legislation."
The organization on whose be-
half Mr. Wilkins testified, in addi-
tion to the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored
People, were: American Civil
Liberties Union, American Council
on Human Rights, American Eth-
ical Union's National Committee
on Public Affairs, American Jew-
ish Congress, Americans for Dem-
ocratic Action, American Veter-
ans Committee, Friends' Com-
mittee on National Legislation,
Improved Benevolent and Protec-
tive Order of Elks of the World.
and International Union of Elev.-
trical, Radio and Machine Work-
ers AFL-CIO.
Also: Japanese-American Citi-
zens League, Jewish Labor Com-
mittee, Jewish War Veterans of
the U. S. A., National Alliance
of Postal Employees, National
Community Relations Advisory
Council, National Council of Ne-
gro Women, Unitarian Fellow-
ship for Social Justice, United
Automobile Workers of America
An-cm, United Hebrew Trades,
United Steelworkers of America,
Workers Defense League, and
Baptist church of Abington, Va.,
conducted the service at Friend-
ship Baptist church.
Rev. E. W. Harris and choir of
Friendship Baptist church return-
ed the service at the Baptist
church in Abington, Va.
The junior choir of Thankful
Baptist church presented t h e
"Heavenly Echoes," from Kings-
port ,Tenn., In a musical program.
The famous Globe Trotters, bas-
ketball team won over the Sphas
cage team of Philadelphia, Pa.,




Please allow me to give or make
some explanation in regard to your
reporter.
Ressley F. Thomas is blind and
has been every since he was eight
years old. He finished at the Tenn.
School for the Blind and later took
a correspondence course in typ-
ing at his home. He has been an
agent for the Chicago Defender for
35 years.
Ressley likes to have some kind
of employment, so he sells papers
and magazines for a livelihood. L
hope you will help him out.
SHORT COURSE SERIES —
The importance of cleanliness
was emphasized at ninth an-
nual Daily Production cc Short
Course at A and T college,
Greensboro, N. C. Dr. George
H. Hopson (center) represen-
tative of a Poughkeepie, N.
Y., dairy equipment manufac-
turer, demonstrates the late
techniques in maintaining high
sanitation standards to J. A.
Spaulding, district farmer
agent; Wilburn Bryant, Chat-
ham County dairy farmer;
AUGUSTA News
 By JUL.ANIE LAMPKIN
The first two weeks in February
have been scheduled as a special
period of fell:At/ship at Trinity
CME church, according to an an-
nouncement by the pastor, the
Rev. L. C. Jones.
The first week services will be
conducted by pastor of local
churches, which will include: Mt.
Calvary Baptist church, the Rev.
E. A. Moss; Bethel AIME, the Rev.
A. J. Harrie; Williams Memorial
CME church, the Rev. R. A. Lark;
Thankful Baptist church, the Rev.
N. T. Young, and Harmony Baptist
church, the Rev. Floyd Heard.
The second week has been aside
as a special period of Christian
evangelism. Gospel messages will
be delivered by the Rev. Z. C.
Longmire, pastor of Sidney Park
CME church of Columbia, S. C.
During each service, special
music will be furnished by the
church choirs under the direction
of Mrs. Sophenia Thomas, organ-
ist.
The two weeks services will be
in planning for the formal open-
ing of the education building and
church-school annex. This recent-
ly-constructed, two-story annex
will be formally opened to the
public on Sunday, Feb. 17.
Prof. Y. N. Myers Sr., principal
of Silas X. Floyd Elementary
school has been elected to head
the March of Dimes Campaign this
year. He met recently with the
steering committee to complete
plans for the effort.
An interesting project planned
by the group is a dance to be
sponsored jointly by the Esquire
Social Club and Richmond County
public school teachers. The event
will be held in the Floyd school
gymnatorium. Music will be fur-
nished by the Cavaliers.
Preparation is being made for
a special program on Feb. 10, for
the dedication of the Sunday school
building at Williams Memorial
CME church. The program will
include the distribution of souve-
nirs and refreshments. The Rev.
R. A. Lark is the pastor.
The Royal Ambassadors of Hale
St. Baptist church celebrated their
second anniversary Sunday p.m.,
at which time a special program
was rendered to a large congrega-
tion, which was directed by Mrs.
Louise McKelton, counselor, and
Deacon John Key, assistant coun-
selor.
The Rev. J. P. Murphy, pastor
of Liberty Baptist church, was
guest speaker for the occasion.
The Rev. A. W. Vincent is pastor.
A children's contest will be held
at Trinity CME church on Feb.
25, sponsored by the Junior Auxi-
liary Board of the church.
The program will be directed by
the president, Mrs. Zadie Wigfall.
Speaker will be Prof. L. K.
Reese, principal of Augustus R.
Johnson High School. Music will
be furnished by the school's cho-
rus, directed by Miss Jessie Brig-
ham.
The Women's Civic Club of the
city sponsored a "Fashion Revue"
Tuesday night, Jan. 29, at the A.
R. Johnson high school. Funds
from this entertainment will be
used for the benefit underpri-
vileged children of Augusta. Mrs.
C. M. Ridley is chairman of the
committee.
Mrs. Willie G. Elim, recently
was given one year's tenure credit
by the tenure committee of the
Richmond County Board of Edu-
cation for writing an article pub-
lished in World Friends magazine.
This article was a result of a
course, "Writing for Children,"'
taken at Columbia university in
New York.
Mrs. Finn is a graduate of
Haines high school and received
the Bachelor of Science degree
at South Carolina university, she
also received the Master of Art
degree there and is doing advance
Istudy in Oelumbia.
The gospel chorus of Antioch
Baptist church will celebrate their
1.osinie Downey, Granville
County dairyman, and R. E.
Wynn, dairy specialist with the




The Divisional Annual Apprecia-
tion Banquet given Friday evening
Feb. 8 at Corinth was well attend-
ed from this city. Among some of
those attending from this city
were: Dean and Mrs. W. A. Wa-
ters, Rev. and Mrs. W. C. Arm-
strong, Prof. and Mrs. S. C. Tor-
rence, Dr. B. M. McIntosh, Mrs.
Amanda Justice, Prof. S. L. Grif-
fin, Prof. Eddie Lee Smith, Jr.,
Erick Beck, Donald Street, Little
Anderson, jr. Prof. Henry S Boyd
and Mr. Henry Reeves of Ashland.
The program was as follows:
Prof. C. C. Augustus of Tupelo
was master of ceremonies. Tribute
to the unit leaders; Prof. Ulysses
Sims, unit recognitions, Mr. James
0. Buford; Eagle recognitions,
Prof. J. L. Triplett; presentation
by Scout Executive, Mr. G. E.
Coward; Religious Award recogni-
tion, Rev. W. C. Armstrong; Sil-
ninth anniversary on Feb. 27. A
special program is being planned
under the direction of the presi-
dent, J. B. McGarrah and the
secretary, Mrs. Lillian Kenner.
The Rev. I. J. Yancy is the pastor.
John H. Curry, jr. and Joseph
Harris, of this city, have complet-
ed the first phase of basic military
training at Lackland Air Force
base, San Antonio, Texas. The
column wishes for them much
success.
Club No. 3 of Mt. Zion Baptist
church will hold their installation
services on Sunday. Feb. 10, in the
education building of the church.
The Rev. H. W. Phinizy is the
pastor.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Wilder are
the proud parents of a baby girl,
Debra Maxine.
Mr. and Mrs. John Thomas re-
cently announced the birth of a
daughter, Linda.
The Bright Stars quartet pre-
sented a musical program at the
Church of the Living God Sunday
night. The pastor is Elder G. W.
Brown.
HONORED—The three honor
ees at the Florida A a net M
University Clinical Association
are shown with Dr. W. H. Ba-
ker (right) of Tallahassee as
he made the annual clinical as.
gociation ant ard if.
imhlb ' in us
honorees are, left to right,
Hr. I,. r rt-irke Deland Fla..
tr. -7A• II, tenr




Rev. C. A. Hawkins, jr., wor-
shipped at the Oak Grove CME




By MRS. MABEL CRAWFORD
Rev, and Mrs. R. B. Crawford
spent last week at their home is
Okolona, Miss.
Messrs. Thomas and Banks and
sons motored to Memphis to see
the world famous Globetrotters.
On the sick list are Carter
Thompson, Mrs. A. Woods and
Miss Augusta Woods.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Thompson
and Mrs. Brewer motored te
Bayou, Miss.
Miss Robina Thompson o.
Memphis is visiting her parents
Mr. and Mrs. Rogers Thompson.
Charly and Ernest Thompson of
Chicago visited their parents.
Mrs. Ethel Perrie of Saginaw,
Mich., spent last week visting her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Carter
Thompson.
Mrs. Edna Buford of Flint,
Mich., visited her parents Mr.
and Mrs. Earl Thompson.
• • •
PRENTISS
Funeral for Mr. Robert Decatur
Polk was held at Mt. Carmel Bap.
tist church Feb. 1, 1957. Two
o'clock p.m. Rev. L. 0. Parkman
officiated, he leaves to mourn his
passing a wife, two daughters,
seven sons, twenty-one grand child-
ren, two great-grand children, twe
brothers, and a host of other rei•
atives and friends. Johnson Fu-
neral Home in charge.
• • •
PICK ENS
By MRS. GRACE B. STIGLER
ver Beaver presentation, Mr. Chad Mrs. Lillie C. Davis has arrived
Archie, Greeting and Installation from her visit to Detroit, Michi-
of Council president, Mr. Russell gan, She visited her son who was
Bailey; Chairmans Acceptance, quite ill, but is now doing much
Dr. B. M. McIntosh. Introduction better, and the rest of her family,
of speaker Dr. B. M. McIntosh.. which includes: Mrs. Essie M
The speaker for this occasion was
Mr. Jack Reed of Tupelo.
The divisional officers are: Dr.
B. M. McIntosh, Chairman; Mr.
Henry Reaves, Vice Chairman;
Operating Committee Chairman,
Prof E. S. Bishop, Health and
Safety; Prof. C. C. Augustus, Or-
ganization & Extension. Dr. A. S.
Thomas, Advancement; Prof. S. L
Griffin, Leadership training; Mr.
James 0. Buford, Camping and
Activities; Prof. J. L. Triplett, Fi-
nance; Rev. W. N. Redmond, Boys
Life; Divisional Commissioner,
Prof. J. D. Washington; Divisional
Executive, Mr. Palmer Foster.
Thanks and Acknowledgements,
Prof. E. S. Bishop, Chairman;
Seating Arrangement, Mr. W. D.
Webb; Food Preparation, Mr. C.
T. Williams; Decorations, Mrs. Joe
Cain; Promotion, Dr. 13. M. McIn-
tosh. Arrangement Mr. Joe Cain;
Safety, Lu Allen Arlander. Special
recognition was given Prof. and




By MRS. GRACE B. STEGLER
Mrs. Mona Shannon of Detroit,
Mich., is in the city visiting her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Nel-
son.
A wonderful program was ren-
dered at Fair View church by the





Mrs. Georgia Harris from St.
Louis is visiting her sister, Mrs.
Agnes Logan in Senatobia. Miss.
•
Hayes, Mr. and Mrs. Wiley Davis,
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Dixon, Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Davis, Johnny
and Luvenia Davis.
Mrs. Mary Ella Thompson of
Memphis, Tenn., is visiting her




By MRS. NICEY ALLEN
Mr. Pete Teauge of Chicago,
Illinois spent a few days in town
with his brother Mr. Bob Teauge.
Mrs. Matt Butler is still on lb.
sick list with all of her children
at her bed aide. Mr. and Mrs. Ken-
dey Butler, Mr. Julia Butler, MAD
Carl Pernell and Mrs. Josephi
Pernell of Michigan City, Mr. Gas.
tin Butler of St. Louis, Mo., My.
and Mrs. Mass Butler of Michigan
City, Mr. W. M. Butler of Chicago,
Illinois, Mr. F. Butler and Miss J.
Butler of Durant, Miss.
Mr. Mac McLlan of Fort Dodge,
Iowa and sister of Wess, Miss.,
had an enjoyable evening with
friend. • • •
JOINER
By WILLIE MAE RUCKER
Mr. and Mrs. Dudley Jones had
as their Sunday guests Rev. and
Mn. G. C. Simpson and daughter
and Rev. Harrison and the First
Baptist Soft Singer.
Mrs. Odessia Jarvies, Mrs. Wil-
lie M. Rucker and Mr. and Mrs.
Dudley Jones motored to Memphis
Friday to shop. We also visite.
Mr. and Mrs. John Arnold an





Miss Ida Mae Sandifur has
changed towns Moto-- Look Ahead
Mrs. Logan and Mrs. Georgia Latest Platter Juanita—
Harris attended the AME Church Mr. Baisy Walker has returned
Sunday. home in Milwaukee. He spent a
Rev. W. A. Moore preached a few days visiting here.
wonderful sermon at Bates Chap- Mr. Johnny Henderson is her*
el Church Sunday morning. I visiting his relatives.
Last rites were held for Will Durant Baptist church choir
Bailey at the AlkE Church. Rev. sang Sunday afternoon at Good-
Giles officiated. Many relatives ' man Baptist church.
and friends mourned his passing. Mr. Frank Kinns son is home on
furlough.
Mr. Lee Dale is home on vaca-
tion but will return to Chicago
1 tomorrow.
Miss Sarah Ann Riley has bees
on a weeks vacation.
On the sick list are Nicey Allege
011ie Mae Harmon and Peggy JealIMP
Sallis. • • .
CANTON
Miss Amelia Nichols, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Willie P. Nichols
became the bride of Mr. David
Brown, Saturday, Feb 2. Recep-
tion on Sunday, Feb. 3rd at the
home of brides' parents. Mrs. Se-
lena Horne. sister of the bride who
resides in Cleveland, Ohio was
home to witness the occasion
Mrs. Ella Brent of Kansas City.
Mo., is visiting her sister Mrs.
Estelle Taylor and Mr. Taylor for
a few days
The funeral of Mrs. Annie Mao
Mims was held from the Bethel
Baptist church, Thursday. Rev. P.
F. Parker officiating.
Mrs. Effie Johnson, life long res-
ident of Canthn passed away quiet-
ly at Kings Daughters Hospital
Friday morning, Feb. 1st. Funeral
was held Tuesday, Feb. 5th trona
Mt. Zion lliptist church of • deli
she was an active membe
more than half a century 4
'OM two sons, two claw: t
five 't and children and five great
grano children to mourn her pp..
Lee Harris' Friday night. sing.
Arkansas
WEST HELENA
By SADIE E. BLAKELY
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Richardson
of Flint. Michigan are here visit-
ing her mother and friends
The funeral of Mr. Sam Williams
was held at the Greater First Bap-
tist church, Sunday, Feb. 10th. He
is survived by a host of friends
and. relatives. Rev. R. L. Butler
officiated.
Mrs. Kattie Lodd of this city., is
in CleVeland, Ohio visiting her
daughter Mr. and Mrs. Burrell.,
Youth Day will be held at the
First Baptist church on the third
Sunday in February.
The Installation Prolram of the
Frst Baptist church is now afoot.
The Mother's Board is now hav-
ing their program on the third
Sunday in March
Mission will meet Monday after
noon at the church. They are ask-
ing for new members. Mrs. Minnie
Sherman is president.
On the sick list are Mrs Lucy
Moore, Mr. Ned Terry and Mr
Henry Holden., We are wishing
them a •"P ly recovery The Beau-





















































































































rrayette County Attracts 2,000 To Homecoming
FAYETTE COUNTY TRAIN.
IN(. SCHOOL celebrated its
annual Homecoming Day re-
cently and a highlight of the
program was the crowning of
JOHN W. KOHLHEIM, (4th
from left) principal of t h o
Fayette CountyTraining
school, presents the princi-
SQUARE DANCING was one
of the night's major activities
and this group of youngsters
make a prime argument for
HIGH STEPPERS — A real
show for t h e Homecoming
crowd was put on by these
high-stepping Fayette County
Training school majorettes.
the queen of 1957 who here
receives the congratulations of
the first queen the Sommerville
school ever had. From left are
Miss Crowder High, of Dem
pal of Crowder High and the
coaches of the boys and girls
teams during a break in the
night's activities. From left
the old adage. "The Show
Must Go On". The two girls
in the center view are danc-
ing without male partners be.
Kneeling, left to right, are:
'Misses Fannie Mahoney, Dor:,
othy Dye and Barbara Hop-
son. Reading clockwise in sec•
ond row are Misses Ernes-
turville, guest school; Miss
F. Hayslett, Mrs. Forestine
Johnson, the first quee n:
Queen Lillian Dandridge, a
are the two coaches of the
Crowder teams, Principal
Dobbins, of Crowder H i g h,
Prof. Koldhelm, Coach Leroy
cause their scheduled part:
ners came down sick. Read'
ing clockwise, the dancers are:
Karen Nall and A. Armour,
tine Hayslett, Barbara Alsins,
krnestine Dickerson, Rosierewster and Martha Frank-
lin, president of the major.
senior: Miss Vestie Jordan
and Miss I. Poindexter. All
the other girls are attendants.
(Reese Photos)
Pearson, of the Fayette boys
and Coach Samuel Carpenter,
of the Fayette girls.
Peggy and Janet McFarrin,
and Tyrone Carpenter and
B. Morrow.
cites. Two of the squad not
present for photograph a r a SPIRIT MAKERS for the boys
Gloria Jean Fenner and Pa- and girls of Fayette County
tricia Cleaees. Training school were these 10
lively cheerleaders. They fur.
THE QUEEN CROWNING in-
cluded the captains of the
school's basketball team s.
Reading from left here are:
BIG CROWDS always turn
out for the Homecoming Day
activities, to see the queen
crowned, two good basketball
Miss Crowder High school,
Randy Woods, Miss I. Poin-
dexter and H. Wilson, Capt.
I,arry Neal, of the boys' team
games and other entertaining
activities, and this year was
no different. An estimates!
7,000 jammed into the gym.
COMMANDS CRACKLED school's crack boys drill squad
across the large auditorium as Is put through the paces by
the Fayette County Training Clyde Dickerson. The smart-
nished the Oat that kept
their teams Otttaing away
throughout the roseate*. They
are Misses Emma Jean Hall,
and Queen Dandridge: J. D.
Brewster and Capt. Dorothy
Qualls, of the girls' team;
nasisim to cheer the cage store
and applaud other activities.
This crowd view shows how
Miss Vestie Jordan and H.
Webb, and Miss Ernestine
Hayslett and James Coleman.
tightly tho gymnasium was
packed with every availabis
seating place In use,
stepping and unison drills of loudest audience evations ef
the outfit drew some of the the night.
Lame Johnepn, Velma Monta•
gue, Frances Kinsey, Mary
Taylor, Katherine Pettigrew,
Claressa Morris. Annie W i !-
Hams. Georgia Tucker a • d
Melroy Shorter.
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SOCIETY
Vida
The turn of 'Old Sol's' visi-
bility after a long stretch of dreary
rain-filled days was a pleasant
reminder that, "God's in His Hea-
ven. . .and all's right with the
world". We continue to hope so
anyhow — knowing that some of
the apparent rightness won't bear
Close scrutiny!
Among our social gadabouts,
pulses and footsteps have quick-
ened with the apparent end of the
social stalemate, which has exist-
ed since the holidays. Milady is
scanning the latest fashion bibles,
planning gorgeous outfits in keep-
ing with Spring, 1957's feminine
Creations.
In. . .climb aboard the Merry-
Go-Round, and witness the evi-
dence that the social whirl is gath-
ering momentum.
SIGMA'S STORY
One could tell that spring is just
around the corner, and definite
signs of it were focused on beau-
tifully attired members of Sigma
Gamma Rho sorority Saturday,
when they were beautifully enter-
tained by their Basileus, Ritta H.
Porter and co-hostesses Charles-
et ta Branham a n d Dorothy
Slate.
Stopping by the meeting for a
brief chat with the ladies', Atty.
B. F. Jones, a Sigma husband.
charmed them with his jovial man-
ner and spontaneous sense of bu-
11101%
Spearheaded by Erie Hill Rose,
chairman of "Rhomania", the
sorority is planning an entertain-
ing program around the appear-
ance of talented and brilliant Glor-
ia Lockerman of Baltimore, Md.,
who basked in fame won as a
spelling champion on the %4,000
Question TV show.
Tickets may be purchased from
members and the Central Tic-
ket office at Goldsmith's for the
program which will be held at C.
Arthur Bruce Hall at LeMoyne
college, April 26, at 8 p. m.
THE LA MAR CHERIS
Those well known La Mar Cheri
members met with pert and pe-
tite Ruby Nell Brittenum for their
election of new officers. Genial El-
mer Henderson was host, serving
the cocktails for which he II fa-
mous. The new slate consists of
president, Ruby Nell Brittenurn;
vie* president, Louise Chandler;
treasurer; Carrie Snel I; corre-
sponding secretary; Thelma
ton; financial secretary, Theta*
Durham; business manager Fran-
ces Starks, sick committee chair-
man, Laura Roberson and report-
er, Mable Winfrey. Other mem-
bers present were Sadye Cab-
bage, Mary Beal, and new mem-
bers Leave Lewis and Naomi Go-
chett.
NEWS OF ALPHA GAMMA CHI .
Alpha Beta chapter of Alpha ,
Gamma C hi sorority was t h e ,
guest of silver-voiced Frankelle
Wand at 519 Vance, where they
had a gala time playing bridge
and enjoying the tempting menu
of barbecued chicken and trim-
ming, prepared by well - known
caterist, Jana Porter. On hand
were Willie Monroe, Thelma Da-
vidson, Ruble Stein Hudson, Bree
Grandberry, Maggie Newsom and'
guests Ida Page a n d Tiney
Chambliss.
THE CLIQUE BRIDGE CLUB
A pre-Valentine party was t h e
social highlight of the Clique
Bridge club at Orleans hotel re-
cently, when they entertained I
members Birdie Lenoir, Vallie I
Hayes, Bree Grandberry, Mag-
gie Newsom, Mary Turner. Ruth
Porter, .,Sara Roberts, Celestine
Lee and guests, Willie Warren,
Dorothy Greene, Rubie Stein Hud-
son, Marguerite Jordan, Mr. and
Mrs. L. L. Jones, Nelson Turner,1
and Lynda Allen.
THE FINE ARTS CLUB
Lelia Walker Club house was
the setting for the beautiful re-
ception given by the Memphis
Fine Arts club. President Mrs.
Beulah Williams and officers Mrs.
Bernice Thomas, Mrs. Evelyn,
flea, Mrs. Etta Page and Mrs.'
Butler-Cole were beautifully attir- i
ed to enjoy the beautiful musi-
cal that was interspersed thru
out the evening. The occasion was
in honor of their new members,
Miss Lanetha Collins, Mrs. Ger-
trude Kemp, Omar Robinson. Mrs.
Vivian Robinson, Charles R. Iles,'
Sr., Mrs. Myrtle Horton, M r s.I
Cooper E Taylor, Mrs. Gladys
Brown Webb. Mrs. Mildred Hodg-
es, Mrs. Myrtle Crawford, Miss
Betty Johnson and Miss Germaine
Ball.
Refreshments were served from
the beautiful dining room table
which was handsomely overlaid in
a white lace cloth centered with
a beautiful floral centerpiece of
full-bloom pink roses. Two crystal
punch howls served lime a is d
pineapple frappe respectively,
each artistically bearing a valen-
tine heart of maraschino cherries.
Tempting pastries were included
in the lovely service of Mrs. U.
Holmes.
Many of the new members con-
tributed to the musicale with
solos. Throughout the evening, or-
gan melodies were furnished by
Eddie Pryor, representng the Holl-
enberg Company. This young man
is an exceptionally fine artist at
both piano and organ, despite his
tender years, for he is a senior
at Booker T. Washington H. S.
Just before the close of the re-
ception the entire group sang their
club song. Among guests present
were Mrs. T. H. Watkins, Mrs.
Gertrude Armstrong, Miss Jewel
Gentry, Mrs. S. ..Miller, Mrs. V.
Bennett, Miss E. L. Goldsby, Mrs.
Ruth Reeves, Albert Kemp, Jeff
Coleman, Mrs. Lillian Scott, Mr.
and Mrs. Melvin Thompson, Mrs.
Florence T. McCleaves, Mrs. Ma-
rie Adams, John Clayborn, Miss
Pearl Westbrook, Mrs. A. A.
Johnson, Mrs Allure Stem s,
Mrs. Leopold Iles, Mrs. T. H.
Hayes, Sr., Mrs. H. Craigen, Mrs.
Etta Boyd, Rev. J. Mickle and
Mrs. J W. Ester.
THE NONCHALANTS
Nonchalant Bridge club met at
the Orleans hotel with Bernice
McClellan as hostess. Following
their business meeting, Mrs. La-
runia Cain was introduced as the
guest for the party. Members
were happy in welcoming Elm),
ra Williams and Mrs. Thompson
who have been ill, and had miss-
ed a few meetings. Prizes were
won by Lytia McKinney, Louise
Ward, Elmyra Williams and guest
Mrs. Cain. Ruth McDavid will be
hostess at their next meeting.
GOINGS ON ABOUT TOWN
Members of Links, Inc. and
their Connecting Links (husbands)
trekked to Forrest City, A r k ,
last Saturday night when Mr. and
Mrs. U. S. Bond of Madison, Ark..
and Dr. and Mrs. J. E. Burke
were hosts at a lavish party at
the beautiful Burke /estate. Focal
point of the lovely affair was the
spacious upstairs recreation room
momentoes of the Burkes' far -
flung travels, among which are
beautiful collections of ceramics,
objects d'art, a wonderful collec-
tion of flags. colorful posters and
reminders of their numerous trips
here and abroad. The Links were
beautifully attired In devastating
cocktail frocks bearing fabulous
labels.
Amid the festivities, convivial-
ity and reigning joye de vie at-
mosphere of the evening, attend-
ing guests delighted in the offer-
ings of the distinctive bar, bear-
ing an unusual copper ice urn and
eye-catching appointments. . .
and simply couldn't resist every-
thing on the menu of the buffet
supper which included smoked
turkey and ham imported from
California for the occasion, lob-
ster newberg a Creole dip Or-
iental flavored rice supreme, a
beautiful red congealed salad in
keeping with the Valentine cele-
bration, and hors d'ouevres and
canapes that ran the gamut in
assortment, beauty and delicious-
ness. The table was laid in an
imported Maderia cloth edged
with handmade lace, silver can-
delabra holding festive red tapers,
and distinctively enhanced with
an elaborate sterling coffee serv-
ice and gold service plates.
Present were Mr. and Mrs. Hol-
lis Price, Dr. and Mrs. Walter,
W. Gibson, Mrs. Robert Lewis,'
Dr. and Mrs. Oscar Speight, jr.
Dr. and Mrs. Leland Atkins, rats.
Thomas Hayes, jr., (whose hus-
band was in Chicago at the time),
Mrs. Julian Kelso, Dr. and Mrs.
Frederick Rivers, Mr. and Mrs
Floyd Campbell, Mr. and Mrs.
Caffrey Bartholomew, Mr. and
Mrs. Philip Booth, Atty. and Mrs.
H. A. Young, Mrs. C. S. Jones,
Mrs. Vivian White, Mr. and Mrs.
C. C. Sawyer, Miss Jewel Gentry
and Mr. and Mrs. Laroy Young.
Link Mrs. A. Maceo Walker and
her husband were away in Cali-
fornia and missed the wonderful ,
party.
SURPRISE FOR MRS. MICKENSi
Mrs. Rosa Bell Mickens W115
genuinely surprised at a birth-
day party honoring her natal day,
Valentine Day, last Friday, giv-
en by her daughter, Mrs. Alberta
Mickens at their residence at 572
Alston ave. On the pretext that
Alberta was preparing for a
club party, Mrs. ?dickens inno-
cently allowed herself to be lured
into going to the show — a thing
she cares little about — when
friends Mrs. Clara Parks and Mrs.
Jimmie Mitchell suggested that
she get away from the hustle and
hustle taking place at home, where
she really was not needed. On
returning home she was greet-
ed with traditional "Happy Birth-
day To You" by scores of her
friends a n d co-workers. Daugh-
ter Alberta pinned a gorgeous or-
chid on her shoulder, and when
she had finally regained her com-
posure, enjoyed the delightful
cocktail part>, lovely buffet sup-
per and beautiful heart - inaped
birthday cake inscribed befitting.
ly for the occasion.
Enjoying it all were Mr and
Mrs. A. J. Dancy, Mr. and Mrs.
William Stanback,-Mr. and Mrs.
0. T Westbrooks, Mr. and Mrs.
Luther Artison, Mrs. Nellie
Humes. Prof and Mrs. S. M.
Smith. Theodore Spencer, Mrs.
, Ida Mae Smith, Mr. and Mrs.
RECEPTION HONORS
WEDDING — Mr. and Mrs.
Johnnie Dowdy who were mar
ried Dec. 25, at the home of
the bride's mother, Mrs. Mag-
gie Lee Reid, of 2570 Supreme
ave., are seen at the recent
wedding reception given in
their honor. Mr. Dowdy is the
son of Mrs. Hannah Huat, of
1774 Marble ave. The couple
now reside in Chicago, In.
MEMPHIS BAHA'l A N D
GUESTS—Pictures are mem-
bers of the Memphis Bahal
Community and their guests at
the informal dinner given in
MISS MARNETTE JOYNER, Ball Saturday night when Beta
of 137 Neptune, pictures! at Xi c; ...er La .
left, was named Heart of the fraternity at LeMoyne
entertained with its 'annual
Sweetheart's Ball at Curries
Club Tromea e5ith r e r is
Miss Mary Roberts Cole, of
Fred Mitchell, Mr. and M r S.
Frank Parks, Miss Susie Black-
burn, Mr. and Mrs. Zack High-
tower, Miss Sadie Blount, Willie
Cox, Mrs. Ida S. Banks, Mrs.
Rosa Wright, Miss Yvonne Exum.
Miaa Bernice Woods, Mrs. Janet
Seymour, Mr. and Mrs. Homer
Counts, Mrs. Lillian Briggs, L. J
Patterson, James Gilmore and
Mrs. Hattie Harrison.
LAKES IEW COUNTRY CLUB
COCKTAIL PARTY
The Lakeview Management
Company of our proposed Lake-
view Country Club and the Mem-
phis Junior Chamber of Com-1
trerce were hosts at a lovely cock-
tail party honoring the new and
prospective members of t h e
club, Friday evening, Feb. 15, at
Universal Life Insurance Com-
pany Lounge. Hhe party, the first
in a series of intimate gather-
ings scheduled to include their
many patrons, included members!
of the press and friends of the
Jaycees, and provided an oppor-
tunity to meet the members of
the organization, whose vision
and daring has made possible the
the proposal that is the talk of
the Mid-South. Present were Hill
Wolfe, who has envisioned the .
cultural benefits to be derived I
from the finest club of Negroes
in the country, and its proposed
surrounding community of distinc-
tive homes. A prospectus has beeu
sent to proposed members ex-
plaining the details of location (a ,
232 acre tract at boundarie:e
touching Horn Lake and Holmes I
rds., encompassing a lake. The
club and its facilities of swim-
ming pool and golf course will
occupy 110 of the acres. How-
ever, such a community could not
be made possible without t In e
club, which would set the tone .
for the neighborhood and provide
the type of planning around the
club, as is occurring in subur-
ban co.nmunities throughout the
country.
Two beautiful panoramic delin-
eated photographs were provided.
1 as well as full architectural draw-
ings of the clubhouse, which in-
cludes the cocktail bar, locker-
rooms for men and women, club
rooms, game rooms, I teen - age
center, dining and ballroom fa-
cilities, lounge rooms. etc.
Also present were Carl Webb
legal adviser to the group and
Bob Riggins, the architect. Guests'
present were given detailed in-
formaticn concrning the facilities.
and financing by club member-
ships, life or individual.
Refreshments were served from
a beautifully appointed table and
included a menu of assorted ca-
napes. hors d'ouevres. sliced tur-
key, ham and other tempting I
cocktail delights
Two well-supplied bars furnish-
ed cocktails, with background mu-
sic emanating from vendor-play-
ed records. Full information and
details may be secured from
Lakeview Country Club headquae
ters, 2066 Union ave.
A NEW c tLENDAR GIRI.
The Tr S,:ite Defender ruidls
announces the selection of Miss
868 Porter, who was recently
crowned "Sweetheart" of the
fraternity. The LeMoyne coeds
are seen just before the Alpha





According to reports from the
general chairman, Mrs. Erie
Rose, plans for Rhomania are tak-
ing shape. The theme for Rho-
mania this year will be "Chil-
dren 'Round The World".
Talent will be presented from
the various schools in the commu-
nity with the guest artist, Glor-
Cecil Ann Palm, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Palm, of 2495
Hanwood, as the new Tri-State
Defender Calendar Girl. Miss
Pilm will be introduced as one
of the living-ads at the forthcem-
ing third annual Pre-Lenten Char-
for Club Eberly, March 1. Her
predecessors were Miss A n n
Carnes Bartholomew, now a jun-
ior student at Howard 1:. and
Miss June Billops, a freshman at
Tennessee State U.
THE SIGMARETTES
Announcement was made by lo-
cal members of Phi Beta Sig-
ma fraternity of the organizing
of the Sigmarettes, wives a n d
sweethearts of members of the
organization. Phi Beta Sigma,
along with Alpha Phi Alpha and
Kappa Alpha Psi fraternities, will
be hosts to a tri-regional conven-
tion to he held at Memphis Eas-
ter week end. Officers of the Sig-
marettes are Mrs. C. D. Good-
law, president: Mrs. C. D. Good-
low, vice president; Miss Elsie
Vaughn, secretary; and Mrs. C
S. Jones. treasurer. Members in-
clude Mesdames L. B. Hobson, L.
C. Sharpe, F. J. Earle, W. D. Cal-
lan, B. F. alcCleaves. J. D.
Springer, A. B. Bland, E. A. Wi-
therspoon, Cooper Taylor, I. S
Flodden, Simon Wyatt, Sam —Brown
arid Samuel Peace.
is Lockerman, playing an import-
ant role during the program.
Gloria is known internationally to
both adults and young people as
the spelling champion on the $64,-
000 Question television program.
This program will not only give
an opportunity to see this talented
youngster but it will give each
. person an opportunity to share in
sending some worthy yening per-
son to college next fall, the lat.
ter being the main purpose of the
project.
'rhe date is Friday, April 26.
Spacious Bruce hall, on LeMoyne
college campus, will be the set-
ting for the event, slated 8
Mrs. Annie Jean Goodloe and
Miss Etha Wiggins are serving as
co-chairmen for Rhomania. Tic-
ket chairman is Mrs. Mary
Brooks. Tickets will be on sale
at LeMoyne college business of-
fice, Goldsmith's and from any
member of the sorority. M r s.




One of the 30 Philander Smith
college students who made the
honor roll for the first semester
of the 1956-57 term was a Mem-
phian, Miss Joyce Ann Tate, a
freshman at the Little Rock insti-
tution.
North America's only known
diamond mine is located in Ar-
kansas.
Science Shrinks Piles
New Way Without Surgery
Finds Healing Substance That Does Both—
Relieves Pain—Shrinks Hemorrhoids
New York, N. Y. (Special) —
For the first time science has
found a new healing substance
with the astonishing ability to
shrink hemorrhoids and to relieve
pain—without surgery.
Ta one hemorrhoid ease after
another, "very striking improve-
ment" was reported and verified
by doctors' observations.
Pain was relieved promptly.
And, while gently relieving pain,
actual reduction or retraction
(shrinking) took place.
And most amazing of all—this
Improvement was maintained in
cases where doctors' observations
were continued over a period of
many months!
In feet, results were so thor-
ough that sufferers were able to
molrestuehasito, - i i.,stistatomentit
as "Piles have e. ased to be a
observance of Negro History
Week, Tuesday, Feb. 21, at the
auditorium of the Vance Ave-
nue branch YWCA Speakers
table includes Miss Willa Mc-
ms, Dr. Paul N. Carnes,
Mrs. Ludmiller Van Zombeek,
Rev. Benjamin Hooks and Mrs.
Hooks, Dr. Levi Watkins and
Mrs. Watkins. Miss McWil-
liams, Dr. Carnes, Rev. Hooks
and Mrs. Van Zombeek were
the four outstanding speakers
at the unique occasion of an
expression on behalf of t h e
organization to show by pre-




Recipe of the Week
.444,,epte :
•
PET MILK HOME ECONOMIST •
•
• •••••••••••••••••••• •
If you've always thought it was
hard to make a perfect cream pie.
I've got wonderful news for you
. . .they're easy as can be when
you use Pet Evaporated Milk and
Pet Milk recipes! The delicious
BANANA CREAM PIE I want to
tell you about today, for instance
is smoother — and richer—than
you could ever make with any
other form of milk. Yet the recipe
is unusually easy, because it calls
for packaged vanilla pudding
powder and just a few other sim-
ple ingredients. The big secret,
you see, is the Pet Milk you use.
Pet Milk is double-rich, actually
a little more than twice as rich as
ordinary milk. So, even when you
problem!" And among these sal-
ferers were • very wid• variety
of hemorrhoid conditions, some ei
10 to 20 years' standing.
All this, without the use ef
narcotics, anesthetics or astrin-
gents of any kind. The secret Is
a new healinc substance (Rio-
Dyne * ) —the discovery of a world-
famous research institution. Al-
ready, Bin-Dyne is in wide use
for healing injured tissue on all
parts of the body.
This new healing substance Is
offered in suppository or ointment
/ores called Preparation H. Ask
for individually sealed convenient
Preparation H suppositories or
Preparation H ointment with spe-
cial applicator. Preparation H is
sold stall drug stores.Satisfaettee
guaranteed or money refunded.
c 5 Sm. OW •
I combine Pet Milk with water, as
I you do in this recipe. it's still
richer than ordinary milk.
Of course, there's no need to
tell you how important richness
is in ANY cream pie. . .and this
Banana Cream Pie is a wonder-
ful way to discover for yourself
now how much better your cream
pie will be when you make them
with Pet Milk. A wonderful sur-
prise for your family. too! Be sure
, to try this recipe soon . .I know
you'll love it!
1 package vanilla pudding powder
unbeaten egg yolks




ENJOY COKE WITH MEALS!
CET ALL THE FIXIN'S FOR THIS SPEEDY-EASY
SPECIAL AT YOUR GROCER'S NOW!
Pizza Ple a La Mode—Top pack-
aged or frozen pizza pie with your
choice of zesty "extras." You might
offer anchovies, slivers of spicy lunch-
eon meat, tiny cooked shrimps, sauteed
mushroom slices or green pepper and
onion slices sautéed in oil. Just remem-
ber—nothing beats a Coke with pizza!
"Coim- is a regkterad trad••rnari.
Copyright 1957 Tlso Caca•Cola Company.
bottled under authority of
The Coca-Cola Company by
I Mix pudding powder and egg
yolks in a 11/2qt. saucepan. Stir
in gradually a mixture of the
milk and water. Cook and stir
until mixture comes to a full, all-
over boil and is thick, about five
minutes. Remove from heat. Cov-
er and cool slightly, about five
minutes. Pour half of the pud-
ding into a cooled, 8-inch baked
pastry shell. Slice the banana
over the top, then cover with rest
of the pudding. Beat egg whites
until stiff, then beat in the sugar
gradually. P u t on t o p of pie,
spreading to edges of crust to
seal in the filling. Bake on rack
slightly above center in 325 oyes
(low moderate) about 15 minutes
or until meringue is light
I brown. Cool thoroughly.
To do any
"quick-cookin" "meal
a flavor-favor . put
Coca-Cola on the table.
With casseroles, frozen
packaged dinners, 'burgers or
franks, its one-and-only taste
brightens every bite of food. Enjoy
Coke with meals ... a regular-eke
bottle of Coke contains fewer
calories than half a grapefruit
Bring home the Coke!






















































































































By Mrs. Anna Lee Cooke
At the peak of the Seventy-fifth tight one with Merry boys leading
Anniversary celebration at Lane with only a few seconds left to
eo/lege one of the most cultural
programs to be staged in Jackson
was presented to the public on last
Thursday evening in the Lane At Lane college on the same
College Health Building. It was night the final game of the see-
the presentation of Marian Ander- son was played when Lane met
son who has been called one of Fisk in a game equally as exciting.
the worlds most popular concert
lingers. As Arthur Tascanini has
Mid "A voice like hers comes
once in a century" and I well
agree, along with many others a sigh of relief to the fans. Lane
who have lived longer than L The came out victorious by a score of
building was filled to its capacity 54 to 53. Lane closes the season
with a most attentive audience
who seemed spell bound as Miss'
Anderson rendered her numbers
with the greatest of ease. She was
all too gracious in coming back
for encores on three occasions.
Her accompanist, Frank Rupp
was excellent also at the piano.
Immediately following the re-
cital in the same building, the re-
ception was held and the ninny
persons who had heard her sing
got a chance to shake her hand.
It was wonderful indeed to be able;
to chat with such a distinguished
artist.
There were many people from
eurrouriding communities in Jack-
son to hear the great artist and
from cities as far as Chicago. Just
to cite a few — Miss Annie M. Al-
len from Memphis, Tenn.. Mrs. stances when they could be work.C. A. Kirkendoll, sr., from Kan- ing they are idle.us City. Atty. Miles Stevens of
These idlers spend theise timeKansas City. Mrs. S. H. Bronaugh
in public nieces discussing pastfrom Indianapolis, Ind., and Mrs. • - and present events that meanRichard Roebuck of Chicago,
Ill' very little to their welfare. OftenA great :Mist is born and we are
these discussions lead to heatedvery appreciative in Jackson that
arguments and loss of friendship.Lane college gave us an oppur-
play and the basket made by West ,
High put them in the lead by a
score of 45 to 44.
There were several tie-up points
with both teams getting the lead
all through the game and when
the final whistle was blown; it was DECORATIONS FOR CHAR.
ITV BALL—Members of the
J-U-G's, inc., decorations com•
mittee are seen working on
decorations (photo left) to r
their annual Pre-Lenten Char-
Ity Ball. Left to right: Mrs.
Anderson (Josephine) Bridge.,
Mrs. Johnny Cloria I Weaver.
a new addition to the group,
and Miss Velma Lois Jones.
win-
fling side. The tournament is .I-U-G-S Name Girls To Appear Aswith a to 4 record on the scheduled for Feb. 21 through 23
at Tuskegee Institute, Ala.
FOCUSING THE
NEWS
By C. J. GASTON
One of the weights that is be-
setting the progress of our race
is that of idleness. It has been
well said " id , an le brain is the
devil's workshop." Productive ac-
tivity has lost its appeal to many
of our people and in many in-
particular group of our people butIN AND OUT OF TOWN
in too many cases it starts at theVisiting in Jackson with her Par top and filters down to the bot-ents, Mr. and Mrs. Eldridge Forte tom. Too many of our leaderson Mobile ave., is Mrs. Mildred spend their time in idleness whenForte Houlton of Chicago, Ill. With they could be looking after theher are her adorable little twin welfare of their people. Too manygirls who are four years of age. of our young people are depend-Mrs. Essie M. Perry who is ing upon their parents and rela-alumni secretary of the United tives for a livelihood when theyNegro College Fund had just re- should be taking care of them-turned from a meetittg held at
Wiley college in Marshall, Texas.
All of Jackson was saddened by
the death of Mr. Will Murrell. He
and his wife would have celebrated
their fifty-sixth wedding anniver-
sary in April. In addition to his
wife he leavee two sons, Clyde and
Holland of Chicago, Ill. and one
daughter. Elizabeth who is af-
fectionately known to Jacksonians
at Sis. He also leaves three grand-
children, five great grandchildren,
a son-in-law in Jackson, M. Pate,
sod many other relatives and W-
inds.
Mr. MurreR was a communicate
Of St. Joseph's Catholic Church
where the funeral Mass was held
on Feb. 2.
, Under the direction of the So-
cial Studies teachers at Merry
High school, students from these
classes presented a program on
February 12 in observance of Ne-
gro History Week. Rev. W G.
Terry, pastor of First Baptist
church and noted for his speak-
ing ability, was guest on the pro-
tunity to hear her. Idleness is not confined to any
gram.
The Parent-Teacher Association
at Merry High school wishes to in
vite you to the Coffee Sip which
will be held March 4 at 8 p.m.
at the school. This will be in in-
terest of the band drive and mem-
bers will be happy to collect
pledges at this time.
NEWS IN SPORTS
It appears that West High had
It in for dear Mirry when they
met on the West High Court last
Tuesday nigh t. Two exciting
games were won by the West High
teams. The Merry girls lost to
West by a score of 37 to 29 and
the boys by only one point. The
boy's game was an exceptional
A SURPRISE BIRTHDAY
PARTY was given last week
for Mrs. Erana McKinney. of
1749 Marble, seated center in
Nieto, by her two daughters,
selves.
Many of our women who do not
have to work spend most of their
time in nasty gossip on the tele-
phone or at another gossiper's
home. Sometimes they are so
busy gossiping that they forget
or neglect their home duties. Yes,
my friends, idleness is a two ton
weight that is retarding the prog-
ress of our race.
Between 1930 and 1940 the Pa-
cific coast states showed an 18.8
percent population gain while the
north west central states in the
same period increased by only 1.7
perent.
Living Ads In Their Charity Ball
A spectacular review of 26 elab-
orately costumed living-ads will
be presented March 1, at one of
the most glittering balls yet to
be witnessed in the Bluff City so-
cial scene.
The occasion will be the third
annual J-U-G's Inc. Pre - Lenten
Charity Ball, at which hundreds
of mid-Southerners gather annual-
ly.
LIVING ADS
Announcements of the living ads
Is made by members of J-U-G's
Inc., including Mrs. Josephine
Bridges, chairman of decorations;
Mrs. Sarah Chandler, souvenir
program chairman; Miss Gwendo-
lyn Nash, chairman of the Living
Ads Show; Miss Marie Bradford,
Mrs. Gloria Weaver and Miss
Modean Thompson. chairmen of
Living Ad costumes; Miss Verna
Lois Jones, chairman of Living
Ads Selection; and Miss Erma
Lee Laws, president and chair-
man of publicity.
MODELS ARE LISTED
One by one the spotlight will
be focused on these attractive
girls as they are introduced.
Parading in the revue for Top
Hat and Tails, Inc. will be Miss
Walrene Bell, niece of Mr. and
Mrs. Faemanuel Lee.
For toe J. 0. Patterson Funeral
Home will be Miss Barbara Jean
Donahue, daughter of Mrs. Louts
Donahue.
Representing the We Moderns
club will be Miss Evelyn Vavar-
seur, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
J. A. Vavasseur.
Miss Bertha Hooks, daughter of
Mrs. B. C. Rooks, will represent
Black and White Department
Stores,
Radio Station WDIA will he rep-
resented by Miss Shirley Finnie,
daughter of Mrs. Alberta Doggett,
For the Coca Cola Bottling com-
pany will be Miss Norma Tappin,
(laughter of Mr. and Mrs Charles
CumnIins.
Miss Patricia Lynn Walker,
(laughter of Mrs. Roslyn Walker
and the late Dr. J. P. Walker will
represent Southern Funeral Home,
For Radio Station WLOK will
be Miss Belty Gillis, daughter of
Mrs. Ann Gillis,
Miss Rosemary Griffin, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Grif-
fin will model for Sawyer Realty
Company.
For Hudson Radio, TV Service
Center will be Miss Alberta \Yowl-
land, daughter of Mrs. Carrie Po-
witt.
For Model Laundry - Cleaner
will be Miss Stevelyn Triplett,
(Igughter of Mrs. Josephine Trip-
Trattel Realty Company will be
represented by Miss Zenobia John-
son, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Hobert Johnson.
Miss Dorothy Lynch, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Willie Lynch
will represent the CIO Uniori,
For VIP Bridge club will be
Miss Debris Tatum, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. James Tatum.
Royal Crown Pomade company
will be represented by Miss Max-
ine McCain, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Ola McCain.
The Memphis World Newspaper
will be represented by Miss Hat.
tie Smith, daughter of Mrs. Ger-
line Steverson.
For the Cooper Office Equip-
ment Company will be Miss Ann
Fouche, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Burrus Fouche.
Harlem Houses, Inc., will be rep-
resented by Miss Marnette Joy-
ner, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Parker Joyner,
Fuller Products will he repre-
sented by Miss 51elvia Brownlee.
(laughter of Mr. and Mrs. Manuel
Brownlee
Representing Josten's will be
Miss Elizabeth Shannon, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Horne.
Miss Ernyee Taylor, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. James Taylor
V. I. P. BRIDGE CLUB—Mrs.
Mary Helen Ezell was the hos-
tess to the V. I. P. Bridge
Club last Friday night in the
beautiful Bamboo Room at the
Gay Hawk Inn. These lovely
seen next to her in front, Mrs.
Lena Christian, of 1224 Mer-
chant. and Mrs. Armedla Rich-
ardson, of 1235 N. Evergreen,
scene of the affair. About 311
guests were present to help
ladies are busy making plans
for their annual formal on May
3. Seen left to right are: Mrs.
Bernice Cole, Miss Annie
Marie Allen, Miss Katherine
Langford, Mesdames Emma
Mitchum, Elms Shaw, Lillian
Mrs. McKinney enjoy the
natal observance. She receiv-
ed numerous lovely and useful
gifts. The men folk stood hack
and let the women be pictur-
ed with the honoree. Oaly man
Massey, Vivian Brown; Miss
Faye Gentry, Mrs. Earline
Mobley, Miss Henriene Neal
a n d Miss Velma Lois Jones.
The hostess, Mrs. Ezell Is seen
standing with Elmer Hender-
son,
seen Is Mrs. McKinney's hus-
band, Floyd McKinney. A tur-
key dinner and other delight-
ful food and refreshments
were served during the en.
joyable party.
will represent Sta-Glo Company.
Automobile Sales Company will
be represented by twins, the Miss
es Mary Josephine and Mary Ca
therine Taylor, daughters of Mrs.
Parthenia Taylor and the late An-
derson Taylor.
Miss Faye Gardner, niece of
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. fibber will
represent the Pepsi Cola Bottling
company.
Miss Mary Fields, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Fields
will represent the BFA club.
For Spartan's Sportsmen club
will be Miss Marjorie Bogan,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Bogen.
And representing the Tri State
Defender Newspaper will be Miss
Cecil Ann Palm, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Palm.
CIGARETTE GIRLS
Cigarette girls are Miss Juawice
Tucker, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
William Tucker; Miss Barbara
Jones, daughter of Rev. and Mrs.
Paul H. Jones; Miss Carolyn Pur-
dy, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Purdy and Miss Dora Cur-
sey, daughter of Mrs. Estella Cur
soy-
Interviewing guests as t h ey
make their arrival at the lavish
ball will be Mrs. Martha Jean
Steinberg and Nat D. Williams of
Radio Station WDIA.
The ball will be televised by
WMCT. Channel 5.
DECORATIONS
The setting for the glittering
HUMBOLDT, TENN.
NEWS
By REV. C. F. FERRE.I.L
The Thursday Sewing club met
at the home of Rev, and Mrs. C.
F. Ferrell, jr., Friday evening
and all members were present, A
tasty menu was served.
Mrs. Ferrell is a member of
the Morning Star Baptist church.
Rev. C. F. Ferrell will preach
at Lane Chapel CME church at
Trenton, Tenn. Sunday night. His
subject will he "The Church on
the Part Week."
Many from Humboldt attended
the 75th anniversary on the night
of Marion Anderson's recital at
Lane college. Among those who at-
tended were Rev. and Mrs. Fer-
rell, Rev. and Mrs. J. T. Free-
man, Rev. M. H. Burnett, Prof.
and Mrs. C. H. Williams, Mrs. Hel-
ton, Mrs, Dorothy McKennie, Mrs.
Pearl Sims. Mrs. Ellison, Miss
Sarah A. Johnson and sister, Mrs.
Inez Bryson, Miss Addie M. Rawls,
Mrs. .C, C. Thomas, Mrs. Addie
B. Rowe, Mrs. V. P. Pulliam,
Rev. and Mrs. Wm Donald, Mrs.
Olga V. Baskerville, Mrs. Ger-
trude Lewis and many more.
ball has been taken right out of
the "Tales of the Arabian Nights"
. . .and decorations will include
jewelled chests, genies, festoon-
ed jewels and Aladin's magic lan-
tern.
A blue and silver color scheme
will predominate the lavish ball.
TRI-STATE DEFENDER




The Phelix High school Tigers
and Tigerettes played their annu-
al Homecorning game against the
Tate High school Tigers and Tit-
erettes Tuesday night Feb. 6, in
the school gym. -
The first game started about
7:30 p.m. featuring the junior
boys with Phelix defeating Tate
34-2'.
The senior girls played the sec-
ond game and won by the score
of 10-3.
The third and final game be-
tween the senior boys was quite
upsetting because the scores were
tied in the first half 24-24. In the
...cond half the Phelix Tigers
came back with a bang and
the final score was 61-39.
QUEEN CROWNED
The attraction following the jun-
ior boys game was the crown-
ing of the queen telementary,and
high school) and the presentation
of their court. The high school
queen was Miss Annie Jean 51a.
bry of the iunior elass, and Miss
Hattie Wade of the sixth grade
represented the elementary depart-
ment.
An attraction of the evening was
the superb performance of the
drum corps and the comely maj-
orettes of Phclix High, between
halves of senior boys game.
A portable radio was raffled
off by the NFA chapter and the
winner was Willie Davis, of Jeri-
cho.
An average person is taller
when he awakens in the morning
than when he retired at night,
medical tests indicate.











554 SCOTT PH. CL. 2-9463
/tips the SAME natural
R10ELAND RICE
that:s so easy to cook!
The Riceland Rica in t6 new picture package h the SAME
natural Riceland Rice which has been the favorite of good cook,
for years.
Only the PACKAGE has been changed. The RICE is 16
SAME easy-to-cook, guaranteed fluffy Riceland Rice. Get yowl










Even a child can
cook RICELAND RICE
perfectly every lime!
A, always, Riceland Rice is the N.4TURAL perfect
cooking rice. lea guaranteed fluffy!
As always, Riceland Rice is so easy to cook that even
a child can cook it perfectly every time!





Sat., Feb. 23, 1957
,-,iere are abeut 1,600,000 cin-
chona trees in Guatemala from
. which the drug quinine is obtain-
ed.
.1119IPIN' JACK Forward Jim
McCoy, star sophomore of the
Marquette university basket-
ball team, will make his first
appearance in Chicago stadi-
um on the night of Feb. 23rd
when the Warriors face Loy-
ola of Chicago in the second
Sewell Cracks Two World Indoor Marks •
Orioles Farm New Hurdles
System Has 21 MTan Players ark Set By
BALTIMORE - Twenty - one Campbelltan players have been signed to
contracts with teams is the Bal- •
timore Orioles farm system. '
One of the outstanding pros-
pects is Fred Valentine, young-In-
fielder who was signed 0111 the
campus of Tennessee State A &
I university last summer. Some
experts predicted that Valentine
has the potentials of a Willie
Mays or a Hank Aaron.
Valentine is one of seven tan
members on the roster of the Van-
couver (B. C.) team of the Pa-
cific Coast. Others include Willie
Tasby, jr., Charles W. D r u m-
mond, Leonard C. Green, Roose-
velt Evans. jr., David Roberts and
Bill Springfield.
Assigned to the Birds' Texas
league affiliate, San Antonio are
Art Kay, Kelly Searcy and Mar-
vin Price.
On the Knoxville (South Atlan-
tic league) roster are Elliott Cole-
man, Wayne Coleman and Peast-
er Mumpherd.
Those who will start the season
with Phoenix (Ariz.) are Charles
Hinton, Raymond K. Robinson and
Bob Steele.
Signed to contracts with Ab-
erdeen (S. D.) are Charles How-
ard, William B. Leach and Bob
Palmore.
Two more are on the roster of
Paris (Texas) Of the Big State
league. They are Don Luke and
Horace Davis.
Panthers Beat
C baseball in the service, and whose ids, Iowa team, a Brooklyn affil- military service. While at Howard, , "Chick" Struthers, veteran ena.
at Michigan State two years age Upset backers predict may succeed Li iate. However. Strothers support- he created a sensation in foot-1 ployee of the Internal Revenue
ago. McCoy was the Warriors'
leading scorer until an ankle I LITTLE ROCK, Ark.-The Phil-
injury sidelined him recently. ! ander Smith college gymnasium
I became the scene of one of the
 biggest upsets of the current bag-
Coy is the younger brother of who created a sensation playing be 
farmed out to the Cedar Rap- university before being called into Strothers is the son of Gibbon
Julius McCoy who was a star
leadoff man in the batting order.
game of a doubleheader. Mc Tennessee In 
Dodgers front office has announ- Orange, N. J. a second base- Following graduation from South' He also had the most bases





st The top indoor meet of the na- marks or time, Campbell will be
ifion - the Chicago Relays at the out to set a new record come
;Chicago Stadium on Saturday March 16.
,night, March 16-is the "track We might mention that Camp-
:meet of the champions. Remem- hell also is a great football play-
Eber Ed Dugger of Tufts college er and has been drafted by the
land Harrison Dillard, Baldwin- Cleveland Browns but his ores-
tWallace college and Olympic ent intention is to return to the
tehampion of 1952. two great hurd- University of Inchana and coin-
Jeri? Both were top performers plete his college education. The (
en previous Chicago relays of a big 6-foot, 3-inch hurdler is 1956 KNOXVILLE. Tenn. - Knox-
ville college- returned home thisfew years back. Olympic decathlon champion eet-
( And sprinters like Barney Ewell ling a new record. In 1952, he ' week to defeat then university
after failing twice in a 
- The Rams take to the road forMichigan State basketball cere f .
of Penn State. Buddy Young of was second in the Olympic 
de- 122-10t, our important games with Shaw,row on the road. Charles Frazier, ter John Green never played any .'Illinois? The late John Boman,. cathlon.
guard. led the Bulldogs to vic- varsity athletics in high school. His- 
St. Augustine's, Maryland State
!Herb McKinley and Jimmy Her-1 Olympian Arnie Sowell. 5-foot, and Morgan offering the oppcsi-tory with 30 points first real cage experience camesbert7 John, wearing Virginia l 10-inch University of Pittsburgh ,
Jackie Fit2patrick. all MAC, in the U.S. Marines when he was 
tion.
center who has stacked up 642' 20 years old. 
.
iState's jersey and one of the great. 135-pound middle distance ,runner
test middle distance runners of ' and also a member of the 1956 . ,•I More than 40 per cent of 
Amer..1us time, was a student in Colum- U. S. Olympic team, will go after points "its - 1 , . . ,e,t ,
Knoxville held Allen 58-53 at half- i Cotton has become one f th " y
leans over 10 years old buy daily
e university's school of art: Herb a world record in the Harry Gill
time. Richard Byrn. forward, was, big money crops f 
o newspapers, which is more per :
,toted the colors of the University 1.000-yard run. Sowell had the
high man for Allen with 28. I growers. 
or Calfiornia capita than in any other country I
.of Illinois and Jimmy represented kick to win the Millrose 6S0 I of the world.
ketball season when the Philander
Smith Panthers, composed primar-
ily of freshmen downed Tennes-
see A & I State Tigers by a score
of 89-88 on Thursday night, Feb.
7.
At half time the Panthers led by
43-37.
With only two seconds of game
time remaining with an 88-88 tie,
the officials called a technical
foul on A & I and Fred Harris,
6-3 Panther sophomore from Baton
Rouge, sank a free throw to cinch
tse victory for Philander,
Hubert ("Goose") Ausbie, 8-foot- lead changing hands 16 times. In home floor, with the Rams start-4 freshman from Cresent, Okla., , the closing minutes the Menu- ing five playing the role of super-was high with 34 points for Phil-
1 ders 
pulled out in front by seven men. Coach Gaines did not makeander, followed by John Barnhill points and went on to victory. 1 a substitution during the entirewith 26 for the Tigers. Central State held a one point 1 ball game. High man for t h e
lead 34-33 at the half. Central Rams was Jack DeFcres with 21.
State's William Fox copped the Sam Jones led the scoring with
scoring with 12 field goals and 29 points.
four free throws for a total of 30 Returning home the It a m s
points. I coasted to a 76-56 win over the
'
Big Blues. Guard Cherlie Riley
and Wilfred John td the assault
STARTED WITH MARINES with 18 and 16 points. '
NEW YORK - (ANP)-Slend-
er Arnie Sowell, who bowed to
Tom Courtney in the 800 meters
in the Olympic games, reasserted
his supremacy on the boards Sat-
urday night, shattering world in-
door record for both the half- mile
and the 800 meters.
The king of middle distance in-
door runners woo his 15 consecu-
tive indoor race in three years
and beat Courtney for the eighth
straight time before a sellout
standing-room-only 16,000 in Mad-
ISM Square Garden in the Mile-
rose AA's golden jubilee meet.
BREAKS RORICAN'S MARK
Sowell a University a Pitts-
burgh grad. stepped the 10 in
1:50.3, breaking the 15-year-old in-
door mark of 1:50.0 set by the
late John Borican. At 800 meters,
Sowell 1:497 broke Borican
mark of 1:50. Has times also
cracked Mal Whitfield's Garden
marks of 1:501 and 1:509.
Beaten at Melbourne by the
powerful running Courtney who
moved up cn the back stretch,
Sowell Saturday night moved from
first to third after three laps, and
never let Courtney catch him.
Harry Bright of the Pioneer Club,
who set the pace, Finished third.
2 Tilts Won
CIAA TOURNEY TROPHIES
The five North Carolina col-
lege coeds are shown with
some of the trophies to be
awarded during the CIAA's
12th annual basketball tourna-
ment at NCC, Feb. 28 March
1 and 2. Left to right a r e:
Omega Smith, Newport News,
Virginia: Barbara McLinden,
Washington, D. C.; Mary
Jeanne Mopkins, Durham, N.
C.; Laves DeGrady, Mt. Ol-
ive, N. C., and Jeanne Ram-
sey, Philadelphia, Pa.
Dodgers Sign Promising Tan Player
For Trial With Cedar Rapids Team
By Central BROOKLYN - The Brooklyn He is Phil Strothers of East state teams.
e m Bly
York university and later
1New
,the Grend Street Boys' club of
,New York. McKinley and Her-
bert will long be remembered
Borican died before he gained
his life's ambition-to win the
;
Banker's mile-always down as
the top event of the relays.
: And let us not forget other
;Negro stars-Mel Walker of Ohio
)State and his team mate Dave
lAlbritton of the same team. high .
:jumpers deluxe and Taylor of
'Western Michigan and others too
many to mention here.
This year again finds a crop of
Itopnotchers who are entered in
the March 16 event..But we can
1 not remember a year, as we hark .
, (back, that so -many record
'breakers will invade the Winds
'City.
1 Olympian Ira Muchinson. a
I former Wendell Phillips high
'school sprinter and a Chicagoan,
•is entered in the sprint event
(Ira equaled the world ntdoor rec-
a ord of 6.1 seconds in the golden
h anniversary of the Millrose meet
I in Madison Square Garden, New
f York City, on Feb. 9. He triumph-
ed over Dave Sime of North Caro-
1 lina is the Washington Star's meet
( and the Dixie runner's followers (
I let out a howl but photographs!
s show Ira's foot across the finish
Iline ahead of Shine's
1 Olympian Milt Campbell of
Plainfield. N. J.. and the Univer-
sity of Indiana but now attached
to the U. S. Navy's recruiting cen-
ter in New York City, will be
a going after a new world record
f in the 60-yard high hurdles when
P he faces the starter in the 21st
Knoxville Defeats
Allen U, 122 To 104
beating his arch rival. Tom
Courtney of Yordani and now in
the navy, for the eighth straight
indoor meet and setting a new
time (world's, of 1503 which
knocked 2-10s of a second off of
Boman's record established in
1942.
Sowell has done a 148 for the,
fastest indoor halfmile time but
it didn't go into the record books
because relay records do n o t
count. Last year. in the Chicago
relays. Sowell, running anchor for
the University of Pittqurgh's
two-mile quartet. took the baton
70 yards behind.
The crowd of 15,633 will never
forget that masterful feat turn-
ed in by the skinny - legged Pitt
anchor man. Off to a flying start
was Bob Pugsley of the Univers
,,ity of Syracuse but Arnie grit-
ted his teeth and took after Bob.
lie closed the gap to 50 yards -
then 30 and then 10 The crowd
stood up cheering his efforts but
doubting that he could hold out
at the terrific speed he was us-
ing He beat Pugsley to the tape
%%Inning the event as the pncked
house roared with applause.
Now. Courtney beat Sowell in
the 1956 Olympics in Melbourne.
Courtney did a 2094.in he Hill
1.000-yard Daily News Chicago,
relays in 1956. Sowell will try to
kick that record out of the hooks
on March 16. Can he do it? He
has! He did a 2082. in the Na-
tional AAU indoor meet two years
ago and in 1956 he did 208.4 to
keep the title
The Hill 1.000-yard run is worth
going miles to see. Courtney
hasn't beaten Sowell indoors since
P' annual Chicago relays. In the Mill- 1955 in Washington,
e rose games,' Milt did a 7 seconds There will be many other top
t flat in the semifinal which het- performers invited to the Chicago
T tered the world indoor mark of relays and it won't be surprising
h 7.1 established by Harrison Dillard if many records both the relay
11 in the Chicago relays on March and world marks go to the way-
20. 1948 and equalled by this same side.
tr Dillard in the Chicago relays of ADDED ATTRACTION - A
so march ae, 355 Since the AAU Education takes 7.1 percent of tennis match between plai:ers
is doe. not. recognized world , British government revenues. representing Greensboro and
Durham was the et-Melte
in the • 01 r,,111.
& I u °Ii r bask'.
',all game 11.14 ' rr.-oshere
Ind
11.
WILBERFORCE, Ohio -Th 
the second base job, vacated by ers say that the young star will ball by making the All-CIAA team Department.
Central State college Marauders 
Jackie Robinson. so impress Walt Alston, Brooklyn while still a freshmag. He alase
and Capital university, 73-65 Winston-Salem
training camp at Vero His baseball talent really blos-
Beach during the spring. t h a t somed while he was in service. 
Paul Quinnwon victories nine and 10 by de- manager. when he reports to the played baseball.Dodgers [eating Lincoln university , 83-70 .
Coach Gibbs is smiling with the 
Walt is likely to keep him as a Stationed at Fort Rucker, he play-
since he picked up added strength 
Defeats Eagles A han some, clean s h a v e n dition to baseball. On the base-replacemsnt for Jackie.d ed football and basketball, in ad-, Has Eyes Onbeginning of the second semester
sophomore William Hill. And Big Blues South Side High school in New- highest batter on the team, ost- 
youth. Strothers is a product of ball team, he was the secondin freshman Sylvester Blye, and A
The MarauderS were out in front 
Li 
ark. There he starred as a sec- ing a season mark of .335. includ- scAC Flag
of the ncoln Ti all the way 
,
and were never in any serious (eating the North Carolina college
WINSTON-SALEM, N. C -De- end baseman for three years, win- ing three sand slam homers out ,
fling berths on the All-City, All- of a total of nine. He did this I
' trouble. Blye lead the Central Eagles and the Bluefield State 
City, All-County and third All- despite the fact that he was a ' WACO, rexas - The minuet.•
State attack with 19 points and college Big Blues, the Winston Sal- 
mg Paul Quinn Tigers ran their 
George Pruitt paced Lincoln with em TeaChel' V'lle" 
.1.'ii:'. "OWvictory string to eine straight
23C"itriltasl 
stand 16-3 overall and 10-3 in Con-
State and Capital bat- ference play. amu vances with an 80-58 romp over Philan-der Smith here on Feb. 11. Iten
tied on almost even terms for 44 1 The highly favored Eagles were 
was the Tigers' seventh victory ie
75-66 on theminutes of the contest with the soundly trounced ir 
South Central Athletic conference
On 103-83 VV in two triumphs shy of the Confer.competition and 'left Paul Quints
' ence title. They boast a 12-6 sea-
TALLAHASSEE - The Florida ing to be played in the game, the' son.
A and M university cagers molt- score was tied 64 to 64 for the Quinn shrtrd slowly and held
ed into second place in the heat- first time since Willie Sides sent a slender 30-28 lead at half-time.
ed SIAC visitation basketball race Alabama State Out front 2 to 0 in But the well-balanced Tigers got
by downing the Alabama State the first four seconds of t h e ' hot in the second half, and wound
five 103 to 83 here last Wednes. game It was Morgan who push- up with four men in double fig-
day night. ed in a field goal from close range tires. Arthur Smith led the scor.
A standing room only crowd and dumped two charity tosses to ing with 26. Bobby Kirkendall 21,
gathered in the A and Al gym to give A and M a 66 to 64 lead. i 
while Robert Mitchell and Floyd
I
see the local five score 62 points Jimmy Dew. Hugh Martin, John White scored 12 each.
in the second half to hand Ala- Quates, and Sides had paced the The only threat of the remain-
barns its third conference defeat visiting netters during the first ing two Conference games is
this season. The visitors led the half and they continued to find Mississippi Vocational college of
local quintet 11 to 11 at the half, their range, but the pace set by Itta Bena. Miss. They have, like1
the Tigers, lost only one Confer.
Leo Morgan hit 30 of his night's Morgan was too much for them.
total of 39 points in the second The game featured the clever 
ence decision, and that one to
11 handling dbkbod man 
the Tigers. MVC is a power team
ning of the Hornets during the 
and defending •SCAC champs.I
first half and the fast breaki,pg '
Alcorn Students To
half to set the torrid pace dis-
played by the Ed Oglesby quintet.
Morgan was the top man on the
floor on both offense and defense.
With only 12 minutes remain-
ham, fell before Dr. George
' us Mar-
.In Ii, . .1. All.
and close , up shooting of Florida
A and M. All of the field goals
made by Alabama State during
the first half were from the floor.
Sides three in seven field goals
in the first half.
Carl Evans, Leon Collier. Le-
roy Gibson and Roy Young aided 2.
Morgan in increasing the A and The celebration is to be a token
kf lead over the Alabamians. Flor- of appreciation for his outstand.
ida A and M now has season rec- ing achievements and contribu.
ord of 19 to 4. They defeated the tions to the college and the cause
Benedict Tigers 87 to 60 here Mon. of higher education in Mississi.
day night. I pi.
Honor President
LORMAN. Miss. - An inspired
student body of Alcorn A. & M.
college, has formulated, plans for
a celebration in honor of their
president, Dr. J. R. Otis, on March
Meet Of Champs
Starts Feb. 25
Entries from the first four out
of town centers to complete their I
Golden Gloves tournaments reveal
a total of seven boxers who have
had previous experience in the an-
nual Tournament of Chatimions.
This meet, sponsored by Chica-
go Tribune Charities. Inc., will
be conducted in Chicago stadium
Feb. 25,2* and 27. It is the,
30th annual tournament. The Gold-
en Gloves Finals scheduled f n r
March 6, also will be held at the
Staslium.
Reresenting Station WAPX of
Montgomery, Ala., will be Rich.
ard Franklin in the 118 pound di-
vision fir the second straight
year. Brown McGhee, Montgom-
ery's 126 pound entry represent-
ed St. Louis in last year's meet.
That old perennial Ray Spivey
will once again represent Streat-
or Times Pres§ in the 160 pound
class This will mark Ray's fourth
appearance in the Stadium.
Station KGFL of Roswell, New
Mexico, has two boxers returning
for another attempt at a Golden
Gloves diamond ring. They are
Salvador. Valles in the 147 pound
division and Herman McNeil in
'he heavyweight class,
Memphis' Commercial Appeal
also will be represented with two
outstanding amateurs in Ward
Sullivan in the middleweight class
and Billy Ray Smith in the heavy-
weight bracket. .
Chicago's own tournament,
which ended Tuesday evening, has
three remaining boxers who have
an opportunity to return to the
Stadium in the same weight class-
es as last year. They are Ronald
Jones, 118 pounds; Fred Modell.
126 pounds, and Ernest Terrell In
the light heavyweight division.
Terrell was a member of the
1956 Intercity team and scored a
one round knockout over his Irish




Ray 0. Lewis, employment
and guidance specialist of the Chi-
cago Urban League, will be thi
guest speaker at a teen-age to-
rum of the Hall Branch library on
Wednesday, Feb. 27, at 740
High school students and other
interested young people will hew





























































































































































































































pointed Helen Jean Rice as chair-
man of their 1957 "Miss Bronze
San Diego" Pageant. Prelimina-
ries March third, in the House of
Hospitally in Balboa and the Finals
at U. S. Grant Hotel April sixth
and announces February 15th.
La Casita Del Arroye in Pasa-
dena was the setting for "Coffee
Hour- given by Messrs. and
Mmes. Marcie Austin, and
George Crowder last weekend.
San Diegans, Mr. and Mrs. C. C.
Patterson motored up, and had a
most enjoyable time.
Golden State Insurance Execu-
it Arth
ur Green (San Diego
nch) has a promotion, this is
wonderful but as a result, San
Diego loses a geinuine family.
Mr. and Mrs. Green (she is
Gwen, leading Socialite), daugh-
ters, Claudia and Robin will be-
come residents of Los Angeles
soon, (Golden State Home Office).
The INTER-GREEK Council is
busy making plans for its 2nd
Public Forum. This program will
take place February 10th at 3:00
p. m., at Bethel Baptist church on
29th and Clay st. The Forum's
topic will be "The Negro , Past,
Present and Future", in observ-
ance of Negro History week which
I b ted  is ce e ra -
Mrs. Ruby Goodwin. former and announcing was do
ne by
Mother-Of-The Year, and author Drama Club members of 
Memo-
will be the main guest speaker; rial. Performers included
: Mid-
other speakers slated for this pro- nighters, (musical combo); 
Willie
gram are; William Payne, Dr.. Horton, comedian
-violinist; Ada
b h Alpha J Johnson vocal; Lois RollinsJ k Kim roug Y- eanac
Montgomery and Mrs. Hope Lo-land Maudell Baker, Modern Dane-
gan. Stockton School Chorus and era: Lorraine 
Antiporda, Hawaii
Navy Training Recruit Chorus dancer; Mambo, John 
Bustamonte,
provide the musics and a cute little senorita answ
er-
Jack and Jilts Costume Ball had Ing to the name of Mary An
n .
the thrill-packed atmosphere that DONNA MARIE was 
born to Mr.
hard working members anticipat- and Mrs. Walter 
Daniels, 4375
ed.Funds were raised for Polio "Z" at.,last Saturday 
weighing 8
Drive. Lovely Jessie Mae Brown, pounds. Canadians. Mr. 
and Mrs.
L. A. Sentinel Society editor 
was , Dick Curry were visiting in our
commentator of the evening, as- fair-city a few days ago . . . 
Bring
sisted by Sentinel photographer, your family and meet 
your friends
Cliff Hall. King and Queen con- at the Candlelight 
Banquet Fri-
testants were, AKA. Mr. and Mrs. day evening (7 p. 
February
Roy (Shirley) Logan (winners), 22. Logan Temple 
AMEZ Church,
Kappa Alpha Psi, Ednie Hart- sponsored by o
fficers and mem-
zog and Opaline Carter, Tots and 
'1,„„f same
Teens, Mr. and Mrs. Charles DROPS, S. D., vocal 
quartet. will
Booker. Royal couple was enter- open at thee Aragon of 
Hollywood.
tamed by L. A. singer, 
Jack February 30 . . . Doris Williams
Thompson, local dancer, Lois Rol- (on West 30th at) 
spent last
lins, and Rock and Roll tee
n-age week end in L. A. . . Call or
dance team, Mary Blevins and write news NOW, 
to BE 9-3008
Bobby Jackson. Judges of cos- (
3023 -J., at.).
fume winners were, Mmes. M
arie
Akerson, James Kennedy, and
• INPfnuel Nathan. Spotted following Arkansas
out of towners in crowd: 
Mrs.
Peggy Brown ot Tuscon. 
Asizona, 
JOINER
daughter of Mr. & Mrs Theodore By WILLIE MAE RUCKER
Mills, Collins Beverly from A
ngel
City. 
Funeral services for Mr. James
Lynn were held Sunday. He leaves
Mrs. Jaunite Durham, Mr. and his wife, mother and one uncle.
Mrs. M. T. Murrell were among
many to -attend party sponsored 
He was 40 years of age. Attending
by ship USS Estes, in the spacious 
the funeral were mother, sister,
War Memorial Building at Balboa 
brother, and sister•in-law from
Wichita, Kansas.
Park. d Mrs Anthony Jarvies
m oe- motored to Blytheville 
Wednesday guest.
Mrs. Sophia Slaughter and hus-
band visited her sister over the
week-end who is ill in the hospital
in Montgomery, Ala.
Mr. Benford Beeks passed away
Feb. 2 in Peoples Hospital after
a few days of serious illness.
Mr. D. W. Woods of Clanton,
Ala., is improving since being
confined in Peoples Hospital. We
wish for him a speedy recovery
We the members of the First
Baptist church regret very much
the death of Mrs. Jessye B. Jenn-
ing. She was loyal worker in the
church and a faithful member in
every respect. We will miss her
very much.
The Five Airs of the city were
the guest of the Pine Grove Baptist
church, Aldridge, Ala. After the
sermon by the pastor, Rev. M.
Barton. the Five Airs, Billy Bar-
ton, .loseph Baldwin, James Bar-
ton, Marvin Robinson and Nathan-
iel Satterfield rendered several
numbers.
Mrs. Dora Davis has returned
home after spending several weeks
Mrs. Annie Rights was in Chica- in Detroit. Mich.. with rel
atives
go recently. and friends.
•Last Sunday was Psstory Da.. Mrs. Mary Rhgers of 
Detriot,
at Prescious Grove MB church, Mich., spent a few 
days here re-




JACKSON. Miss. — (ANP)—A
Negro identified as Occlyde
Moore was taken to Baptist hos-
pital for treatment of three bul-
let wounds in his stomach, ad•
mittedly fired by G. W. (Big
Red) Hydrick, Rankin county liq-
uor dealer, who said he heard
Moore curse some white women
as they passed his wrecked auto
in East Jackson
Hydrick told police he saw two
Negroes driving zigzag across
the road while passing his liquor
store. He jumped into his car
and followed and saw them side-
swipe a bridge and overturn down
an embankment. The men scram-
bled from the overturned car and
began cursing a group of white
women who had stopped to help
them Hydrick said.
An altercaSion ensued, during
which Hydrick said Moore struck '
him with his fist. Then said the
liquor dealer: "I pulled my .38
automatic and shot hint three
times '' Moore's companion was
also 'arrested by Rankin county
police.
California
SLN DIEGO , year trial . . V. M. McPherson
By JEANETTE STEVESON I and his pretty wife, Delcia are
Capable "Xolon. Belle" Social the proud owners of a 1957 Crysler
Club president, Carol Ainston ap.: - New Yorker . Last week-end,
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Daniels,
accompanied by (her) niece and
nephew, Mrs. John Douglas and
Paul Lacy, motored north. to oak•
land. Mr. Daniels was guest speak-
er at a Church of God Youth As-
sembly . .. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Knox's adorable little family of
6 are ''shut-in with measles . .
Little Willie Littlefield (Famed
singer-pianist) and wife. Dorothy
departed Monday for a brief stay
in Oakland; final destination is
Kansas City, his home. The Lit-
tlefields have resided in S. D., for
the past 6 months . . . Never a-
dult moment with a miable
couple. Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow
DeLoach; entertained brother and
wife. Mr. and Mrs. Ever Jas Dc-
(inch of Palssrsts,0-1 •
end: following week end, the De-
Loaches, Mr. and Mrs. James C.
Holloway, and Miss Isabella Press-
ley made it to L. A. for Birthday
Party honoring Mr. Sherman Sew-
ard, former S. D. policeman . .
Students of Memorial Jr. High
school had a grand time exhibit-
ing talents last week with 9th
grader Tommy Meshack acting as
Arthur Godfrey. Purpose was, of
course, enjoyment and, securing
fundsof  for Student-Body. Talent
February10 17 couts (students) were terrific
Robertson g
floral arrangement, also receeived 
day on business.
corsage from Mr. L. M. White, an' 
Mrs. Margaret William Spirit
Encante resident. Mrs. Irene Bieze ! spen
t Sunday night with Mr. and
was Los Angles guest. 
Mrs. George Henley.
Mrs. Ann Estes played hostess Mr.
 Neeley of Osceola has open-
role recently in her home during ed a
 new shop where the Lynn
Mkt affair for newly organized 
Shops originally were.
Wial club, of which she is a mem- ' M
r. and Mrs. John Scott of
ber 
Frenchman Bayou lost all of their
Judy Lalber was winner in sec- 
possessions in a fire last Monday
ond Talent Show conducted by Ray evening.
Wee-.y) Robinson at the Palle- Mr
. Anthony Jarvies celebrated
dium, she sang "Sweet Old Fash- his 47th 
birthday with a dinner
loner] Girl." Sunday, 
Feb. 3rd. Invitedguests
Miss Audrey Lacey. Los Angeles were mother 
Deannia Jarvies, Mr.
niece of Mr. and Mrs. Lorenzo and Mrs. 
Earnest Morris, Mr. and
Blair, was house-guests at the Mrs. 
George Ilenley and grand-
Blair house last week-end. Little daughter 
Darthy.
ones to become a year older re• 
• • •
cently were: Debra Lewis, 8 year CRIIMROD
old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Al- By ETHEL 
M. NICKOLSON
bert Lewis; Erskine Arnold, jr., Rev. T. Roy 
Shears preached
is new a big-boy of "2". News his first sermon 
Sunday at Brown
flash! Mr. and Mrs. Erskine Chapel AME ch
urch and that night
Arnold, or., have been promised a at Precious Gr
ove MB church.
package from the stork. Ivy Wil-
liams' recent illness left no scars:
pretty as ever, and a perfect pic-
ture of health. Mrs. J. J. Kim-
brough (Quincella, wife of den-
tist) is now convalescing at home
after 4 months of hospitalization
in Los Angeles . . To have been
seriously ill, Rev. C. W. Brazil
tor of Logan Hgts. Church of Jackson and Delois Ann Nichol- the 
parents of a baby girl, Elane
1, is home again and doing son are having their birthday par- Mari
e Jeffries. born at their home
. . P. L. Ruby, aod daugh- ty together at the home of Mr
s. on Feb. 1. Mother and baby
ter, "Lulu" deserted California to armelia Jackson. Rodgers mo- doing
 fine.
become Texans; at least for 2 ther on Feb. 14, MI 
Our get well wishes are to lit-i
DEEP PLOWING at the time
his cropland is broken each
year is what Henry Bland-
ing (left) of Manning, S. C.,
believes in. He is showing
three South Carolina exten-
sion service officials the
depth at which he sets the
plows on his two-row tractor
attachment when he breaks
ground in early December for
n Miss., Shot 3 Times
his cotton, corn, and tobacco.
Blanding says deep plowing
cuts through hardpan areas,
enabling the soil to store up
more water during the winter
months. The extension officials
(left to right) are E. N. Wil-
liams, state supervisor;
George W. Dean, county agent
at large; and Waymon John-
son, state CH club agent.
Alabama
JASPER
By REV. A. BALDWIN
Sunday, Jan 20, was a grand
day at Greater Shiloh Baptist
church. Rev. E. Thomas delivered
a splendid sermon.
Pulpit guests were Rev. A. Bald-
win and Bro. C. W. Varner.
Brother Fred Coleman preached
Sunday night. He brought a excel-
lent message.
The New Bethel Church of God
in Christ held an appreciation ser-
vice for Bro. Sam Chapman, Sun-
day School Superintendent for his
faithful services rendered. Those
attending were: Elder Banks and
Elder M. Collem
Clark and Mrs. E
mingham, Sister
grand-daughter
Sunday, Jan. 27, 1957 was a great
day for Rev. J. H. Freeman of
Jasper. Ala., and the Macedonia
Baptist church, Columbiana. Ala.
of which Rev. E. W. Burt is pas-
tor.
Rev. Freeman preached the ser-
mon that climaxed a financial
drive of Rev. Burt's church, the
subject "What Manner of Man is
This." The spirit was high and
Rev. Freeman preached from the
depth of his -soul. A collection of
$450.00 was taken.
Rev. Freeman was accompanied
to Columbiana by Mrs. Katie
Freeman and Prof. Alfonza Dun-
can. Rel' Freeman is the pastor of
the Union Baptist church, Empire,
Ala., and the Star of Bethlehem
Baptist church of Wilsonville, Ala.
He attended the Executive Board
me(•ting held at Selma University,
Tuesday, Jan. 22, 1957.
The First Baptist Church held its
regular service Sunday. Jan. 27,
Rev. C. H. Denson, pastor. Mrs.
Silva Sparks, who is assistant su-
perintendent was in charge of the
Sunday School.. The Deacon Board
chanced off a shoulder bag on Sun-
, Mr and Mrs.
. T. Pace of Bir-
A Johnson and
tle Glenn E. llasberry who is sick
at his home, 26 4th st., N.
Mrs. B. Thornton and her grand-
daughter, Ernestine Thornton.
will spend a two week vacation
with her daughters, Mrs. Carnie
Vickerson, Mrs. Annie Bush and
Mrs. Minnie Baun of Detroit, Mich.
Mr. and Mrs. James Phillips,
2909 Grandville Alley are the proud
parents of a baby boy, Alfred L.
Phillips. Mother and baby are
fine.
Morning worship at the St. John
Independent Methodist church was
conducted by officers and mem-
bers of the church. A wonderful
sermon was delivered by the pas-
tor, Rev. R. G. Williams !ley.
Williams, formerly assistant pas-
tor, was made pastor at the death
of the late Rev, J. L. Miller.
Visitors in the morning worship
were: Mrs. Doshia Harris, Union
Town; Mrs. Ann M. Owens, James
Miller and Mrs. Nettie M. Burns.
Afternoon worship was conduct-
ed by officers of New Zion Bap-
tist church, The anniversary ser-
mon . J. L. Miller
was delivered by Rev. S H. Ravi-




Services of the Mt. Joy Baptist
church, Rev. H R. Pearson, pas-
tor, were enjoyed. The message
delivered by the pastor was stim-
ulating.
Ecstacy crowned the services
held at the Mt. Canaan Baptist
church, Rev. T. C. Williams Is
pastor.
Choir members of the Mt. Cana-
an church appeared on the anni-
versary program held at Pineon
Liberty Baptist church. Rev. J. W.
Smith, pastor
Carrie Maxwell spent the week-
end with relatives in Ashville. Ala.
Eddie Mae Lake recently had as
her guest her sister from Brad-
day night in the basement of the ford.
church. Mrs. A. L. Varner was Mrs. Tressie Williams, is coo-
winner.
The Young Matrons Circle met
at the home of Mrs. Lillie B. Wil-
kes on the Highland, Tuesday af-
ternoon. After a brief business
meeting a tasty lunch was served.
Mrs. Annie M. Jones was our
Affable hostess, Mrs. Louise 
Mr. an
Hemphill enterained at El or
co Club recently. Luncheon 
was on business.
given in honor of Charmettes So- 
Mrs. Odessia Jarvies and Mrs.
cial Club president, Mrs. Willie 
1Willie M. Rucker motored to 
Wil-
ifted hostesswith son an
d Turrell, Arkansas Tues-
from Tallulah, La.
Mrs. Bessie Lewis left for Little
Rock, Ark to go to the hospital.
Three years old Rodger Dean
• • •
BESSEMER
By G. W. IVEY
Mr. and mrs. Wash Jeffries are
Champion Farmer Likes
Crop Experimentation
200 HOGS A YEAR for market
are raised by Henry Blanding
(left) of Manning, S. C. Ile is
showing his last spring crop of
Ilampshires and Poland Chi-
nas to George W. Dean, coun-
ty agent at large, of South Ca-
rolina. In addition to bringing
him a gross return of about
66,000 a year. his hogs also
keep weeds and grass out of
his cotton, cutting chopping




By MRS. GEORGIA %NEIGH
The Home Demonstration club
of Hurt's Chapel church met in
the home of Mrs. Jessie Mae
Edwards. The business session
was presided over by Mrs. Essie
M. Hurt, president. A demonstra-
tion on 'Feather Roll" wan given
by the food and nutrition leader,
Mrs. Marion Jackson. Members
and a guest, Mrs. Hattie Sim-
mons of this city, were present.
A call meeting of the PTA and
Home Demonstration will be held
at the Hurt's school.
The Merry High school faculty,
under the guidance of R. E. Ray,
Supt. of Jackson City schools, has
begun a study, of the Cooperative
Study of Secondary-School Stand-
ards. Their purposes are to de-
termine the characteristics of a
good secondary school, to review
the purposes of Merry High, to
determine ways and means by
valescing.
Bessie Policy is much improved.
Mrs. Minnie L. Hunter is still
confined to her home.
Mrs. Dorothy Jean Ray a is d
child and Joel Sams of Birming-
ham visited with Mr. and Mrs
Willie Wilson.
AWARD WINNER — Contest-
ants garbed as comic-strip
characters gave exceptional In-
terest this year to the National
Urban League Guild's 17th an-
nual Beaux Arts ball in New
ork. A top event in Harlem, It
drew 2,000 persons, many of
national renown. Here, Soud-
wick Barstik, attired as
"Puss'n Boots," receives the
yearly Park and Tilford award
for the "Most Original Cos.
lump" from Dan Feinberg, se-
roost executive for the cen-
tury.old distilling house.
which the school can develop into
a better school, and to make ap-
plication for membership in the
Southern Association of Secondary
Schools and Colleges.
Survey blanks will be sent to
the parents to get information.
A continued program of standard-
ized tests will serve as a basis for
the part of the information need-
ed concerning pupils' needs and
interests.
Lane college topped Mississippi
college 53-52 in an important game
for the Dragons Friday night. Wal-
ter Bond topped all scores for
the Lane team with 14 counters.
Ken Wans.ley netted 14 for the
Mississippi team. The contest close
all the way with the lead chang-
ing hands many times. Neither
team could gain enough of a lead
to a comfortable lead.
We had excellent services at
Berean Sunday. The pastor, Rev.
A. L. Campbell preached a dyna-
mic sermon from the subject:
"People who have no dealings."
The second session of the 75th
anniversary symposium in the
celebration of the Diamond Jubilee
of Lane college convened Tuesday.
The main address was delivered
by Bishop Julian Smith and Rev.
E. C. Calhoun. Bishop Smith is
the presiding bishop of the
eighth Episcopal District of the
CME church. He is a graduate
of Howard university and of Gar-
rett Theological Seminary of
Evanston, Ill.
He spoke on the subject: "The
Relation of The Church College
to National Problems." The Rev.
E. C. Calhoun is serving his first
year as preshdent of Paine college
of Augusta, Ga. He also spoke
on the subject: "The Relation of
the Church College to Interna-
tional Problems."
In the evening session Bishop
H. P. Porter, of the Second Epis-
copal District, spoke on 'The Re-
sponsibility of the Church College
in Developing Church National
and World Leaders." He is a
graduate of Texas college in Tyler.
Texas.
Bishop J. Claude Allen, prelate
of the Ninth Episcopal District,
which is comprised of Florida,
South Carolina and East Tennes-
see, delivered the opening ser-
mon. He is a resident of Gary,
Ind., and received his education
at Miles college, Birmingham,
Ala., and at Talladega college,
Talladega. Ala.
Funeral services for John Robert
(Coon) Crawford, who died at his
home near Cerro Cordo Common-
ity were held Sunday afternoon
at Cerro Gordo Baptist church.
The Revs, F. D. Freeman. and
William Monroe officiating. He
leaves his widow, mother a n d
father, two daughters, one son-
in-law, two brothers, four aunts
and one uncle.
Mr. Robert Yarbrough and his
two sons, James and Phillip, for-
merly of here who now reside in
Chicago. were the week-end guests
of their parents. Mr and Mrs. C.
A. Agnew.
Mrs. miry Morris spent several
ing of Manning, S. C , who star:-
ed out as a tenant with only an
ox and a pig 27 years ago. But
he liked trying out new ways of
doing things, says Williams.
First, hi and Mrs. Blanding
beat all of their neighbors to mar-
ket with tomatoes by planting ear-
lier and by making a large hot-
bed into which the young tomato
plants could be transplanted and
given a head start weeks before
the usual time for setting them
out in the field.
Returns front their tomatoes and
from the sale of pigs from their
original gilt enabled them to buy
a pair of mules after three years
and retire their ox from pulling
the plow. Later, they bought 106
acres and a tractor.
With a farm of his own Mr.
Blanding began more experimen-
tation, the extension service su-
pervisor points out. Years before
most farmers ever heard of sub-
soiling, he began plowing deep in
early December when most of his
neighbors were out hunting.
This method of plowing enables
hint to penetrate any possible
hardpan layer within 15 inches
below the surface, a n d permit
more water water from winter
rain and snow to be stored up for
the crops, and it also helped pre-
vent water from standing in the
field, Williams explains.
As a result, the Blending's cot-
ton yield increased sharply. And
even during the past few years
when dry weather drastically re-
duced yields in the area, they
have harvested nearly as much
cotton, corn, peanuts and tobac-
co as usual.
In the state's annual five-acre
cotton conteet, the Blandings have
won top county and district
awards. One year they produced
5,500 pounds of lint cotton on their
contest-plot,
White and colored farmers
from nude, around visit them to
get pointers on how they make
such good crops. "More moisture
and plant food," Blanding advis-
es. "In addition to breaking the
ground deep, we apply fertiliser
at the rate of up to 1,200 pounds
per acre," he points out.
In describing his plowing mitts-
od, Blanding makes it clear that
he plows deep only once a year.
After that he barely scratches
the surface, plowing his cotton
and other crops just deep enough
to get any weeds his hogs might
miss.
And turning hogs in on the cot-
ton and letting them graze t h •
weeds and grass Is another of his
experiments. It has worked, he
says, cutting the chopping time
about in half.
Still another experiment that
some of his neighbors have been
trying is the method he uses to
get his nine children to work
long and hard at growing cotton.
Years ago, when his first child
was old enough to help in the field,
Mr. and Mrs. Blanding gave him
an acre all his own with the un-
derstanding that the earnings
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MACOMB
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Caldwell
were business callers is Spring.
field recently.
A dinner was held at the hen.
ot Mr. and Mrs. Joe Coleman,
with a most of friends attending,
Mrs. Walter Thorpe, William
MANNING, S. C. — A South and Mrs. Willie Houston visited
Carolina colqred farmer who be-
lieves in experimenting with his 
Springfield recently.
crops has become a champion cot- Mother Victoria Thorpe, Mies
ton and hug grower of his coun- sionary Daniels
 and sister Minnie
ty. reports E. N. Williams, state
Clark visited Elder and Moths*
supervisor of Negro agricultural 'Calvi
n Dickerson in Galesburg.
extension work. prior to attending services at th•
T h e farmer is Henry Bland- Church of God In Christ.
Miss -Grace McGruder recent-




The Lucy Jetterson Federated
Club met at the home of Mrs. Do-
ra H. Ellis.
The Emma B. Miller Federated
Club met at the home of Mrs. VI.
ola Caldwell Mrs. Lucy Holliday,
hostess, received several gifts
from members.
The Emma B. Miller Federated
Club celebrated its 12th anniver-
sary with a short.program and tea
in the A. M. Rodgers Elementary
•School auditorium.
, Mrs. Emma B. Miller, of YIPOSI
'City, Was present and made some
very encouraging remarks. She
was accompanied by two ladies
of her Dunbar Club and a gentle-
man. They also spoke briefly and
complimented our club work.
• • •
VILLA RIDGE
Regular services were held al
the Lovejoy F. B. Church Sunday
with the pastor Rev. J. B. Dion.
erson in charge.
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Harrel
are recovering from a recent
nese.
Sylvester Carter spent the week-
end with his family. Mrs. Nanette
Carter and son. George.
Robert Thompson has returned
from the Veterans hospital at
Marion, Ill., and is much im-
proved.
Regular service' were held M
the Mt. Zion M. B. church Sun-
day with the pastor Rev. J. (1.
Hopkins delivering the morning
message.
Mrs. Smalls Ray Is impeovIng
front an extended illness.
Mrs. 011ie Watkins was a btu*
ness visitor in Mound. Saturday'.
Rev. and Mrs. J. 0. Hopkins
were dinner guests of Me. awl
Mrs. Steve Harrell Sunday,
Mrs, Alberta Hopkins hes re-
turned from a brief visit with her
parent, at Millington, Tea.,
• • •
MAIM
Mrs. Louisa Dolton Ass monad
from visiting her daughter In
Champaign, 111,
Mrs. Lunen Barnes wee gums
of Mn. Doyle MaDarld of Mountie
Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Lips wen
business visitors in Cairo Friday,
Alvin Coleman and Mrs. Clare
Fields are recovering from reeent
illness.
Regular services were held ail
the St. John M. B. church with
the pastor Rev. W. L. White isa
charge. The morning message wag
delivered by Rev. J. (3. Hopldns
of Villa Ridge. Rev. Vine gave
remarks.
Lee McCorlde ham r000voredfrom a recent illness.
Mr. and Mr". Roosevelt Harrell
attended the funeral of their niee.




Mrs. Georgia Bohannan hoe
gone to Madisonville, Ky., to seefrom the cotton would go into his her son, Winfred Johnson, who *own account at the bank toward ij.
his education
The same plan has been work-
ed out with all the other children.
And there is never any trouble
getting them to plow and chop
and pick. Up to now, three have
finished college, and most o/ the
others are on their way.
At present, Blanding Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Butler'menting with feeds for beef catt
Ill., spent the week end with they
ii "Peri. and Lester Griffin of Madison,and for the 175 to 200 hogs he 
le
parents,
mix my own supplement out of
raises for market every year.
Roscoe Hodge spent three der!corn, peanuts, soybeans, velvet-I in the state capitol.
beans, and fish meal. I am try- Bethel AME church, the amlog various combinations, trying J. H. Roulhac, pastor observed
Founders day—its 167 years old.
atondfinwd hoicuht wi sh i c nh e si st b 
for
e s t f go r ows oi wn gs
Sick are Mrs. Tinie Hughes andpigs," says Blanding. Archibald Stewart.
Within a few years, Blanding • • •
plans to devote his full time to
livestock, while one of his sons
takes over the cotton and tobac-
co and other field crops.
Manufacturers Ask
Cut In U. S. Budget
A reduction of $8.2 billion —half
of its in civilian expenditures —
in the Eisenhower administra-
tion's proposed 1958 budget has
been recommended by the Nation-
al Associstion of Manufacturers.
The NAM, in a statement re-
leased through its Chicago office,
said that this cut, which amounts
to 11 per cent of the total bud-
get estimate is necessary be-
cause of the inflation potential and
the jeopardy to continued econom-
ic growth contained in the origi-
nal 571.8 billion proposal.
days in Evanston, Ill., who with
her brother, Rev. R. Clingman.
during the illness of his wife, Mrs.
Naomi Clingman who has under-
gone a serious operation. She is
reported doing well.
The club of The Church of God
in Christ met in the home of
Mrs. Mamie Brown.
Mre. Ann Gardner of Sprins.
field visited relative* and friend,
here.
Miss Blanche Thomas appeared
last week on an interracial pro-
gram at New Zion Baptist church
In Carbondale. She played a Mane
solo.
MURYHYSBORO
By JOHN L. ROBINSON
Mr. and Mrs. Ardell Patter**
are the proud parents of a baby
daughter. Mr Clyde Hayes has re-
turned home from the bedside of
his sister, who Is ill in Indianapo-
lis,
Mrs. Jeanette Blackwell has 711.
turned home after a short stay in
St. Andrews Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Merin-
nie of Springfield, Ill., were week
end visitors here.
Nathaniel Griffin, was admitted




By JOHN L. ROBINSON
William Daniel, 77, was burn-
ed to death when his two-roote
home was destroyed by fire. T h •
cause of fire was unknown.
Mrs. Henrietta Merrill is lat.
proving greatly after undergoing
surgery.
Mrs. Florida Hooper is visiting
her sister, Mrs. Catherine Gee ie
Kansas City, Mo.
Your colmnist John L Robin
son has returned after an ns.
tended stay in Ullin, HI.
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BIG BOUTS AHEAD — These
four Memphis boxers have
been going through strennost
workouts under Coach Rye
Eidbiatt, kneeling left, geh
Vag ready for the Golden
°loves matches that open in
Chicago on Monday, Feb. 25.
Though Memphians, the four
will represent Alabama where
they won the state anal South-
ern crowns In recent bouts.
In the Montgomery bouts
Coach Ridblatt's boys took 14
points for first plate position
against five points for the
second running team. Boxer
seated on stool is James Webb,
a welter weight. Standing,
from left, are: Gerald Moore,
flyweight; Brown McGhee,
feather weight, ,and Aaron
Hackett, light weight. Hack-
kett and McGhee have fought
In Chicago before. All fonr
have fought and won in the
annual Tri-State Amateur
Boxing tournament. Any of the
four who get through the elim-
inations of the bouts starting
on Feb. 25 will make the fi-
nals, will be seen nationally






The members of the New Home
Makers of America, of Lauder-
dale High school met with other
New Homemakers at Melrose
High school in our second district
meeting.
There were 24 of the members
present from our chapter. This
was some of the members' first
time and they enjoy(SI the ac-
tivities of the meeting very much.
We are very happy and feel high-
ly honored to have the president
of this organization from o is r
chapter, Wanda J. Brent, w h o is
classified as a junior and the past
president of our chapter was hon-
ored with this position. She is a
very progressive person, and we
are behind her 100 per cent. We
also wish to thank all voting dele-
gates,for voting in her favor.
Cora Fields participated in the
forum on "Requiremerts of Earn-
ing A Degree".
The new president was present-
ed in chapel by Geraldine Lewis,
talk was made hy our adviser,
Mrs. Earlend Halliburton. "T h e
New Challenge in the New Home
Makers Organization" was h e r
topic. She stated that progress is
like a tree; its roots reach for
a deeper knowledge, its branches
reach out to help others, and like
a tree its height denotes p r o g-
ress.
We as members of this fine or-
ganization must search for more
knowledge, reach out to help oth-
ers, then we progress.
This was a great challenge to
us. Then our principal Mr. J. C.
Brent told us in a few words that
"until one do more than our par-
ents did we have not done any-
thing."
Cora Fields our song leader
gave us some relaxes that she
picked up at the meeting, which
were enjoyed by all.
The members of the Business
Education Department presented
Miss Brent, a gift for her achieve-
ment in the organization. Their
advisers are Mrs. Magnolia John-
son and Mrs. Bertha Pierce, G.
0. Nelson, our county supervisor
was present.
We would like to express our
appreciation to our principal, Mr.
Brent for his fine cooperation in
fostering a better relationsthip in
our organization. Also to Mrs.
Linnie Roberson for playing for
tic Our thanks to the advisor and
Stork Stops
BORN AT JOHN GASTON HOSP.
February 9, 1957
Paul Webber, McGhee, a son, to
Mr. and Mrs. Chselie McGhee, of
921 Neptune.
A son, to Mr. and Mn. William
T. Black, of 1469 Waldorf.
Sherri Yvonne Banks, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Earl C.
Banks, of 902 LeMoyne Mall.
Michael Lavern Sykes, a son, to
Sir. and Mrs. Watchman C. Sykes,
Of 306 W. Dison.
Eugene Williams, a son. to Mr.
and Mrs. R. J. Williams, of 2974
Forrest.
Phyllis Gale Homer, a daughter,
to Mr. and Mrs. Charlie E. Homer,
Of 1511 Gabay.
Myron Leland McGarry. a son.
to Mr. and Mrs. Charlie McGrarY,
Of 382 Roston.
Ricky Lanier Tucker. a son. to
Mr. and Mrs. William R. Tucker,'
of 412 Scott.
Patricia Ant, Gardner. a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. John R. Gard-
ner, of 2c.Pri .'snattswoi.A!.
Calvin Wilson, a son. to Mr. and
Mrs. Walter L. • Wilson. of 961
Ford.
Louise Cuy a daughter. to Mr.
and Mrs. Edgl Guy, of 1032 Tupelo.
Febrnary 10, 1957
Rosie Kearney. a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. George C.
Kearney. of 5015 High
Vernetta Denise Thompson. a
daughter. to Mr. and Mrs. Aaron
Thompson, of 470 Jenson rd.
Ervin Parish, a son, to Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Parish, of 1657 S.
Lauderdale.
A daughter. to Mr. and Mrs. Joe
L. Harris, of 776 Wind st.
Curtis Barker, a son, to Mr. and
Mrs. Edward L. Barker. of 431
Griffin.
Mary Ann Graine, a daughter.
to Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Graine, of
681 Hanley.
Elenor Kay Rogers, a daughter,
to Mr. and Mrs. Taylor Rogers. of
663 Lane.
Lester Morris Sanders, a son, to
Me. and Mrs. Henry S. Sanders,
et 315 Red Oak.
February '11, 19157
Vanessa Dawn Porter, a daugh-
ter, Mr. and Mrs. Julious E. Por-
ter, of 1742 Brookins.
A son. to Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Jetties, of 610 E. Georgia.
Keith Leon Arnold, a son, to Mr.
and Mrs. John H. Arnold, of 992
Seattle.
Keith Eugene Weakley, a son, to
Mr. and Mrs. Ulysses S. WeaildeY,
of 2513 Carver rd.
Al Renaldo Lanton, a son, to Mr.
and Mrs. Johnny R. Lanton, of 386
Gracewood.
Bruce Lamont Evans, a son, to
Mr. and Mrs. Reed Evans, of 710
C. Williams.
Cynthia Ann Bradley, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Solomon
Bradley, of 809 Florida.
A daughter, (twins), to Mr. yid
Mrs. Lorrell Davis, of 2135 Curry.
Barbara Ann Whitney, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Whit-
ney. of 2115 Swift.
Amos Dewayne Robinson. a son
to Mr. and Mrs. Amos Robinson
of 274 North Dunlap.
February 12, 1957
Manuel Lee Herron, a son. to
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie E. Herron,
of 1458 Brookins.
"
Dorothy Ann Malone, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt
Malone, of 506 Pontotoc.
Dedward Artsworth Young, a
son, to Mr. and Mrs. Joe E.
Young, of 1072 Neptune.
Howard Daniel Archie, Jr., a son,
to Mr. and Mrs. Howard D. Archie
of 1081 Delaware,
Jessie James Brown, a son, to
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Brown, of
1411 Emerson.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Sammie
James, of 601 Polk.
Beverly Ann Rogers. a-daughter,
to Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rogers; of
225 Linden.
February 13, 1957
Eddie Davis. jr., a son, to Mr.
and Mrs. Eddie Davis, of 1051
Tupelo.
Jessie Calvin Hodges, jr.. a son,
to Mr. and Mrs. Jessie C. Hodges,
ol 945 I). Peach,
Marvin Louis Banks. a son, to
Musing:
Physical needs of children from
9 to 12. They need from 10 to 12
hours sleep and adequate nu-
trition. There is a need for cor-
rection of posture. Need for
careful eye examination. an-1ff 10.




Would you help me our, I am
13 and a sophomore. How many
nights out a weal should I have,
what time should 1 he home and
what should I get for an allow-
ance? During the summer most
of the fellows and girls were out
two or three nights a week un-
til midnight. Some of my friends
get $5 and $6 a week just for out-
side spending money. I'd like to
be able to join the fun," Worried.
Dear Worried•
Teenage privileges depends on
Mr. and Mrs. Odell Banks, of 556
Hernando. •
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie A. Fulton, of 635 Roberson.
Clyde Carter, a son, Claude Car-
ter, a son, (twins), to Mr. and
Mrs. Argentry Carter, of 390
Plum.
Wayne Craig Franklin, a son, to
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Franklin, of
984 Frisco.
Alvin Lenard Maxwell, a son, to
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Maxwell, of
223 Pauline Circle W.
Larry Earl Robinson, a son, to
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Robinson, of
1260 Central (R).
Ronald Adrian Ford, a son, to
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd E. Ford, of
1975 Frisco.
Kevin Morrell Turner, a son, to
Mr. and Mrs. Girtho Turner, of
1970 Kansas.
Leslie Allen, a son, to Mr. and
Mrs. Jessie Allen, of 1393 Horace.
Mary Jo Johnson, a daughter,
to Mr. and Mrs. Willie D. Johnson,
of 1296 Breedlove.
Sherri Debris Miles, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Miles, of 1344 Michigan.
Doris Jean Williams, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Eddie L.
Williams, of 692 Louisiana.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Leander
'Dooley, of 287 Modder.
FEBRUARY 14, 1957
Brenda Jean Bearden, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Bear-
den, of 187 Elm.
Clara Netta Nelson, a daughter,
local custom and just what a high
schooler's parents will allow. Two
or three nights a week with the
crowd isn't excessive during the
summer, but coming home at
midnight during school is going to
put hags under your eyes, and
you will he too weary to lift a
book.
An 11 p.m. deadline, except for
special dances or parties, is
much more appropriate for a
girl your age. Lease yourself a
few privileges to look forward to
when you're an ageing belle of
17-1. A proper allowance depends ;
on what the 'family can afford,
and on what expenses you are re-
sponsible for. During school, your
allowance probably covers c a r
fare, school lunches, and book or-
tablet expenses. If you don't have
In be responsible for keeping up
your wardrobe, then $2 or $2 5()
should see you through the week. ;
to Mr. and Mrs. John H. Nelson,
of 1665 Kansas.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Ford, of 94. E. Person,
Ralph Edward Bell, a son, to
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Bell, of
890 LeMoyne Mall.
Gregory Lamar Green, a son,to
Mr. and Mrs. William S. Green,
of 3439 Cook Road.
Rickey Lanier, a son, to Mr.
and Mrs. David Lanier, of 858
Hilton.
Vincent Jerome Clay,a son, to
Mr. and Mrs. Simon Clay, of 1551
Webb.
Phylecis Lynn Grice, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Allen Grice,
of 1936 Kansas.
Diana Hancox ,a daughter, to
Mr. and Mrs. Emmett Hancox, of
508 Walker.
Melvin Wayne Petty, a son to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Petty, of
1095 No. Claybrook.
Sans Wesley Murrell, Jr., a son,
to Mr. and Mrs. Sam W. Murrell,
of 904 Poplar.
Annette Kelly, a daughter, to
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Kelly, of
582 South Lauderdale.
Wog& of the Wise
The difference between a
conviction and a prejudice is
that you can explain a convic-
tion without getting angry.
—(Unknown)
Words of this Who
Make other people lake
themselves a Ottlit bettor sod
I promise yosi they will 111re
you very well.
—(Lord Chesiterfieltil
members of the Melrose chapter
for their fine hospitality a n d
Halliburton and Mrs.Ada Nelson,
advisers.
THRIFTY DOERS CLUB
The members of the Thrifty -
Doers club met Thursday evening
in the home of Mrs. Mannie Win-
ston for a period of Valentine
relation. T h e members enjoyed
games, television and gay laugh-
ter to break the monotony of the
week. The refreshments were
served buffet style, which gave
everyone a feeling of ease.
Valentine cards were exchang-
ed among the members and their
expressions were very unique. The
appetizers were prepared by Mrs.
Blanch Halfoera, Nannie Sulli-
van and Mannie Winston, which
included shrimp cocktails, blue
cheese crackers, relish d i s h.
cream cheese dip, nuts, straw-
berry ice cream and cake. A very
delicious punch was served.
Other members present were
Miss P. F. Thompson, Mrs. G. 0.
Nelson, Mrs. Lonnie Roberson and
Mrs. Earlene Halliburton.
The Missionary Society of the
Cnapel Hill Baptist church held
its rather late election of the
year of 1957, Wednesday, Feb.
6.
T h e officers are as follows:
Mrs. Sarah Turner, president:
Mrs. Lela Mae Welch, vice pres-
ident; Mrs. Jessie Johnson, sec-
ond vice president; Mrs. Lela
Mae Reed, secretary; Mrs. Eliz-
abeth Robinson, assistant secre-
tary; Mrs. Louise Barnett, cor-
responding secretary; Mrs. Jessie
Mae Wells, secretary of literature;
Mrs. Mae Vies Hall, treasurer;
Executive Committee — Mrs. Ka-
tie L. Estes, Mrs. Minnie Balti-
more, Mrs. Jessie Johnson, Mrs.
Cosine Miller and Mrs. Warlene
Taylor. Their guest was M r 5.
Faye Carlton of Fort Smith, Ark.
The pulpit guests during regular
worship were: Rev. C. W. Wat-
kins, Rev. J. S. Reddick a n d
Rev. Jefferies. The pastor, Rev.
L. T. Shepherd delivered a very
soul-stirring message from St.'
Matt. 11;28-30. The chorus so
beautifully sang "In the End" aft-
er which Rev. Jeffries prayed a
fervent prayer.
During the afternoon the direct-
ress of the Baptist Training Un-
ion hedd its election. The newly
elected officers are: Mrs. Louise
Miller, assistant directress; Miss
Rosa V. Tuerner, secretary; Miss
Sarah Ann Miller, assistant secre-
tary; Mrs. Floyd Hall, treasurer;
Mrs. Sarah Turner, Bible Read-
ers' Leader.
After the election the directress
presented to Bible Readers' Lead-
er, Mrs. Sarah Turner, who in
turn introduced a program to the
union. The program consisted of
the Bible Drill with 18 persons
participating. The words they
were to carry were: "In thee Oh
Lord, Do I put my trust."
The drill was carried out with
all persons receiving the correct
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office. 1 am the REAL
MADAM BELL that stayed at the Mississippi
State Line for years. Look for a little long
white house and two big Aluminum house
trailers Li and you will find MADAM BELT.
there at ALL TIMES.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have you lost faith
In your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you in bad health?
Are you discouraged? If any of these are your problems,
come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She will read
life to you just as she would read an open book. Tell Jou
why your job or business is not a success. If you have filled
in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51, North of the way to Covington,
Tennessee just four miles above Millington, one block below
Colony Nigiit Club. Other-wise known as Turf Club. Look for
sign on left hand side of the road, coming out of Memphis in
Tipton County. Look for MADAM BELL RAND SIGN. to mlii-
ute drive from Memphis, Tennessee to Madam Bell's Door.
5 Greyhound buses pass daily to and from Memphis, ask your
bus driver to put you off at Madam Bell's place. You can
lake the Millington bus and get off at the Post Office ht MU.
tington and get a cab and tel them to drive you to MADAM
BELL'S OFFICE. Show your cab driver the addresr
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Readings Daily, Open on Sunday
I don't make any home relit or answer any letters. B. MS
to look for the right sign and the right name.
CHEERING SQUAD from
George Ellis school, Munford,
wordings. Visitors present in the
union were: Mrs. Callie Mae Al-
lison, Rev, J. S. Reddick a n d
Rev. Jeffires, who gave some
very wholesome remarks to the
newly elected officers. Rev. Shep-
herd also gave some much heed-
ed instructive remarks concern-
ing training,
Rev. Jefferim, pastor of First
Baptist church, Maury C i t y,
Tenn., delivered a powerful ser-
mon,from the subject: Standing
Alone. We were happy to halire
such a large congregation for both
day and night services and speak-
ing for myself, hope our people
will come out of the slums and
begin to grow and glow.
Miss Rosa V. Turner, reporter
The M. A. club of Ripley cele-
brated Valentine Day with a par-'
ty Thursday, February 14, in the
home of Mrs. Minnie Parker, one
of the club members. Many games
were played and enjoyed by all.
Mrs. Kat Sanders, of Ripley and
Mr. Tucker, teacher at Halls
Consolidated school won some of
the best prizes. The menu was
tasty and satisfying as well as
pleasing to the eye. Some of the
cakes and sandwiches were heart
shaped. Many guess were present
including men as well as women.
Tenn., Prof. Nathan Horne,
principal, is made up of, from














760 Union - IA. 7-2631
2268 Park Ave.-FA. 3-8507
Open 0,1,ohts Free Parking
111111111111111111111111I
GRAND PIANO FOR SALE
BR. 5-3967
STEAMING, Painting. papering. The best.
J. A. Hall, white GI 2-5393-EL '7-2827.
YOUNG LADIES—WOMEN
Improve your appearance and personality
through our charm school.
FIRST TIME OFFERED WRITE:








EZ Trine Piz Tub. Rennie
crry WIDE TV 3604 CHELSEA./
OL 11-1252
NXPERIENCED Negro Carpenter Avatiald•
Immediately Allen Wilson PA 3-36IT




























































































THESE TWO CLASSES of the
McNeil High school, of Craw-
fordsville, Ark., 1-1A el ass
above, and 6th grade below,
were two of the top money
raisers in the senior's class
project of buying curtains for
the stage in the auditorium of
the gymnasium. The Ii rst
graders, Mrs. C. B. Robert•
son, teacher, came in third in
the drive with $10. The sixth
grade, under Mrs. M. E. M,
ler, placed second with 517.25.
Seen seated in center wills
Mrs. Miller le Wade Strick-
land, one of the old pillars
of the school. The ninth grade
class, not seen, raised 533 to
lead the contest. (ateChristen
Photos)
Heart Fund Volunteers
ToMake Rounds Feb. 24
Some 7,000 volunteers will cli-
max Memphis' 1957 Heart Fund
drive with a door to door civ: s
for contributions 1 p.m.-5 p.m., on
Sunday, Feb. 24.
This is the third annual Heart
Sunday drive conducted by the
Memphis Heart Association dur-
fang its annual February Ileart
`Or'und campaign. Last year. over
$37,000 was given en Heart Sun-
day. The Heart Fund's 1957 goal
is $100,000 — needed to contin-
ue and expand research projects
on heart disease, educational pro-
grams atIout the heart and com•
munity service activities f o r
victims of heart disease.
"We know that heart disease
is the nation's No. health prob-
lem,'' Whit Brown. s;,nlay
chairman, said. "It kills more
people than any other disease.
And 1 million living Americans
are victims Of heart trouble now.
Sunday, the people of Memphis
and Shelby County have the op-
portunity to contribute easily and
privately — in a sealed envelope
— to fight heart disease. I'm sure
they will respond to our appeal for
support."
AREA CAPTAINS
Heart Sunday volunteers in the
Qfity will work under t'a, direc- About once every 50 minutes on`Lotion of 200 district captains. Shel- '
by County area chairmen ore O. 
the average someone is burned to
M. Rogers — Five points; Pierce
Thomas and members of the Col-
lierville Lions club — Collier-
yule; Mrs. Louise Pearson —Oak-
ville; Mrs. Joe Distretti — Caple
%dile; Mrs. William B. Ware —11;11
.eigh; Mrs. Elbert Gill—Frayser.
Mrs. J. W. Za,z( Ii ml e. W.
E. Cullens — Levi Rikki Butler
— Walker Homes; Mrs. Frank B.
Duncan — Arlington; Mrs. John
Haizlip — Germantown; Mrs. Al-
bert Abington — Glenhaven and
Mrs. W. S. Gatlin — Bartlett; Mrs.
W. L. Meux — Whitehaven.
Thirty members of the Mid •
South Hans Radio Operators As.
sociation, directed by Walter IV
. alewborn, will drive their radio-
dispatched cars to pick up Heart
! Sunday donations from homes of
the captains, area chairman and
from Fire Station No. 8 at Crump
' and Mississippi; No. 10 at Penn-
sylvania and Parkway and No
14 at 487 McLemore.
Heart Sunday contributions will
be totaled under the direction of
Tom Fullerton, Memphis Heart
Association treasurer. al t h e
Heart Association office, 631 Hick-
man building. Memphis Police De-
partment will furnish guards dur-
ing the tabulation
41)
death in the United States.
Mother Annie Bell Billingsley
died on Feb. 4 at the home of
her daughter, 1529 Holmes street,
Memphis. Services were Sunday.
Feb. 10, at Tucker Temple Church
of God In Christ in Mason, Tenn.
She joined the church at an
early age.
She was mother of Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Williams, Mr. and Mrs. L.
Hanney, Mrs. Millie Billingsley.
Mrs. Clara Williams, Rev. and
Mrs. Ernest Fields, of Memphis;
Mr. and Mrs. Willie J. Field of
Mason. She leaves 22 grandchil-
dren, 15 great grandchildren, oth-
er relatives and friends.
Elder J. I,. Morris and Elder
C. C. Knox officiated at the fu-
neral. Burial was in Harville cem-
etery in Mason, Southern Funeral
home in charge.
• •
Mrs. Mary Qualls, of Edmond-
son, Ark., was the houseguest of
her cousin, Mrs. Mattie Pleasant,
of 200 N. 8th at., and also of re-
latives in Memphis, Mrs. Stella
Huggings.
Mrs. Sarah Wood, of Florida,
Miss., was guest of her son and
A BLOW AT HEART DIS-
EASES is struck here here by
Mrs. Eva Hill, of 851 Saxon,
as she drops a coin into heart-
fund container held by Mies
Billie Jean Hawkins, of 31 E.
Utah, a Booker T. Washington
High school junior, who was
one of the 400 girls who ac-
cepted funds on Saturday on
behalf of the annual Heart
Fund campaign. Pinning on
the emblem that shows Mrs.










mos1070 on your dial
IMES=
to curb the high' death rate
due to heart diseases Is Miss
Lorene Davis of 45 E. Utah,
a friend of Miss Hawkins,
his wife, Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Lee,
of 802 S. 13th St.
The Morning Star Baptist
church at Hulbert, Ark., had a
high day Sunday, Feb. 10. Pastor
Bolden delivered a dynamic ser-
mon at 11:30 a.m. Solos were done
by Peter Pure, of West Memphis
and Rev. Newson, of Memphis.
Mother Dunking of Memphis gave
a short talk. Rev. Ferguson de-
livered an inspiring message at
7:30 p.m.
Airman 1.c Earl Riley and his
wife were the guests of Mr. and
Mrs. C. J. Hayes, of 2309 Autumn,
Mrs. Riley is the niece of Mrs.
Hayes. They are from Indiana
where the airman is stationed at
Peru airbase.
Eugene Brown. of 616 S. 15th
st., is in Kennedy General hospital
in Memphis.
All his friends wish him a
speedy recovery.
• • •
Members of Bethel A. M. E.
church will celebrate Homecom-
ing Day Sunday, Feb. 24. All
churches are invited. Rev. S. M.
Harts will be the guest speaker,
to be heard in the evening. At 8
p.m. Willer Stewart and his sing-
ers will also be there. The Cap-
tains are trying to raise at least
$100 each and the ones making
\ more will receive prizes.
Mrs. Mattie W. Pleasant and
Mrs. Leatrice Whitaker, sponsor.
Rev. C. Franklin is pastor.
Ed Frank Wheatley, of 1150 Ar-
gyle, died at his residence t h e
morning of Feb. 6.
He was husband of Mrs. Lou-
. venia Wheatley, father of Miss Be-
atrice Wheatley and brother of
Mrs. Harriet Ellen Braden.
Services were held Sunday, Feb.
10 at the Antioch Baptist church,
1377 N. Bellevue, Rev. 413 r a d y
Johnson. officiating. Burial was in
Mt. Carmel cemetery. Southern
Funeral Home was in charge.
• • •
Wonder High school's senior I,i
ons won their first victory of the
season, after losing eight straight,
by defeating Lester High school of
Memphis, 45-34.
The Juniors won, too, their sixth
game out of nine, 46 to 26.
Words of the Wise
The true use of speech is not
so much to express our wants
u to conceal them.
—(Oliver Goldsmith)
NO FIXED DOWN PAYMENT
Tell Us What You Can Pay
Always 100 Clean Cars On Lot
'53 thru '56 MODELS
Low Bank Financing • Day or Night
ALSO
'46 Thru '52 MODELS
As Low As $50 Down
Notes As Low As
$5 to $10 Per Week
We Finance These Ourselves
C. B. SMITH MOTOR CO.
2586 POPLAR





The attention of LeMoyne's stu-
dent body is now seemingly fo-
cused on the activities of its
Frets and sororities, In an at-
tempt to satisfy the curiosities
of the students, Miss Annie B.
Price motivated a group known




To secure the results of the in-
formation gathered by this group,
watch this column for weekly
data concerning the frets and sor-
orities on campus. The series will
begin on next Thurdsay.
• * •
RED LETTER DAYS AHEAD
LeMoyne's Drama Group, under
the leadership of Miss Van Ness,
seemingly has a full schedule
ahead. It reads;
March 26, the play, "SILVER
CORD." in C. A. Bruce hall. Also
in March the group is expecting
to travel to Parkens, Ark, to ren-
der several of their recent per-
formances for an awaiting audi-
ence. April 12. they act in Bruce
Hall again presenting, "THE
KINDLED FLAME." In May they
are to present "MURDER FOR
THE BRIDE." Be on the lookout
for these red letter Stays and plan
to attend the festivities.
• • •
HOLIDAY ON ICE
On March 10, at the Ellis au-
ditorium; 830 p.m.. there will
be presented a "Holiday On Ice"
for Negro patrons. The project
is being sponsored by the Zeta
Phi Beta sorority and proceeds
go to the Eyeglass and Scholar-
ship Project.
Featured in the action will be
"The Nutcracker," and 25 spec-
teenier acts. To enjoy this rare
treat tickets may be secured at
LeMoyne college. Make plans to
he present.
Soror Gloria Callian is basileus
and soror Carlotta Stewart is
chairman.
LEMOYNE'S 3F'S
Another report from the LEPC
headed by Miss Dorothy Jackson
(freshman) reveals that altera-
tions are in order, for Miss Dar-
nell Thomas was forced from the
Number 1 spot by Miss Mary Cole,
the "Sweetheart" of the Alphas
She is followed by:
Miss Darnell Thomas, Miss Na-
omi McAfee, Miss Geraldine Mc-
Gray, Miss Walter M. Young.
The young men's list of fab
freshmen also shows changes as
the Freshman's Popularity com-
mittee continues to tabulate Mr.
Melvin Greer and Frank Lyles
are downed and completely ban-
ished from the 3F's by Charles
Adair and Melvin Smith, who
charges into first place. The list
now reads:
Melvin Smith, Marvin Plunkett,




A group of young men met at
the Orleans hotel, Feb. 11, for
the purpose of organizing a civic
and social club. The club was
named the ESPRIT-de corps Club.
The purpose of the club is to
create in young men the common
interest of civic affairs for the
general welfare of the public. We
believe that we owe something to
the public and the community in
which we live.
The charter members are; Clif-
ton Drake, Willie Shotwell, Charl-
es Baker. Willie Cooper, Melvin
Smith, Troy Vaughn, Nathan
Clemmens, Johnny Watson, Rooms-
velt Jamison, Muldrow Wilson,
Lawson Little and Thomas Woo-
ten.
News concerning this organiza-





Religion was the main objective
of last weeks aeries of chapel
services featuring Dr. Winston
King, dean of the chapel and pro-
fessor of philosophy and religion
at Grinnell college, Grinnell, Iowa.
A tea was given in the Teach-
ers Lounge so as to allow the stu-
dent body to chat with Dr. King
informally and to allow time for
discussion on his sermons.'
ALUMNI DAY A SMASH
The Talent show of the Faculty-
Alumni of LeMoyne, presented
in C. A. Bruce hall on Sun. Feb.
10, was a smashing success and
was apparently enjoyed by all
the spectators.
MAD MAGICIANS ON HIKE
The Mad Magicians, LeMoyne's
tamed basketball team, left the
campus on Wed. Feb. 13 to meet
their last three rivals during this
cage season. We await patiently
for their return and hope that they
will bring home the bacon. Al-
though the team's performance
(luring the season has been rather
embarrassing, we still have faith




TORATE — Eugene Bone Ar-
nold, executive director of the
Project director of Project for
Improved Utilization of Teach-
er Resources at Philander
Smith college, received the
Doctorate of Education degree
from the Univeraity of Pitts-
burgh at its Winter com•
mencement exercises on Feb.
I. Mr. Arnold, who has an ex•
tensive backjground as a so-
cial researcher, came to Phil-
TII-STATE DEFENDER 1
Sat., Feb. 23, 1957 I isf
ander Smith in September 1952
as Associate Professor of Edu-
cation and Coordinator of Gen-
eral Education. He holds the
M. Ed. from the University
of Cincinnati, where he served
on a University Fellowship
under Dr. Carter V. Good,
Dean of Teachers' College at
Cincinnati; studied toward the
B. D. at Colgate-Rochester
Divinity School; and complet-
ed two years' work toward the
Ph.D. at Ohio State Univer-
sity.
c
SHOCKING, BUT TRUE i
The first official reports on the 
MNeil High Stridesstudent grades for the first sem.
ester were released -eeently ti
the office. The grades were mur-
der for many and joy for few. Long
faces have been common around
campus for the last few 'ays hut
the shock is finally wearing off
Now we're not taking it so hard
• • •
RAIN WET ENOUGH
Apparently the answer I'd re-
ceived from several young men
around campus would be no.
The swimming pool located in
C. A. Bruce hall was opened for
business again on Feb. 15, and the
young college lads were on hand
when the doors flew open. Some
seen enjoying a mi 1-winter's
beauty-bath were, George Miller,
Fred Campbell, Marvin Plunkett,
Jake Kelly. Ronald (Brsin) An-
derson, Winters Murry, I,awrence
(Bill) Jackson, Lavern Montgom-
ery, Square Partee (life-guard),
and Benjamin Poindexter.
Toward Curtains Goal
The senior class of the Leroy
McNeil High school made much
progress toward their project goal
of buying curtains for the stage
in the auditorium of the gymnas-
ium in the month of February.
The faculty agreed to the use
of various methods in helping to
raise the money.
One method was the selling for
10 cents each of tickets that would
result in winning of a cake for
some buyer. The cake was baked
by three graduating seniors, Miss-
es Annie Mae Thornton, Willie
Mae Sanders and Emma Theresa
Willis, under the supervision of





Annual Meeting of the Regional
Council of Negro Leadership will
be held in Greenville on Friday,
April 26. Announcment of the date
and place was made today by
Rev. Thedore Trammell, newly
elected president of the organiza-
tion.
Rev. Trammell succeeds Dr. 1'.
R. M. Howard as president of the
organization. Dr. Howard has now
taken up residence in Chicago.
Rev. Trammell is pa a t or of







%t that special time of day when
v01.1 drop worries and cares ...
that's the time for Bourbon de
Luxe. Yes, relax de luxe ..
..njoy Bourbon de Luxe.





THE BOURBON IF) UXE COMPANY, DIVISION Of NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTSCORPORATION, LOUISVILLE, KY. KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY
--16 PROOF
T h e organization elected Dr.
Howard, who was its founder, as
! president-emeritus.,
This marks the third time the
meeting place of the organization
has been changed. It gained na-
tionwide publicity for its big "Cir-
c u s-Tent" meetings, which were
for four years held in Mound
Bayou. Last year the group met
in Jackson.
Money orders were first ac-
cepted by the U. S. postal depart-
ment in 1864.
February 12 the cake was giv-
en to R. Collins on behalf of Ben-
ny Leon of Chicago.
This was "Stunt Night" a n d
the students presented many
stunts, musical selections and read-
ings for the spectators.
On Valentine's Day the senior
class gave an appreciation Valen-
tine l'arty for the classes which
had sold the highest amount a
tickets over 100.
Top clime, were ninth grade,
R. Collies, sponsor, $33 aixtb
grade, Mrs. M. E. Miller, spon-
sor, $17.25; and first grade, Mrs.





There is is masc. why wimple
like to Jo business with vs. It
Is Sur prompt, friendly service,
courteous treatitions deft,
to help you.
Ogisn Thursday and Friday Nights.
Until 8 P. M.





Home Owned - Homo Operated
See LEE BAINE
For ADVICE and HELP ON ALL AFFAIRS OF LIFE
I CAN AND WILL HELP YOU! — Call For Information
NOW OPEN — JA. 6-2430 or EX. 7-4688
683 OLD MILLINGTON ROAD
MEMPHIS, TENN. OPEN DAILY AND SUNDAY
HOURS 9:30 A.M. to 7:30 P.M.
3 BLOCKS WEST OFF OF HIWAY SI, NEAR INTERNATIONAL
HARVESTER Plant Frasier. Corn , Memphis. Take Millington tdeval
Bose Bus, get oft at corner old Millington Rd. and Beinlestown Rd
Office ortoosits bus stop, LOOK FOR HAND SIGN! NOTICE! COWIN'
aeitrant may take advantage of special 25c cut rot* of Premier Cab
Co. from bo, stop (at ‘ignal light in Frayser) to ttne office
3 BLOCKS WEST OF HIWAY Si NORTH.
YOU'LL LOVE THE QUALITY, LOW PRICES and SERVICE AT
is the friendly GOODWILL and excellent service
you always receive at this brilliantly modern Big
Star Food Mart The pictures on this page are
better than a thousand words in showing you the
HUGE assortments of fine foods from which you
can choose at this wonderful Big Star No. S4.
You'll GLORY over the low,
low cash prices which Big Star
brings you.. WELCOME LOW
PRICE'S that mean continual
savings for you!
And you'll be GLADDENED
over the constant flow of
charming GIFfS that can be
YOURS through the regular
saving of Quality Stamps which
you receive FREE With your
purchases at Big Star. Ask for
your FREE Catalog of Quality
Gifts!
(AT BROOKS RD. INTERSECTION)
Meadowbrook Milk
